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Ring out the glad tidings!
The grand work is done,
The victory won.

=

False lights and false beacons,
They’ve held oud too long,
| To entice and destroy
The unwary throng.
And thousands on thousands,
Each day and each hour;

=

fell power.

Fair homes hive been blighted,
Bright hopes given o'er;
And wrecks have been scattered

{|

held in
and

And join hand to hand,
From the bleeding land?
Oh, no! milder methods

the

candid

N;

its

menibership

widely

extended.

But not quite destroy.
So rum-shops were licensed;
And, laughing in glee,
| The tyrant swept onward,
_ From the land to the sea.

Its monthly proceedings and the

lectures

whose first volume
issue of this month.

and whose

features, and will be enlarged.
The morning

* Toarm for the fight,
For truth and the right.

Iowa's broad prairies
" Re-echo the cry;
And onward and onward
The glad tidings fly,—
¢* Down! down with the rum-shops!
Away with them all!
For right is triumphant,
“And traitors must fall.

ments

and

1882.

Lake,
fifteen

first school was

held in the same place, beginning July 12,

and ending July 22, 1881.
The objects of the Institute are to inphilosophy

the truths re-

vealed in Holy Scripture, and to associale competent men in such investigations
for the purpose of creating, and dissemi-

naling a Christian philosophical literaSE ENR

The need and justification of an effort

of this kind is set forth by President Por-

ter, of Yale College, in the following ex

tracts from his address before the Institute, July 13, 1881;
. The facte and
events of Christian-

assume

certain

truths—as

thal

there is a personal and self-cxistent
Creator, the originator of the forces and
the upholder of the laws of nature, who
~ Can be known by man, who is interested
in ‘man, and can

be honored

and

were

the

of a

Place

in

by Lyman

God,”

and

Christian
Abbott on

why I believe

it;" three by Prof. Ladd, of Yale College,
on ‘Nature
and the
Supernatural,”
« Revelation,” and * Inspiration”; one
by Washington Gladden on ** Christianity

school of this ln-

Von

their

“ What the Bible is, and

stitute, held in the Hall of Philosophy at

ture,

Being

Evidence;” one

WOODLANDS,

and science as bear upon

for the

[+ Miracles,

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY.

Warwick ‘Woodlands, Greenwood
closed to-day.
The session was

lectures, which

main feature of the school just ended, were
as follows:
:
Two by Prof. Fisher, on ‘The Argu-

And bravely to battle

of

work - as. arch®ol-

ment the Quarterly will have several new

Then calls to her sisters,

questions

two years’

logist with the Palestine
exploration
party east of the Jordan, and successful
identification of many Scripture localities,
made him well-known to all students of
Biblical geography. Under his. manage-

“With banners all waving,
Fair Kansas appears;
And soon of the tyrant,
Her virgin soil clears.

vestigate such

in the hands of
for several years

teacher in RobertCollege, Constantinople,

Or shrink back in fear.”

The

is conipleted by the
The editorial charge

of the Quarterly is now
Prof. John A. Paine,

To parley with murderers,

days in length.

may

of the summer school were published in
the Christian
Philosophy Quarterly,

Our homes are too precious;
Our children too dear,

The second summer

Religious conversations on the beach,
under the pines, and even in the open cars

of the Beach railroad, while spinning along

Mabie,

at this summer resort for rest and pleasure. The Sabbath services and weekday meetings for prayer breathe out a
spirit of preparation for the larger gatherings soon to be enjoyed. A lady remarked at a late meeting for social pray-

of New

the

city. and

molded into one nation?
Walking

jabber and

loved

‘Social

Science”;

one

by

S.

H.

Wilder on ¢ The Spencerian Philosophy a
Misinterpretation of the Doctrine of the

Correlation of Forces "; one by Prof.

N.¥

K. Davis, of the University of Virginia,on

“The Dunlity of Mind and Brain ”;
by President Bascom, of Wisconsin
versity, on ¢ Mind and Matter,
Present Relation,” and * Mind and
ter, their Ultimate Reference”; and
by Prof. Patton, of

Princeton,

on

two
Unitheir
Matone

* The

Genesis of the Idea of God.”

our

°

in Home

Mission

successes.

A

resources,
ww apirie

we

harsh jurgon of every

hear

the

land;

and.

sometimes we are led to the conclusion that
these people know nothing of our institutions,
our politics or our religion; and they care us
little for it all as they know.
How, then, are
these ingiusions to he conserved and perpetu-

down to Pine Point,Scarborough, and othA visit to Old Orchard amer beaches.

ope

wii

will ray out

through

all

the

light
land,

as

fon,

8%

House

Ielioy 53% fo bY sompanhe poinled Up w wie siavery Ocean
back

on

the hill,

It's

awfully

Paul's preaching in. Ephesus affected all

ple.

Our educational enterprises of late

by the sea, and to our true friends again.

A Bates professor, residing in his summer cottage here, suggests the formation
cess. Now add the sense of manliness of a botanical class, when enough of the
that comes from suecessful Home Mis- coming guests, together with the Park
sionary efforton a national scale, and we residents, shall signify their interest in
may ‘ put away childish" things.” Not, T'such an arganization. Nothing, to my
the many effect this, but the doing till mind, could be more timely and beneby exercise we develop our strength and ficial, for the grove is crowded with flora,
apply our resources. Under such condi- ~varied, beautiful and rare, many specihave served to develop a sense of manli-

ness by their very

magnitude

and

suc-

tions,small and new deaominations feel as
much consciousness of manhood as large

and old ones. We can be heroic at Thermopylxas well as at Gettysburg.
Remember, brethren, it is our work.
The brethren in Boston are taxing themselves to their utmost to do our werk. Let

us, who still have cur burdens to bear in
other places, show them our appreciation

by helping to sustain our lines wherever

the enemy presses them most sorely.
How it develops the sense of cemmon interest—of brotherhood in Christ!
]
mn
TARE.
NOTES FROM THE PARK.
“ You must send us a letter from Ocean

Park,” said a Ster editor the other day.
This was my “dint,” as’it is my excuse, for writing a letter in midsummer

when everybody. has gone to sleep and
doesn't care to be waked up for trifles.

But-Ocean Park is not asleep, by amy

means. Througk my open window I hear
the incessant roar of the surf along our
shore; the voices of the pines in the
grove answer to the least whisper of the
breeze; the quick footsteps of hurried
workmen-echo along the plank walks of
our avenues ; and hammers and saws lend

the music of human toil to thatof restless
nature. Why, just across the way, for

‘mens growing here with which even spec-

try.
1
:
We hyve kept open doors for the people of
all lands, and have said, Come and take up
your abode with us; to all till recently, but
now not to all! No Chinaman must come.
‘‘ The Chinese must go.” But the Chinaman

is here, and here he will stay. More and more
of these strange people seem to bé€ here, and

how or when they come, who can tell?

They

do not seem to be. like the Arab who * folds

his tent and silently steals away”;

but they

come without

before we

know it.

tents, they are here

They come to the front.

In all eur

principal streets they have established their
laundries.
Ounce, before the Chinese came, the
laundry people could be found only in the

most out of way

places.

But

the

Chinaman

came and placed his red sign in all our principal thoroughfares, and this has brought all

laundry people to the front.

We have no Chi-

na-town in New York, but Mott Street is their
head-quarters.

There the most of them live,

and there pretty much all of them do congregate of a night-time. There are their Joss house,
their amusements, their opium dens and places
of resort. Sometime I-mean to visit this street
on a tour of observation and report. for your
columns what I may discover that will interest
your readers.
How silly a thing it was for our Congress to
attempt by a statute to shut out the Chinese!
As well attempt to regulate the tides. They
will come to British Columbia and fin"
=. >
gress some way.
They are sure to com
business is not to shut them or any ot!
ple out; to convert them to-Christiani = i: |
true remedy and when the heathen con: isi
doors let us give them the gospel and tl:
them and ourselves too.
OBSE!

in

favor

of

both

situations.

One

of

the managers

laden with woodland scents, or they come
up from the surf, heavy with the odors of
the salt spray. Both are equally pleasant to the senses and possibly equally invigorating to tired bodies and flagging
spirits, and whether you build among the
pines or on the beach you are sure of a
pleasant home and good society at Ocean
Park.
Ina Hazerrox.

instance, some stout posts are being
planted in the pine grove, which- means

was listened to by a large and enthusias-

graceful Society building, and the
tic audience and made a profound and
‘ing walk constructed through the
evident impression. When it shall appéar’ speak as highly for their -geed
in the Quarterly, I hope that all the ‘The stranger need spend but a

readers of the Star may have access to at
least;a part of its thorough ando masterful
treatment of the evil social conditions to
which

* These truths concerning
God and man give to the events of the
Christian history all their significance

Sociology, are trying to apply their redemptive agencies.
All the morning lectures: were followed

Christianity

and

her child,

true

looking over the Park,

from

the

charm.
grove,
sense.

day in

surf-tide

onthe shore to the end “of” its. beilifkl

grove, to be convinced that it has come
into existence for a permanent stay.
I deem it most important to note, in
this hurried letter, that everything here
tends toward, and centers in, the Assem-

buildings

and

the streets,

the

school-houses

and the churches, the hotels, the boardinghouses, and eating saloons; together with a

part.of the globe will steadily become homoge-

neous. This

is our

hope, our

desire, and

3

V

The need of positive convincing preaching is too great at the present day to warrant

the encouragement

It seems marvelous,

of doubters

Baptist

as

-one

Weckly

reads

Congrégational
men

to

want

the

coun-

to

be

ministers. Candidates come before councils and express doubts about the inspiration of Scriptures, the nature of the atonement and future retribution, and yet ask

for ordination ! But when a man’s mind
is in hesitancy on such questions, where is

the good of his assuming the. office

of a

religious teacher? If he doubts the inspiration of the Scriptures how can he appeal to them to give force to any inculcation of duty and right? If he is in a mist
as to the work of Christ, how can he find
anything on which he can call anxious
souls to rest? If his views of future re-.
tribution

are

not—decided,

how

can

he

The Standard - speaks a timely and
sympathetic word as follows :
Pity the shop-girls. On these heated
days, when the thermometer is up among

the nineties, we are glad to seek the coolest nooks and cerners, and often the cool
shade of our parks and

suburban.

is sought by us for relief.

groves

But. observe

er, and thus ' give the shop-girls
moments more of breezy out-door
Standard.

a few
life P—

Mrs, Lincoln, the widow of the marytred. president, has departed his life. ' She
has been subjected to no a little unfavorable criticism, both before and since her
husband's death. But it is most agreeable
to notice that thie press, both secular and
religious, now speak of her in the most
kindly and generous terms. If any of
¥

/

0

their private practice may

refutation. The President is a scholarly,
polished gentleman, known to be permeated with strong religious and moral
principles.

Amer-

fluences, this heterogeneous mass. of people
which to-day represents all peoples in every

|

THey have sepéirated Stheir wives;
wow live openly with only one each;
| who might be liable to removal
that they are
PEA vIv office on the ground
*
polygamists, have reditned, and their
places have been filled from: that large
class of Mormons who believe strongly in
polygamy, but do not practise it. A legal
test of the coustitutionality of the law is

tive Mansion.
The statement,
‘wine
flows more freely than water,” needs no

It is another asgertion that needs proof,
that wine is so freely used in the Execu-

business plans

alities’ and customs, American culture, litera. |
ture and religion, largely dominate in the life
and thought of this bustling, busy city; so that
through these gradually molding and silent in-

si.
2

care to lose caste by becoming intoxicated.

in
Referring to the death of Mrs. Lincoln,
ican ideas and manners, American convention- the Waich-Tower says:
large variety of activities and

and projects, are all purely American,

‘ust what they might have been ex-

maaqe

de-

come floating down through the pines

:
are

will not obey it. It is by no means casy
to see how the government can refuse to
allow the non-polygamous believers in

handle hosts of passages of Scripture,
provided he believes they‘are in any sense
clares that « if we only kad more shore- inspired ? These young men whose intellots we could sell them very readily.” It ligence has only befogged them had bet80 happens that we are usually sure of a ter get into daylight themselves before
breeze from some quarfer. These mid- they take on them the functions of religipns guides.
summer
breaths of refreshment either”
scriptural.

Boston Advertiser has bricfly stated

Fi 25

drunkenness there, as his guests were
supposed to be gentlemen, and did not

cils, that some young

said

approach-

ing the ruins of Alexandria. The Bedouins, also, are -said to be swarming
* his standards. Hesitation and deve already multiplied the dangers
‘ ficulties of invasion. Has not the
one by for diplomatic fooling?

.

takes a glass of wine; so do some of his

as well as valuable, souvenir to carry
homie at the close of the season.
~
in spite of the friendly discussions and
differences among these dwellers by the

The majority seem, however, to prefer the foundation of sand, althopgh un-

skirmishers are reported to be

iv! from the start to do, in, orger to
1 : Br”
vent theih or ow governu.ent
in itsPovo
“pg a-Eg
“ander
Sig

wine at dinner, which his predecessor did
for some time at first. President Arthur

account of various

to be satisfied ; so there is something to

cussing the conditions under which Tarkish iutervention can be permitted by
Europe, the Porte will decline to act under the limitations which may be proposed, Meanwhile, Arabi's army will be
gainieg recruits everyday. and the difficulties of the situation will be immeasurbly increased. A straightforward answer
would
have enabled
the Powers to
“authorize Eagland to‘suppress the révolt
with the aid of France. But the Sultan
has no desire to have decisive action
taken in
Egypt. He looks upon Arabi not
only as a Mussulman hero in North Africa,
but as a serviceable ally who has been
acting in collusion with the Turkish Pachas and has added fresh importance to
the worm-eaten throne of Stamboul. In
no other way can he’aid and protect the
Egyptian rebel so effectively as by prolonging the period of inaction and suspease. Can Europe allow the Sultan to trifle
with its patience in so critical an emergency? Can England stand by and listen to the idle ebatter of diplomacy, when
every day of inaction renders the campaign which lies before her more formidable and creates fresh disturbance in her
commercial
empire? Arabi's
soldiers
have already ceased to desert him. Delay has emboldened them, and scouts and

polygamous Mormons of Utali

ably compare with that of any of ki.
ecessors ; and never has the White House
been kept more respectably, although’ he
may treat his friends and diplomats to

for the herbarium would be a pleasant,

the shore or back in the grove, [observed
that those who live in the edge of the
grove under the pines, and those who
dwell on the sand, close to the surf, seem

in his Government may .be represented.

rmon situation :.

Anti now what is the moral andr
status of President Arthur? It wil

enter the ministry. The
makes the point well :

sea, over the relative merits of a_ home on

unequivocally recognized his sovereignty,
and then proposes a new conference where-

It is to waste time.
uted?
By reducing all these languages to one | His putpose is plain.
A new conference will cause delay and
(the EaglishY.~ One speech, one literature, and
add to the embarrassments of England,
one
Trelifion—can we secure this?
We can
and after weeks have been spent in dis-

ialists in botany are not familiar.
A
thorough and scientific scouring of these
woods would yield much treasure, I am
sure, and a collection of the Park flora

be

characteristic. What was required was a
Jefinite answer to the invitation to send
Turki:h troops to Egypt. After protracted delay the Sultan expresses gratification on learning that the Powers have

"we
streets

the sort of life our city clerks must, lead.
From seven o'clock in the morning until
six or seven at night, they stand behind
were unnecessarily abstract, as it seemed
the counter or hurry here and there on
a’ cottage with three tenements com- |
>
to me, but the most of them were plain
the
sales-room floor. We are oppressed
menced this twenty-fifth of July to be
NEW YORK LETTER.
if we are forced to spend an hour in the
and practical as well as. profound and
completed by the first of August.
NEW YORK, July 27.
close; warm atmosphere of the shop. The
scholarly, Prof. Fisher's and Dr. Abbotts
This city is emioently cosmopolitan in its clerks spend all the hours of the livelong
Considering that the Park “has entered
lectures are worthy of high praise for the
To our female attendants,
upon its second season only, one can not character; for there may be found here people day there.
qualities above named. If 1 may venture
too highly express appreciation of the from every nation uader heaven.: And yet it is. this is especially irksome and wearing.
distinctively American in many of its leading - Would good shopping
the judgment, Dr. Gladden's lecture was
people not be willenergy of the managers. of this ‘Assothe most practical and valuable of all. It. ciation, while the beautiful Temple, the features and dominant characteristics. The ing to see the stores closed an hour earliNot one of these lectures was weak or
unworthy of its place in the course. A few

by man ; that man is morally responsible
to himself and therefore to God: that he

15 Jestined to, and capable of, another

through

ply repays the curiosity of a stranger.
I was astonished last evening to see the
desired, and success now is large success,
change
that has been wrought in that
success for all time.
famous
resort within the past few years,
It isa trite remark that nothing is so
since
I
spent
a week or two in a modest
successful agsuccess.
Many hands, movhotel
upon
its
sandy beach.
The moned by one will; “confirm” this Boston
ster
hotels
along
the
shore;
the broad
church! What then?
Nothing is too
hard for us ‘as a people in our Home Mis- carriage drives; the business streets,
sion work. Boston established, Chicago lined with shops and booths, where every
redeemed, and Washington receives a trade is represented ; and the community
new sanctuary, fit companion-piece to the of permanent homes,—makes of it indeed a
Garfield Memorial church. Oug great {-¢ity-by the sea. It seems destined to beOur
thing at a time, and the revolving years come the Long Branch of Maine.
swiftly bring manyof them. If the good modest little Park looked rather lonesome
PRESS OPINIONS.
spiritof our God upon us carries this when we returned at a late hour last
In a recent number of the Zion's. /
vening,
having
ehind
us
all
the.
be,
magnificent Boston undertakin :
£4 8
iramtntefthe Onihard city. |
cessful issue, we shall be a now ueoni

great centers, our denominat

inferred.

25,

D.;

are

should be our earnest prayer.
¢‘ Americans
them did her injustice while she lived, it
must rule America” has been the watchword
is too late for repentance now that she is
of men and of societies. This must be done, if gone, so far as any reparation to her is
concerned.
Neither her health nor her
done at- all, by assimilating these foreign elemind seem ever to have recovered from
ments with the better snd stronger American
ideas and principles; and thus must the leaven the shock of her husband’s murder. 31.
of our Republicanism and religion permeate the
The following from the Tribune gives
entire mass,
Is not this the tendency of Ameri-. |
us doubtless the true view. of the Sultan's
can laws and American civilization under
policy:
on
God?—for how else are these diverse and conflicting antagonistic races to-harmonize and be
The Porte’s reply to the. Powers is

The locality is all that can be

/ Co

be

NEW York, July

D.

The house is fully up to

enquiring

ness of the Association

"Twere wise to employ,

WARWICK

W.

meetings

the great attraction for me in this place.”

the shore, are not uncommon occurrences

:

the times.

establishment

and

| To cripple his powers,

The monster must fall ;

ity

in

and useful-

And sounded her call.
* Come forth to the conflict!

.

to me

and

gious, as well as cowardice.

and it seems

a listof which the character

" But the West has arisen,

.

The thought of a lady, expressed

stupid up to our hotel.” So it is plain
Chas. F. Deems, Roswell D. Hitchcock,
that extravagant living, with all the show
Asia.
:
Howard Crosby, Noah Porter, Geo. P.
‘The Morning Star and the Foreign of comfort that.it brings, does not insure
Fisher,Mark Hopkins,and James McCosh,
Mission cause have, been our chief outs | contentment. And as for us, we found it
are among the namesof members, from
-ward-bondss tog
a
peo-

To banish the tyrant

"

Hamilton

Rev. Chas. F. Deems,

gation of the related problems of science
and philosophy,and the publication of the
results of such investigations.
summer school of
- In _additiopto
last sun
=

far
Whey should go.
hey boldly attack him,

*¢ Literature

ical lectures by Prof. C. A. Young, ot

minds
; its method, the thorough investi-

An ocean might fill,
Wrung out from sad eyes,

Y.;

But the distinctive

vealed truth; its aim,

‘of this truth

All over the shore.
The tears that bave fallen,

N.

Princeton.

to be taking higher spiritual ground than
at first, and making more decided opposition to materialism.
But its distinctive
aim seems to be the discussion of purely
speculative philosophy.
The incidental
manifestations of this higher theistic and
religious spirit in organizations devoted
to other ends, indicate tbe central and
controlling sim of the American Ibstitute
of Christian Philosophy.
Its basis is re-

And traitors must fall.

Temple.

the other day, is the sentiment, I believe,

of the Christian Union ; and six astronom-

science;

the

|. York, is President, and Prof. John A.
fundamental principles. of philosophy Paine, of Tarrytown, Secretary, for the er, “ I was present at the last meeting
ia
2
4 | held in the Park last year, and the holy
proper, based upon faith in the existence coming year.
My
attendance
upon
these
lectures
has influence of that meeting has been with
of one eternal God, the Credfor of all
been
highly
pleasant
and
profitable
to ‘me all through the winter, supp rting me |
things,” ¢* It desires to interest Christians,
learned and unlearned, in the produc- me. The prospects of the Institute” seem _ih the great trials through which I have
; and its aims and methods will been called to pass.” To all who have
tion, circulation, and reading of a litera- good
surely commend themselves to all who been timidly doubtful about the propriety
ture which shall promote intellectual and
desire to see philosophy and science of a Free Baptist yearly assembly in the
religious culture.”
dominated by the great spiritual truths grove, these few, from the many similar
The purpose, thus clearly expressed, is
of revelation, and all their legitimate con- notes of an observer, may be encouraging.
not the specific aim of any other organizaclusions promptly welcomed into
the
Of the many natural advantages of this
tion, although itis the motive of many
body of acknowledged truth.
‘place, much has already been said. I
individual Christian thinkers and writers.
J. M. Davis.
need only add that the enterprise of railThe American Association for the Ad“oP
oe
road companies has made it possible for
vancement of Science has held annual
visitors, all along the miles of ocean
THE BOSTON CHURCH.
meetings for about forty years.
It conbeach, to reach in a very agreeable manIt seemsto the writer that new hope,
tains a predoininant number -of earnest
ner every point of interest. Among ‘the
Christians.
Prayer-meetings connected not to say ambition; has sprung up among
many pleasure trips to be taken from the
with its sessions have been held for the our churchés to make the present under- Park, is one to Ferry Beach, including an
taking
in
Boston
a
success.
Itis
not
to
past few years, and the ideas expressed
ocean fail to Biddeford Pool, & visit to
in last year's meeting in Cincinnati col- be ignored that many look on with inOld Orcha#d camp ground, and to old
difference,
and
not
a
few
in
despair,
but
lected almost entirely around the relations
some are brave, and courage is conta- Orchard itself, extended, if you wish,

Concord school is theistic,

Away with them all!
For right is triumphant,

The tewnpter’s

of true

in

of every one here: ¢ The

Popular Life,” by

work of the Association is indicated by
its name. The ruling sentiment of the

Down, down with the rum shops!

Have fallen beneath

advancement

of science to religion.

The fierce conflict ended, « =

|

real

to convene

The following were the evening 'lectures: * Cleanliness and Gadliness,” by
C.
FY.
Wingate,
Sanitary Engineer;

Middletown,

and

‘bly so soon

and his treatment of it freely discussed. .

*“ Curiosities of Fnsanity,” by W:. Morris
Butler, M. D., of the Lunatic Asylum at

conflicting hypotheses, and thus promote

‘ew York Letter,
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scientific thought. Christianity is thus
brought into. permanent relations with
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polygamy to vote and hold office, or how
it can deal with any men who live in outward conformity with the law, whatever

be.

The

potence of law to prevent a whole

im-

people

from doing what they are determined to
do, is well illustrated by this case, aod
the problem requires more statesmanship

in dealing ‘with
skown.

it

than

has

yet

been

>+o

_
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TEMPERANCE IN COLORADO.

The following petition with all the siguatures that can be procared, will, next December, be presented to the Senate and House of

Representatives of the State of Colorado :
‘Whereas,
The evils resulting from the sale
of intoxicating liquors to he used as a beverage, are so terrible, being the prolific source of
poverty, disease and crime; furnishing most
of the inmates of our jails, penitentiaries, poor
houses, hospitals, lunatic asylums, and dens of
infamy; converting otherwise kind, provident,
and affectionate husbands and sons into sots,

brutes und fiends;

thus destroying the happi-

ness of the household; and as to the revenue
arising from tbe sale of licenses to traffic in
liquor, it is worse than nothing, for where one

dollar comes into the treasury

ten have to be

paid out to repair the damages of this iniquitous traffic; and as to the moral desolation
caused by it, in time and eternity,
God only
can tell,
*
Therefore we, citizens of the State of Colorado, respectfully pray your honorable body to
enact a law to amend the Constitution of the
State of Colorado, so as to entitle women to
vote on all questions pertaining to the sale nr
giving away of intoxicating liquor in the State
of Colorado to be used as a beverage—wine,
beer, and ale included; said amendment to be
submitted to the direct vote of the people.
This temperance vote is asked for by women
in large numbers, who are not female suffragists. Such a change as woman’s temperance
ballot asks for is not connected with high theories as to natural rights to suffrage, nor as to

property. qualifications.
thing of the kind,

They disclaim every-

As they are entitled by the Constitution to
vote in the election of public school officers, so
they ask to be entitled, constitutionally, to vote
on all questions pertaining to the.traffic in liguor--as to ‘* license or no license” to sell intoxicating liquor to be used as & beverage pur-

ticularly, as their dearest interests are connected

with

the suppression

want home proteetion.
we

of

the

traffic.

We

;

Woman’s love of home is the natural antagonist of the enem
r home, and among

these the most disastrous is the liquor traffic.

It

dogs the steps of the husband, and father. snd
son, until they
fall into its bungry jaws.
It
has devastated
a larger area than war. or famine, or pestilence.
It has blasted more homes
and broken more hearts than all these combined.
As woman is by far the greatest sufferer indirectly, from the traffic in liquor to be
used as a beverage, shédught in justice, to be
entitled, constitutionally, to vote as to whether 1t shall be perpetuated in Colorado or not.
Then hear the cry coming up from brokenhearted wives and
daughters, and beggared
and. tattered children, crushed virtue, snd ru-

'iiéd souls, and enact a law amending the Constitution

so as

to give woman

a temperance

vote as above asked for, and submit it fo the
direct vote ofthé people, as prayed for by your
| petitioners.
Citizensof the State are requested to obtain
signatures to the petition up to the 20th of

De-

cember next, when forward it to Mrs. M. F.,
Shields, President of the State Board of the W,
C. T. U.,, Colorado Springs, Colo., who will
| haveall the petitions presented to the Legislat-

‘are when convened.
‘a
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Permit

few things through

me

to

say

a

the Star on this sub-

.ject, suggested by Bro. Whitcher’s"paper
on * The Fruit of Christian Schools”, in
the Sigr. of July 12. I would recommend all young preachers, and especially

. those who contemplate entering

the min-

istry, to ponder that article, and profit by

it in securing an education before entering the ministry, if possible; because

they can obtain it so much

better while

young, or before being encumbered with
a family. Bat if “any have entered the

ministry ‘without
even

a good

then, as a general

preparation,
rule, they

cool

Again the question, why should they
not have one® Are we as a denomination too poor to furnish such a retreat?
No,

leanness within

¢‘ Oh, that

we

had a Sanitarium!”

indeed!

There

is

money

enough

try

for

can obtain

an

education

that

means, have nothing to give

at

the

schools; He will teach us, if we rightly
seek it, what we can obtain nowhere
else. Not a few deceive themselves with
the notion that they can start out with no
education and preach, and study as Da-

3
J

vid

Marks

did, and succeed.

do this, and
good

succeed

scholars;

in

but

Some may

becoming

where

quite

one succeeds,

ten will fail, I think, asa general rule,
for want of perseverance and discipline
of

mind,

which

and

the

inspiration

a class and

have

known

quite

a number

been in the ministry
turned

a
5

aside

to

to

study

teacher 'will give.

go

I

who

have

for years, and

then

to school, to

better

qualify themselves for the great work of
preaching the gospel. And, surely, this
is an age in which preachers of the gospel, more than in any preceding age, are
called upon not only to defend the truth,
but te interest the people in the gospel.

i

That eminent

servant

of

God, alluded

to, David Marks, after spending more
than twenty years in the ministry, with
an application to study rarely equaled,
went to Oberlin College to improve his
education. He started to go through a
regular course of study, and commenced

These are not lost.

Dr.

So seldom guessed; so little understood,

few

brief

years, for

Thou wilt reveal, and we shall surely know ;

better

qualify

himself

— United Presbyterian:
Oo
>

go up as if by magic;

Sit by the

great work
his life. And I never
heard of hig/regretting this course.
remember meeting, at
house

ip

Oberlin,

ae ministry,
-dbeaebare
Ly

2

tos

window .and

look over

the

and fitted out, and say,

ex-

Shed a tear or two,and take a walk in the

burial

greund,

continually

saying

to
for-

get your kindness, and every hour in

the

ai

TT

af so

try,

West—namely,

Sy

lone

had

that

Hila

who.

y

aod successfally

wir

§

__would join Bro. Marks in his course of
And

that same man, six or seven

years ago, in his seventieth year, came to

Hillsdale to attend a Ministers’ Institute,
and was as much interested in gathering
up materials for sermons as any one at
the Institute, and

remarked

at

the close,

that he had gathered up material while
there for more than twenty sermons.
Now, some of us were pained -at the
last session of our Wisconsin Y. M., when

we were trying to do something for the
benefit .of the young ministers in the Y.
M. who had not had good opportunities
for education, in the way of recommend-

ing a two years’ course of study and the
text-books, and an examination in these

0

studies

before

ordination,

some who needed

opposed to it.

to

this very

our love for the

for which

he laid

AABBATH DESECRATION

SUM-

“MER.

find

that

thing

were

Our only explanation of it

the Sabbath
by
summer excursionists-and by visitors at
popular simmer resorts is alarmingly
on the increase. The public conscience
has grown callous on the subject. Even
Christians, having -becomie familiar with

pew in some church

or other when

at

home, and are fastidious about the music,

THAT

SANITARIUM.
BY

PILGRIM,

Why <hould we not have it?

deed?

Why, in-

While reading from Mrs. J. L.

Phillips’s graphic pen the account of her

ramblings among the Himalayas, I did
not wonder that, with all the abandonment of a child, she should give herself

up te the influence of those wonderful
scenes.

After

years

of continuous

the burning sun of
very foundations of

feet

could

frame, how

hardly
blissful,

toil,

India sapping the
life till the weary

support” the
how

slight

life-inspiring,

to throw. all..care aside, and, amid nature’s wildest, most majestic haunts, yield

body and soul to her delicious recuperating influences!
~
If ministers

°
at

'

4
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heat

tennis

Sabbath

by beginning a journey on the

evening of that day.

At present, a man

goes to spend the Sabbath with his family, who are summering out of town. . He
arrives at their stopping place on Saturday night. An early train on Monday
would return him to his office or store in
time for the transaction of business. But
by taking a night boat, or a late Sunday
train, be can be in his counting-room an
hour or two earlier, and the sophistry of
the times decides him to do so. Commercial travelers, reasoning after the

same. fashion, start on. their trips on a
Saturday night, that they may

have the

the ex-

that

seems

me... hours drag their slow-length along; but [cussed by the family, and nobody is heard
anon there comes a change, and with
gratefol eagerness we drink in the cool
breezes, while (he languid step becomes

lighter; and- with renewed courage and

energy we take up the duties of life.

But how
=

would it be, if week after

Without it, a man hardly

to ask, ‘Is this a good book for to-day Pp»

~—a question, in our: offn childhood, that
was often on the lips of the younger ones.

We need to get back to the purer, more
excellent, and,

we

confess, Puritanical

and Calvinistic ideal of the Sabbath.

It is better to be dumb

The reputation of a man

foreign-

a thousand

Mormon

proselytes

landedin New York on Saturday, Jaly 1.
The Pope, in an ‘¢* allocution ” recently,
says that ¢ the position of the church in
Italy is becoming

the

friends

of

worse than ever,”

religious

where will be glad to hear.

liberty

opinion of us from what

Women
seem cleverer than men in
this, that when they resign their wills

they do it graciously and not by halves.—
;

.

must

beauty and glory; and labor, like every
thing else that is good, is its own reward.
— Whipple.

a

The illuminated hours of life are few;
but those of our first youth have a piere-

ing splendor which neither earlier nor later experience can by any chance absorb.
When a man’s

eyes

meet

yours,

and

his faith trusts you, and%his heart upon a

vague impulse is laid bare to youn, it always has seemed to me, the basest treachery the world can hold to pass the gold of

confidence

an

expenditure of

$175,

00,000

which he pours out to you

common circulation. . . . . Ifthey gavea

diamond

for additional laborers.

This

two

in |
|

fer each person,

|

L
last year in

the

Congregational
Theological
Seminaries
was fifty less than that of five years ago.
The Rev. Dr.

Burton,

as

the

of Hartford,

Lyman

Beecher

has
lects..

urer in the Yale Theologic:1 School for the
coming year.
a

The resolation to open the British

Mu-

| seum, and other such places of quiet recre-

in harmony.

The Parsees of India are fire-worshipers.

Fire is considered sacred, and they
pat ont a candle or fire of any kind.
are

generally

very

highly

never
They

educated,

and

speak English as well as anybody.
They
are flue business men, ard are well off, fi. |
nancially.

The General Baptists of England,
have

just

held

their

113th

who

anniversary,

have only advanced to 26,153
when they numbered 18,875,

since 1854,
The Presi-

dent, in his address, said the reason of
their slow growth was possibly to be found
in the fact that the denomination had departed from the earnestness and simplicity
of faith and the practices of the forefathers.

Indians

reported

in

Spurgeon’s
Pastor's College,” during
its existence of 26 years, has educated 620

brethren, of whom

464 are now in the

ranks as pastors, evangelists and mission-

aries,
;
Mr. Moody recently met a large

number

of gentlemen in London to confer with
them respecting his future plans.’ There
were present representatives from many
towns in the kingdom, as well as from
London. Mr. Moody said that he had in

hand sufficient invitations to keep him
hard at work in Great Britain for the remainderof his life, and he was also” urged

to return home at once.
He proposed,
however, moving about Scotland for a
short time, and then visiting Paris for a
fortnight. »After that he hoped to preach
in a number. of towns in the south and
south-west of England.
Liverpool might
probably be reached next spring, and London last of all, where a long stay was neces-

sary.

It was ultimately decided that all

hands of the London Committee.

in trust to your safe keeping,

>
hn

strong

and

give

men.

Our

women

are

their money, their sons, them-

selves to it..- More than anything
probably, among human appliances,
our Indian Mission need one or
fresh, strong men to take hold at

and

be ready to take

may

soon

vacant.

re-

be, for a

else,
does
two
once

the places which

time, at

least, made

Is there not somewhere among

the recent graduates of our Theological
Schools, a young- man, a young pastor,
perhaps, whom the Lord is calling to this
work?

Is

there

not

some

onc

whose

heart Is ‘burning with love to the souls of
Indian heathen, who will say to.the Foreign Mission Board, * Here am I, send
me” ? Shall it be said of us that we began to build and were not able.to finish?

business,
Items.

“WHERE

SHALL

]

IT WoRk
? "— Many

young men are asking themselves this
question at this season of the year as they
are finishing their college and seminary
courses. That which does not thrust itself upon our attention usually receives
less consideration, and there is no doubt
that there are many pastors in this country who are here simply because the Foreign Missionary work was not presented
lo their attention at the time when they
were obliged to decide the question,
* Where shall 1 work?"
Are there not
many who would have found their labors
in the Master's vineyard more satisfactory
and successful if they had devoted them- selves to the work abroad ? Consider the
whole field, which is *“ the world", before
deciding where you will work.—Bapt.
Miss. Magazine.

.

+ The Foreign Missionary orgamazations
of England show a grand total of receipts
for this year of more than
$8.0
This

does not include the Seoteh”

Socleties and

many others in Great Britain, and yet the

Feerman sensibly asks:

* But what is all compared either with

writing—was

Iast return

within

reach.

when

The

nation

£7,775,000.

gives, perhaps, £1,000,000, or, say, oneseventh of the duty on snuff and tobacco,
for the conversion of the world. There

that this is true, and we hope that. the ‘may beeven Christians who spend “more

right man may soon be found and speedily sent to the front. Would it not be a
happy circumstance, if God should just
now

eall

to this work

two men, chosen

friends, collegeor seminary classmates,
or men bound to each other by-strong
ties of personal friendship, and to the

on these two luxuries—to refrain from
otherwise describing them—than on the’
propagation of the gospel beyond the
seas. Should it be so?—Bapt. Weekly.

The National Baptist says: ¢ The man
who does not give to Foreign Missious

Lord Jesus Christ by the stronger ties of “because there are heathen at our doors’
a faith-filled personal consecration to his
service ? Perhaps that is too much to

expect, or to ask for, but let us devoutly
pray that at least one new man may be
added to our Indian Mission this year.
Saving Souls.

A recently

returned “missionary

from

India exhibited to us the photograph of a
group

of

native

** There”, said

Christian

he, ‘‘is one

helpers.

who is well-

nigh irresistible in soul saving. He concentrates his thoughts and prayers upon
some

one

of

his

friends,

and

with

a

steady unfaltering purpose works straight
forward te the desired result.”
We looked, with unusual interest, upon

the face of this tireless, successful ** helper.”

There

is the man who never gives to the * hesthen at our doors.’ The man who says
that it takes a dollar to carry a cent to
the heathen’ is the man who never gives

either the dellar or the cent.

The man

who is ready to give for the gospel at
home is the man who is ready to give for
the gospel abroad ; the man who can feel
for the need of his remote fellow-men is
the man who can feel for those nearat
opt
hand.”

CHINA
INLAND MissioN.—Since 1866
more than £100,000 have been contribu

ted to carry on the Mission, nearly the
whole of which has come through the
post as individual donations, without appeals for money; £10,000 to £15,000 beside have been sent to China direct.

dis-

More

than

fail to detect a depth of sincerity, a pro-

gone
sion.

forth in connection with the MisMore than one thousand Chinese

have

professed

was no special

beauty

coverable in that face; yet one could not
found

seriousness,
‘an unyielding

that would

defy all obstacles.

will,

We con-

one hundred

ceived baptism.

sidered what some of those obstacles . out-stations have
must be—the natural perversity of the ber in the inland

human heart, the power of deeply seated
class prejudices, the loss of standing in
Hindu circles, and the eonsequent Teproach, oftentimes bitter, for Christ's
sake. In that face were revealed the elements of successful soul-saving.
Here was individual contact. Power-

ful sermons must be supplemented
personal

effort,

if we

would

by

save men.

laborers

have

faith in Christ, and re-

Seventy

stations and

been opened,—a num:

provinces where there

were no Protestant missionaries when
the Mission started.
The
Christian
world is indebted to this Mission for

proving that missionaries can travel and
live almost anywhere in China in safety
and security,—Bapt. Miss. Magazine.
MiCRONESIA.—The

Honolulu

Friend

has an interesting summary of facts regarding Micronesia. The population of

Without this the good seed will very likely be caught up before it takes root, or

the

the cares of this world will quickly suppress its germination. (0, fora more general realization of this in the church!
Specific labor is the supreme need of the
hour. No organized methods can supersede this without injury. Ilere was genuine sincerity. The Holy Spirit will not

reportedon the Mortlock group.

islands is given as 46,000, speaking

five dialects;

1,631

church

members are

It is

designed to build up a training school on
Kusaie or Strong's Island, for ‘the Gilbert

and Marshall groups.

Samoan mission:

aries are laboring with success under the

London Missionary” Society on some of
the southern islands of the Gilbert group:

honor our efforts with any thing less.

Mr, Logan of the American Board, driv-

Personal work, however zealous in appearance, will’ prove as ‘ wood, hay and

en from Ponape

be more

camnal

voy

of

to the

l}

years’

labor

by

there,

illness
has

after

been

eight

gaining

strength at Auckland, N. Z. He was 80
Nothing can far restored as to start for America some’
despicable in the eyes of God “weeks ago, ES

sanctity than din- it, is surprising how many things we en: |
lying purity of principle.
:
pe

TItjs

themselves, and to which their co-adjutors and successors are still devoting
themselves with unflinching fortitude and
undiminished zeal? We can not believe

Joy.— Simms

ae

are forbidden.

Noyes and Phillips and Smith have given

stubble”, unless there is this deep, under-

RV

across our continent

understood. that in’ the judgment of our

among us for that glorious work to which

The temperate are the most truly Iuxurious. By abstaining from most things,

[]

that many thousands of Chinese in the
West Indies wishing to return home

the resources of the churches or the
needs of the world?
The revenue derived from snuff and tobacco-—according

That our zeal in this good work is waning?
That
there are
no’ ‘more men

would you run with it to the goldsmiths’
shop in thepublic streets? Well, is not

» Fi

This js:
Tr

All these elements of successful seryic,

ordinary

sponding nobly to the calls made upon
them, both for money and laborers.
But
they can not de all that needs to be done.
Our men must come strongly to the work

year

Yet this is less than three and a half dollars
of students

the.

aggregate

maintaining and extending public worship.

The number

According to

a

from hand to hand as “common ‘¢oin for future arrangements should be left in the

monds?— Sel.

*

active,

find in activity his joy as well as his

human faith of more

Un-

we do at that

essentially

are wrought in the soul by the Holy Spi.

course of events some of those still in
the active service will soon be entitled to
a furlough in their native land. To keep
up the work already begun we ought to
be able to send forward recruits at once,
and among them there should be one or

;

Among the 275,000

generally

to direct us.— Pope.

my Sabbaths and reverence my sanctuaheaven.

mis-

geason When we have the least judgment

Charles Reade.
Man, being

reached the limit of its usefulness. The
time has not yet come to cut off the feed-

cupied.

every-

and a Sabbath-school teacher for every 56.
The churches of this country

comes op]

be needed to hold the ground already oc-

One in every five is a member of an evang-

elistic church.

that

to be sustained. Measured by this rule
our own Mission in India has not yet

sion of the work, reinforcements . would

which

de- _the United States are 219 churches and
pends upon the first steps he makes in the 30,000 church members.
Out of 70 tribes,
world, and people will establish their 22 are stated to be self-supporting.

ries,” is a voice heard from

‘Ye shall keep

than to be

¢

sun?

our missionaries

whether

of sense.— Pope.

Nay, to the Biblé ideal.

that

knows

understood.
There are twenty men of wit for a man

‘week, and month after month, we- were
subjected to the influences of a tropical
No wondér

with

mane hours come, when the ciipof bitter-

lawn

former‘strictness of Sabbath keeping in
many households. The taking
of a Sunto deaden all the energies and well-nigh day newspaper is the entering wedge
paralyze the powers of both mind and which, with nine out of ten, secularizes
the reading, and lowers the spirituality
body.
The magazines, the latest
In this western land, when old Sol's of the day.
.rays come down with more than usual novel, the brilliant essay,—all good weekintensity, as for a few days during the day reading,-but none of them appropriate
past week, lifé ‘se@fis 4 burden,as the for Sunday,—are openly read and 'discessive, long-continued

work-house be ever in your mind,

or base ball on Sunday, as they would on ness is pressed Lo our lips and when we
pray that it may pass away,to feel that it
Saturday.
A few years ago nothing but the grav- is not fate, that it is not necessity, but diest necessity would have induced a pro- vine love for good ends working upon us.
;
:
fessing Christian to infringe upon the — Chapin.

home need a yearly Sabbath for rest in an inn, and be fresh
rest, how much. moge those laborers to begin businesson Monday morning.
abroad, whose systems are enervated by | _. There is also a wide departure from the

continuous toil not only, but by

His

impression

and can not but result in great good.

Nearly

power

vice, and in part by reinforcements from Government “this cannot
be permitted,
the home churches sustaining the mis- It is equally clear that the Government
sion. - Both of these sources of supply are could find a way to allow these
people to
to us.’ We have a large and pass, on through tickets to China,
La now open
if it
valuable corps of native helpers in vari- ‘pleased. We are glad that
the Chinese
ous departments of the work, and can Government is stirred up
to speak its
probably increase the number steadily in mind and to rémonstrate
with a nation
time to come. In the other department from which she had a right
to expect bet.
of our workers, the American force in the ter things.
Of the effect of this retro.
field, serious losses have been experi- grade and unjust measure we
do not see
enced within the last two years. Death even the beginning of thé end. The
polhas made deep inroads into the little col- iticians of a Congress it is impossible
to
ony we have planted in that far-away respect may think it a fine thing to
do,
land, and, if there were to be no extenbut the country will find it a costly piece

Over 300,000 copies of the New TestaBuy as cheap as you can and screw
down to the lowest mill. Grind the faces ment have been sold in France daring the
last few months, another indication that
and heartsof the unfortunate.
this noble nation is rapidly advancing into
_ Brood over ye rps
rtunne sour
: ‘the great light
which has proved the glory
ag
Heli di
of talents, &
8
9
adh 3 3
: §
8 “want.
fe
uel
own republic a
day you *will cme

erence, from boldly playing

er.
Away from home they. drive, ride,
stroll, saunter, gossip, and flirt through

ceptions,
but to-afford help to such young
men from those who have had opportunities and experience.

and

the sacred hours, apparently restrained
only by a dim and fading traditional rev-

the need

:

;
sick. or afflicted,

he is honest or not.— Fielding.
Every man; however wise, requires the
advice of some sagacious friend in the affairs of life.—Plautus.
Itis a great thing when our Gethsé-

of an education; else they would be decidedly in favor of it. It was not designed as an arbitrary rule, with no ex-

feel

ers,

is an.increase of

by the exercise of our volitions.
true in allthings, good or evil,

a demand

all the horrors of distress and poverty.
Follow these receipts strictly, and you ation, on Sundays, was rejected in the
will be miserable to your heart's con- House of Commons by 208 to 83. It was
opposed by the working classes, through
tent—if we may so speak—sick at heart
jealousy of invasions of their day of rest.
the tooting: of trains, the outpouring of and at variance with the world.
Nothing
Trinity Church, New York,is the wealthtravelers, and the motley
sights and
will cheer or encourage you, nothing will
sounds-which-make
up the usual Sabbath=
TOW & gleam of sunshine or a ray oO
States, its property being now worth $50,breaking crowd, are not shocked and
warmth into your heart.— Sel.
000,000.
Seven churches are maintained
einen
am eee t-- Gr Re ay
pained as once they were, at the invasion
and eighteen others are indirectly aided by
of the day concerning which the Lord
THOUGHTS,
it, while its outside benefactions are about
commanded that it should be kept holy.
Adversity has the effect of eliciting tal- $2,000,000 annually.
Its charter dates
Quiet villages which used to be kept ents which in prosperous circumstances back to grants made by William and Mary,
peaceful and still one day in seven, with
would have lain dormant.— Horace.
1644.
a sweet calmness which the church-going
Our dependence on God ought to be so
The New Orleans Christian Advocate
bell seemed to emphasize and accent, are entire and absolute that we should never | states that the Christian people of that city
now thronged by gay people from the ‘think it necessary, in any kind of distress, are making an earnest ‘and determined
city, who ignore the sanctuary and feel to have recourse to human consolations. fight in favor of a more general observance
no obligation to attend divine service. — Thomas a Kempis.
of the Sabbath.
As usual, the preachers
These fashionable folk very likely have a
are in the front of the battle, and moving
Adversity is the trial of principle.
and critical as to the merits of the preach-

is that they do not see and

lefga profound

on the minds of both natives and

been chosen

| never give a farthing to the poor.

i

that IX “* The desecration of

ured

the hair was not so thin on the top of his
head (alluding
to his baldness), he
study.

Master, and the work
down his life.

bly help it.
Never visit the

Himalayas

INTELLIGENOE.

The 50,000,000 of our population have a
Protestant minister for every 728 persons,

)
yourself,—
* When shall I be buried here ?”
Sign a note for a friend and never

Never accommodate if you can possi-

our Summer

the grand old

will speak eloquently of

kuown so welk

Fisted

Presuasia

House among

Text,

E. H. BALDWIN.

chairs of Greek and Hebrew before the
opening term, and that no instruction in

lectures have

way to your neighbor’s excellent mansion
which he has recently built and paid, for

have

mines, a few |

and

I Ann

giving, in all, about a dozen lectures.

HOW TO BE MISERABLE.

cording to his ability, and the walls will

for the

4

is still needed, and, therefore, ought

Here was resolute go.
termination.
This ‘converted
helper
would go forth saying, “I will save this
squl.” So ought we to go forth. Ther,

ers of its life, dig its grave and allow it ‘it, and through that truth-whieh nourish.
to slip quietly out of sight and into the "es the 'soul in righteousness and true po.
|
ground. But if it is a growing institn- liness.— Christian 4ddvocate.
tion we must be continually making proOur Chinese Policy.
vision to ‘meet the demands of ‘that
growth. . As the field increases in area,
Our Chinese policy is beginning to
or as the work is more thoroughly done bear fruit. There is no little stir in Chi.
within given limits, or as the standard- na, and a protest has already reached our’
is advanced to meet the wants of a grow- Government against some of the need.
ing constituency, there comes evermore
lessly severe measures, one of which is,

by angels, to Abraham’s bos-

in Japan, Mr. Joseph Cook lectured in
1 Yokohama, Tokio, Osaka, Kobe and Kioto,

These are not lost.

more gems might be -quarried for her day whisper to yourself: ¢“ I wonder if
Master’s coronet.
he will ever pay that note *”
Yes! a Sanitarium is an urgent necesThink everybody means to cheat you.
sity. We must have it. If wealth will ‘Closely examine every hill you take, and
“not bestow of its abundance, let the poor doubt its being genuine until you have
with the classics, in the preparatory degive of their penury. Our Editor well put your neighbor to a great deal of troupartment.
He had reached a point
says, ‘‘ The mites will build the Sanitari- ble. Put confidence-in-nobody, and be-,
where he saw and felt the need of a thorum.”
Surely none can refuse his mite
“lieve every man you trade with to be a
ough course of study.
But the Lord
for such an object. Let each give ac- rogue.
called him up higher in the midst of his
efforts to

lite; his body lies in the Lake Pleasant
church burying-ground. = He himself

Says the Rev. J. Hartzler, in the Evan.
Messenger: - ¢* During his late brief sojourn

And things long hidden from our gaze bélow,

the sake of Bur-

India’s rough

as he liked. He lived a devoted Christian,

manent disadvantage to the seminary.

Not lost, O Lord! for in thy city bright
Our eyes shall see the past by clearer light ;

mah’s benightéd children. So of the noble woman whose loss is so deeply
mourned.
Her work was very dear to
her, and gladly would she have continued
it, that, from

and

next year, but it is hoped and believed that
such an omission will not imply..any per-

¢ Oh! that I were a rich man!”
pressed a desire to live yet longer. HisGet angry with your neighbor and
heavenly home he could afford to forego think you have not a friend in the world.

a

house. But in the vicinity61 Lake Pleasant
he was welcome to come and stay so long

wags carried

to allow this. Momentous issues at stake
forbid it. Death and eternity are to,

demand is met, in part, after a mission
has been in operation for some time, by
ill those professorships to their. satisfaction. Of course this means no junior class | the calling of native helpers into the ser-

The quiet, steadfast love that strove to win
Some wanderer from the ways of sin;
These are not lost.

labor.

Judson

ried, and without relatives or home, although he owned one acre of land and a

on.

manner often neutralizes Christian ser.
vices.
Great themes press too heavi]

A mission among the heathen ought to | near to suffer it.

mar-

those branches will be given next year.
They intend to take all the time needed to

-

The kindly plan devised for others’ good,

reached her three-score years and ten ?
illness,

~

Which sat like Mary at the Master’s feet;

year, among the grand scenes of nature’s.
handiwork, she had replenished her ex-

last

be a growing institution.
Indeed, it
must grow or die. The fact of growth is
the best proof that it was needed at first

RELIGIOUS

When dreams had less of self and more of truth,
The childhood’s faith, so tranquil and so sweet,

amid the cool mountain breezes, and each

his

same.

by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.
REINFORCEMENTS.

It is stated that. the Trustees of Andover
~|-Seminary have no intention of filling the

The bappy dreams that gladden all our youth,

Our lamented Miss Crawford gave more
than thirty years of.almost continuous
toil. for India’s needy ones. She worked
until exhausted nature succumbed, and
the pitying angels bore her home. Who
shall say, if we had had a resting place

In

and
Conducted

He was alone, having never

Here was ung;

fected seriousness. A flippant, thoughtless

two days. Bro. Hill performed a share
of the pioneer work in the Washington
(Pa.) Quarterly Meeting, and gathered
and arranged facts for the history of the

The secret service of pure self-sacrifice,

Unseen by men, but marked by angels’ eyes;
These are not lost.

than a lackof sincerity.

Aissions.

Spoken so low that only angels heard,

this sudden zeal for their comfort?”
Yes! they have lived, and some of them

hausted energies, she would not

aged seventy-two years, five months,

Ecclesiastes 9: 16.

The look of sympathy, the garden word

all these years without a Sanitarium, why

have died, worn out with care and

THE REV. LOREN HILL. |
Elder Loren Hill died March 31, 1882,

Funeral services by the writer.

NOT LOST.

rather

teaching

While the

idea of the Protestant Sabbath is trailed
in the dust, we can not expect to have
unlock these well-filled pocket-books, for prosperity.
Integrity among men must
some means to shake these dry bones in be built pon the granite of the fear of
our churches, till they become endued
God. Summer irreligion is as inexcuswith life!
For there can be no spiritual able as irreligion in any other season.
life while there is poverty of soul, and And Christians should, look at home and
poverty of soul is always the heritage of and see whether or not they are guilty in
those ‘nominal Christians who, with this thing.
— Chris. Intelligencer.

when the cry of ‘the needy falls upon
their ears.
2
than to stumble along in the ministry
It is an eastern proverb, ‘¢ Purchase
without ‘it. Preaching is teaching, and the next world with this, so shalt thou
‘how can they teach, unless they have first gain both.”
How many of us are laying
been taught? Very true is it that to be up treasure in heaven by our deeds of
taught of God is of "the first importance. | loving beneficence ?
But then, I do not think that God proBut, perchance, some may be doubtful
poses to teach men or his ministers
of the real need of such a summer resort.
grammar or the sciences when they They say,* The missionaries have lived
better

our souls.

among us' lying useless to provide a dozen Sanitariums. Oh, for some means to

abundant

had

the distant

exclaim,

ETT AE ath

DEAR

THE

toward

til we heed this command, as individuals
and as households, it is idle to expect
reformation in society and in communities.
There is great room for a revival of family religion in this, our beloved land. Unless we keep the Sabbath, there will come

and

iSo

BY

longingly

mountains,

2

look
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Or, shall we say, seeing and hearing
all, and knowing the significance of all,
they refused to yield to their convictions

13.

and persistedin refusingto acknowledge

VIL---August

Lesson

PRAYER

‘ Believe the works,” said he on another
occasion ; they testitied of him and his
authority with no uncertain testimony,

FORGIVENESS.

OFF

fev

!

DAILY

and

READINGS.

Matt, 6: 1-15.

The Lord’s prayer.

Matt. 18: 21—85,

Forgiveness illustrated.

Gen, 50: 15-21.

Forgiveness exemplified.

1 Sam. 21 :1—b.

David's example.

Christ's example. Luke 23: 2784.7
Forgiveness of enemies. Matt. 5: 38-48.

§.
§.

a

mind

blinded

to see how a candid
as

GOLDEN TEXT.— Forgive us our debts
we forgive our debtors.”—Matt. 6: 12.

MARK 11: 23—33,
( Revised

I.

Version.)

Verily 1 say unto you, Whosoever shall say
2
unto this mountain, be thou taken up and
cast into the sea; and shall not doubt in his
heart, but shall believe tbat what he saith
94 cometh to pass; he-shall have it. Therefore

All

re-

95 ceived them, and ye shall have them. And
owhensoever ye stand praying, forgive, if ye
have aught against any one; that your Father
also whichis in heaven may forgive you
your trespasses.
2
97 "And
they come again to Jerusalem:
as he was walking in the temple, there
come fo jm the chief priests, and the

scribes™

ahd the

elders;

and

they

said

9 unto
him, By
what
authority
doest
thou these things? or’ who gave thee this
29 authority to do these things? Aud Jesus
said unto them; I will ask of you one ques-

tion, and answer me, and I will tell you by
30 what authority I do these things. The baptism of John, was it from

31 men? answer me.

heaven,

And they

or

from

reasoned with

themselves, saying, If we shall say, From
heaven; he will say, Why then did
ye not
32 believe him? But should we suy, From
men—they feared the people: for all verily
33 held Jobn to be a prophet.
And they answered Jesus and say,
We know not. And
Jesus saith unto them, Neither tell I you
by what authority I do these things.
a

py

A

forgiving

II.

spirit

proves

the

Somebody will find fault with any

reformer.

:

TOPICS

FOR FURTHER

STUDY.

I. The nature of forgiveness.
II. The value of John’s testimony
behalf of Jesus.
y
a

in

->—

PRIMARY LESSON.
Blackboard illustrations,
laid

sidewise

frame

the

With crayon
words,

‘ Ged

answers the Prayer of Faith.” Two hands

upraised in supplication would be effective added to this. The words, ‘ For-

by the sinner.

was written by Longfellow, years ago

With bope’s bright morning rays.

davgbter Edith
Of loving hearts, and true,

[Ifthe blood

Thank God for holy, memories
Of dear ones goue before,
- Who wait to welcome us with joy
On Jordan’s farther shore,

His will be done.”

Milton, he had sat rejoicing in

ness is not an unconditional pardon to all
offenders, but one based upon the finished

I suppose nearly all the boys in this
country would have liked a toy pistol to

work of Jesus Christ,

celebrate Fourth of July this year.

and

granted to all

They

felt sure it would be a good thing to
such conditions that none need fail of have. How many of these boys wished
receiving the full forgiveness they need they had one? Well, if God had given
to insure their present peace and eternal you what you wished it is very likely
HAPPINESS,
[8
Assumed
tha
of you would not have been here to018 par- some
don will be.sought for by all who desire day, you would have been sick or dead.
it, and so, faith in God and faith in Jesus
We must never forget that truth and
Christ on the part of all who wish for par- love and purity are God's gold and diadon is taken for granted.
In our lesson monds and pearls, and that the things
Christ speaks in strong terms of the re- .mostof us strive so hard to get in this
lation of faith to successful prayer, quot- world are not his best gifts. You have all
ing (in v. 23) a familiar proverb indicat- seen the pretty soap-bubble—God looks
ing that almost nothing is beyond the upon the fine, pretty things of this world
reach of faith-filled prayer. This brings much as we look upon the sodp-bubble,—
him to the point where he can put before 80 seon gone, little value to him compared
his hearers another condition indispensa- to the things that last forever.
But God wants us to tell him what we
ble to the forgiveness of their sins. They
must themselves be ready to forgive those want, even though we do make mistakes
who have injured them; théy must hold in asking ; for the best thing about prayer
no grudges; they must cherish no hard- is that it makes us acquainted with God.
ness ; they must exercise towards others When we pray we are brought into God's
all that forgiving grace which they desire company; and in this way we shall find
to have extended towards
out what he thinks is good for us. You
themselves.
One who will not do this is clearly in no never would have known your little friend
™ condition to be entitléd to, nor to be fully if you had not-been often in his company,
benefitted by the pardon of his own sins. and talked with him; in that way you
Such a sense of our own sinfulness and learned to like him, So we must be often
dependence upon the divine mercy as is with God in prayer if we would know
needfulte lead us to pray as we ought, him and love him.
.
will so humble our pride and soften our
Jesus told his disciples another thing
When
hearts that we shall be ready * to forgive that was necessary in prayer.
if we have aught against any.”
they prayed they must. forgive, if they
who accept

IL.

him as their Saviour,

The authority of Christ.

priests, scribes and elders
ready to find fault with

upon

its warm

to

The chief

were always
Christ, when

there was any chance to do so, and when
there was none, they sought to entrap
him by subtle questions.

On the occasion

before us, seeing that they could

find no

fault in his personal character and course

of lite, and could not deny that his works
Were good, full of mercy and wisely

Wrought, they questioned
his “authority.
Who had commissianed him, or sent him
forth to do such things? Who had given
him authority to teach, preach,

avd work

miracles?

It has

prophesy

been well

said by Quesnel, that * those who find

themselves vanquished by truth, general-

ly’endeavor to reject authority.

‘are 10 persons ‘more forward

of others a reason

There

to demand

for their actions, than

- those who think they may do every thing

themselves without control.”

These men

Who were doing so little for the spiritual

welfare of their nation,

were

unwilling

had aught against any one;

they must

not have a hard feeling in their hearts
towards any body for if they could not
forgive those persons who had wronged
them, neither would God forgive them.
A King had a servant who owed him a
very large sum of money, and as he could
not pay him he commanded him to be
gold, with his wife and children and all

that -he-had, that the debt might be paid.
But the servant
before the King
mercy on hin
would pay him

fell down on his knees
and begged him to have
and be patient, and he
all. Then the king pit-

ied him-and forgave him all the debt.
Soon after that servant went out and

found another

servant that owed

him a

small sum of money, and he took
him roughly and held htm by the

and said, ‘‘ Pay me what you
and the poor man

fell

down

hold of
throat,

owe
at

me;”

his

feet

and begged him to have patience and he
would pay him all ;but he would not; he
cast the man ‘into prison. . One of the

fountain of sweet and refreshing spiritual
influences. The pure and blameless life

of Jesus of Nazareth had no value in
their eyes; the words of wisdom,
of
grace, of loving-kindness
and
tender
Sympathy spoken by him fell upon no
responsive chord
in their hearts; the
Wonderfnl works wrought by him pro-

duced no conviction in their mindy.

hope,
’

hath
to us.”

believe

Then we

comprehend with all

the

are

love

that

what

but it is explicable to the

Till life shall be transformed to love—
A heaven below, a heaven above.

—Good

even as [ had pity on you?”

And

man had to bear the punishment
bad deed.
Repeat the Golden Text,
a

the

of his

Sold by all druggists.

=

nious method of his friend, but

THE

did
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——r

professor, not a thousand

miles from New York,lately preached asermon in which he declared that the repret
sentations of hope by an anchor was firsintroduced by Spenser, who was followed

hope

we

have

as

postage

TR
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young had been blessed with Dr. Pierce’s ‘‘Favorité Preseription’” she might have reigned on
many another bright May.day, The ‘‘ Favorite
Presoription’ fs a certain curve for all those dis.
orders t7 which femajes are liable. By druggists.

&

00.

Patent

Sort,

Philadelphia.
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frees

Habit Cured in 10
. No Pay until Cureg.

M.D., have ( HH

Address

Com-

mercial College,
The
only place in
New Eng.
land where Telegraphy is practically and proper.
ly taught. Young ord or ladies desirous of be.
coming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.
Expenses reasonable, Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N; H.

AMERICAN

MEDICINE

CO.,

tha

now we

$007

A

YEAR

C.

and expenses to agents.

Augusta,

Me.

y35

At this season, various diseases of the bowels are pretalen) snd many lives are lost
DAVIS’
through lack of knowledge of a safe and sure remedy.
I
PAIN
KILLER is a sure cure for Diarrheea, Dysentery, Summer Complaint,
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, ete., and is perfectly safe.
;
Read the follow
:
BAINBRIDGE, N. Y.,
rch
22, 1881.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER never fails to affor
dnstant relief for cramp and pain in the stomach.
JOSEPH BURDITT.
N1orOLVILLE, N. Y., Feb. 3, 1881.
The very best medicine I know of for dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach.
used it for years, and it is sure cure every
time.
Jurius W. DEE.

We

Lu E-CALDWELL.

I Pus
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21 MONTAGUE ST., LONDON, ENG,
a Iosiasnos of Iwenty4
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R. CLARIDGE.

No family can safely-be without this invaluable remedy.
Its price brings it
within the reach of all. For sale by all druggists at 5c. 50¢. and $1.00 a bottle, =

PERRY

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.
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Baptist Minis.

11 cts’

study,

F.

1.00;

poaiage,

9

:

designed especially for ministers.

for

all

church

members.

It contains

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different mestings;
Tke Rules of Order

Formulas and
Suggestions.
are comprehensive, and yet

very concise and well ais

d; stating in fifteen

jages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price,
Flexible Leather, 75'
cents.
>
The Church Jlembesr’s Book
is a valuable Tittle work, and every Christian

would

be benefited

3 cts.

by reading it. 25 cts; postage

The

Golden Sheat by
- Mrs, H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life
and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
EBules of Order.
ZR op nin

are the same

as those

:

in the Manual,

Raper covers. 10 cents.
Church Record,
ords

y

thick

oe
first 64 being Tables

a book of 260 pages, he

for Pastors, Deacons,
Clerks, Treasurers,
bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and

SabNon-

Resident Members, and’ about 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church, Price

25 cts.
Postage
$2.50;
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tose Books
Sabbath School
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LESSONS for Every bunday, ,15, postage ,03
STORY of Jesus,
|
A
- WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 12,
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Douglas's

Address

on

Jokn Brown.

By
Frederick Douglas at the laying of the ‘cors
ner stone, Anthony
Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West Va,

Pricel5 cents.

All the profits go to the college.

by

REV. BENJAMIN RAND. ALL, preached in 1803,
at the death of a child,’and printed by request.
The onl published sermon by Randall. Price
2 cents.
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.
Marriage Certificates,
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M. Cor: Messengers’ Certificates, 8 «
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Certificates,
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the order, or on receiving the books.
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TERMS:
Sdvanee;

tried your PAIN KILLER, and found
almost instant (fi | GAYS,
relief,
H. J. NooNE.
fi]

J. B. Ive.

Saco, ME., Jan. 22, 1881.
Have used PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER for twelve
years, It ¥ safe, sure, and reliable, NO mi

ference

t the close

Minister's Manual

Ihave known PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN RILLER almost

from the day it was introduced, and after years of
obseryation and use I re
ita presence in my
household as an indispensable pocassity;
msul.
. 8. POTTER,
U, 8.
BURTON-ON-TRENY, ENG.
ral da
ffering severely from
A
ee
er
Im int
Mir when I

and Quinby.

sheet, 3 by 5 inches. Price from three to six cents
a sheet.
MAP OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26 by 86 inches in
size;-showing the field and all the stations of the
Free Baptist Mission In India, with much of the
adjacent country.Price 75 certs.
e above named books are sold by
the dozen,
at 20
per cent. discount or single vol., for cash

N .Y., Feb. 19, 158}. it
ears ago, and if

bed without a bottle in the house.
~"W. 0. SPERRY.
CONWAYBORO, 8. C., Feb, 22, 1881.
Nearly every family in this section keeps
a bottle
in the house.
DR. E.
MORTON.
U. 8. CONSULATE,
CREFELD, RHENISH PRUSSIA, Feb. 8, 1881.

CARNESVILLE, GA., Feb. 28, 1881.
For twenty years I have used your PAIN
LER
inmy family. Have
it many times for bowel
complaints, and it always cures.
‘Would not feel safe

H. I. NavYEs,

it ONEIDA
using it over

to go to

I have used your PAIN KILLER in severe cases of
cramp, colic, and cholera morbus,and it gave almost

it to be out of the family. 4

Ye

Temper-

« «J, L. Phillips,
25 and 35 cts,
Small Engravings. 5 by 8 inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or
20 cents for the seven; the first four on one sheet.
Hlluminated Cards. From one to ten on a

always ives Imunodiate relief. Would hardly dare

MOINGONA, Towa, March 12, 1881.

Price $1. Pos

Sermon

Outfit free. Address P. 0. Vick=
ery,

Schools,

ON. THE TRUTH dF THE BIBLE; an excel
lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Scrip
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the mest im.

and

~ Summer Complaints.

*

sermons, by as man

ters

throat,

Geo.

denomin-

Hustler's Commentary
«
—Proi.J. J. Butler, cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading,
88 cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents.
Lectures

Sunday-school

N. H. For sale by leading druggists.
Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

6 cents,

the

fo

$1.00, including postage.

A volume of 300

Wild

Manchester,

embracing

Price

and Aged Ministers.

Sermons.

all want more of them. I sincerely believe them
to be of the utmost value to those affected in any,
way by temporary difficulties with the vocal or.
gans, or more seriously afflicted by that most provoking annoyance, the catarrhal engorgement of
the mucous membrane.
.
Faithfully yours,
D. D. BISHOP, rector of St. John’s church, Dover, N. J.
.
Bar A box of Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and
Sarsaparilla Troches sent by mail for 25 cents.

. Co., 821 Cherry
St., Phila, Pa.

Sunday

are published in pamphlet

/¢

oche

on them is unanimous in their favor, and

NOVELTIES

general

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the Liesedings of the first eixteen sessfpna.

training of

ples.

covers,

Treatise.

Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr
Price $1.00. Postage 9 cen
T'he Minutes of the &

4;

with singing, so much easier than usual, that I
was actually better the next day instead of the
customary Monday throat and chest lameness.
For the next choir rehearsal I distributed the
troches to the members of the choir for- the “purpose of having them compared with such pastiles
or confections as they had used. The verdict up-

Cincinnati, O.

paper

Education]

lications

hil

Warren’s

including

doctrines

The Tables, twenty in number, are of great value for reference. There are steel engravings of
Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day,

Catarrha}

breaking-up-of-winter

services,

our

ance and Anti-Slavery. It also has articles on the
eneral Conference, Literary Institutions, Pub-

but useful

through three

BY MAIL, 25 CENTS.

.

Missions,

elasticity of the vocal cords by relieving the swollen and overcharged
glands instead of merely

regular

the

and

ational or ress for the century, 21ves a history of
our work
in the causes of Foreign and Home

cts.

the

of

denomination,

$1.60 postage. 12 cents,
Centennial Record.
A vcl. of about 300 pages, reviews

hoarseness, and something of a cold on the lungs.
Iused
them for one.-Sunday myself, getting

ng-fouiod low prised, wasrag;

the

has a curative instead of a palliative effect, that
releases the
voige
and restores the impaired

with

0.

by

of dectrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denominations

causing a temporary relaxation or stimulaation of
the membrane, is felt in every training school and
and musical conservatory to be a great desideratum. All preparations for that purpose should be
tried by those tests and qualities.
Your box of
Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches came to
nie just at the worst season for those who have
daily and exhausting vocal labors. It found me

for the

postage, 2 cents.

the first 44 pages of the

N. J., March 15, 1882.

caseof Dr.

hi

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Butler's A'heotogy
discusses briefly,
but clearly, all the questions

Speakers,

with

?

tage, 1 cent.

ular book, The

with considerable experience in the

Isome tHustrated stands
ENTS
Wanted
.'g"
g
of ITS
Wan
i
3 Books & B ibles

should alld

cents

;

Doctrinal Views
is a small book in

choirs, ete., I have some knowledge of voices

ss for pamphlet, free, giv-

without a bottle in the house.

38 cents,

usages in church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference.
20 cents; poss

Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches I ought to tell
you that they fully accomplish the purposes for
which they are employed. Asan elocutionjst, and

treatment ofabove diseases.
Price 25 cts. and 60 cts. per
e. Sold everywhere.Henry, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,
Burlington, Vt.

instant relief.

Papers

The Treatise
containg a brief statement

held

#7. JOHN'S RECTORY,

practice, still in the

J STANTANEOUS.

New Hampton

-

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century or our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$1.00, including postage,
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ve the rise and progress of this Woay [}
Christians in New York, -till the time of the
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,

American Medicine
Co., Manchester, N. Ht
While I never wrote a recommendation of any
sort of prepared medicine and do not like the

most cases

sas.

cents;

25S

4

wanted for the immensely
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One trial will prove its
merits,
Its effects are in

SA|
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than the

is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
20

=

Interesting to Singers, Pupiic

Scratches,

. AGENTS WANTED,

of readers

For 2 or more, in addon to the discount of 20
T cent. we pay postage or express.
:

Lives of all the Presidents of the U.S. Complete
in one large elegantillustrated volume. The fastest selling baok
inAmerica.
Immense profitstoagents.
Every intelligent person wantsit.
Any onecanbecome a successful agent.
Liberal
terms free.
Address HALLETT BOOK Co., Portland, Maite.

“liorses.

FISHER.

class

The Nacred TMelod

healthfulness and iA

Affections.

sent

older

Abridged book, 75c. and $1.50, Postage, 7 ots.

tam, 128 State St., Chicago, 111. Mention this paper.

~Bores;&ci; on

rices, etc.

an

ipiérétual Songs.
:
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns
and more than half of the tunes found in the
1
hook and is for the vestry and social
worship,but is often used in 2h
8.
TERMS; $150, for single copy.
Postage 10 cts.

LADY CANVASSERS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
Exclusive territory given. Ladics make this a Pro/table and Permanent business, Price ~$1.50 and upwards. Orders by mail prompus filled. Send for circulars and
germs to
Agents, to MADAME GRISWOLD
> 923 Broadway, New York, or to General
Agents, J. B. Wygant & Co., Fredonia, N.Y. J.B.Put-

It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

Oey

for

is the demominational Hymn Book, exten.
sively used. Large book, in Shee
£0; Morocce, 90; Morocco Gilt, 1.25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, & cts;

Shoulder Strap, and above trade mark on each corset.
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Sample copies sent fee.
Tue Pratmody

They are not sold by merchants.
All genuine have Patent
Eyeleted Back Steel, Circular
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of the International Series, for both adults
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time expires, aiid no commission allowed on mor.
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:
Sample copies sent free.
S. S. Quarterly.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the International lessons for tnrce months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. It is intended
be equal Jo the best.
f
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packages for the
year, or 20 certs to single bre
5 cents for
one Copy.
;
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Is a special departmeng

chosen path. In thwarting and disappointing our most cherished purposes,
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goodness of our heavenly Father is often
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Olivette, (Torpedo and the Whale )
.
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When I am Near Thee, (English and German words), Abt
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.
.
.
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Lost Chord,
.
. Sullivan
My Dearest Heart,
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Life's Best Hopes,
:
Meininger
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Price $1 a bottle or

Hood's Tooth-Powder,

Morphine

A man walking on a railroad track when

.

.

prague

six bottles for $5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD
& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

Novélty

TOR OUR GOD.

Pe.

(Lanciers,)

.
.
VOCAL.
Patience, (The Magnet and 1H¢ Churn),

well

25t10

Mornin, Siar,
Cio
is a large religious paperof eight

fifty-third

Price

Rustling Leaves,

ress her now, nor does she suffer from that

AUTOMATIC

——
a

Reveille,

Trovatore, Po
Night on the

~&xrtreme tired feeling which she did before
taking HoOD’S SARSAPARILLA.”

atalogue

Nearer and dearer still to me,
Thou living, loving Saviour be;
Brighter the vision of Thy face,
More charming still Thy words of grace;

INSTRUMENTAL.

Sirens Wi

“The first bottle has done my daughter a
grea deal of good; her food
does not dis-

Blymyer Manufacturing

And Thou, blest Vision of my soul!
Hast made my broken nature whole;
Hast purified my base desires,
And kindled passion’s hohest fires ;
My pature Thou hast lifted up,
And filled me with a glorious hope.

yf

Pirates of Penzance,

Ze

t music houses at the

H

“That Extreme Tired Feeling.”

ory Brett Bo

Thee to discern, and own Thee nigh.

nd UARANTEL

I

ov vii
and

spoof One Deller.

Turkish Patrol

rience

BELT."

Friend of all friends art Thou to me,
Whom, loving, yet I can not see;
For Thy felt presence doth impart
The sweetest sunshine to my heart;
And love lifts up the inward eye,

approaching,

to
true

;

‘Freill Baptist Publications.

picture of Tire.

B us, with full

Artist's Life Waltzés, (Kunster Leben,)
op 316; Strauss
Ever or Never Waltzes, (Toujours on Jamals,) Waldteufel
Chasse Infernale, Grand Galop,
Brilliant, op. 23, Kolling

"19 Butterfield Street.

is the

shine ‘within.

A Theological

any

The disease left her very weak,

heart to. whom Christ reveals his loving
fulness. Such an one ** knows” what else
‘¢ passeth knowledge,” and feels the sun- on

the train was

had

are

the

, and we will send you free of all your own selection from the following

with no appetite, and she could: not seem to
rally from its effects, HOOD’S SARSAPARIIL.LA was recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been taking it a few days we noticed
a change for the better—she
began to eat
with a relish. -It-seemed to take out the
poison the disease had left in her blood, the
thange being very noticeable in her face.
She took it two months and fully regained
her health, much to our delight.” We now
recommend HooD's SARSAPARILLA with a
great deal of Pleasuts: Very
truly yours,

* to

hight and length, and depth and breadth,
and to know the love of Christ which
passeth knowledge.” Strange, paradoxical, that seems;

have

patient,

VANDUZEN

LOWELL, Mass.
Messrs. C. I. Hoop& Co.: Gentlemen—
‘My little girl had the diphtheria last April.

God

enabled

saints

Lena

:
neutralizes and
eradicates the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to-the convalescent the color, life
and vigor of robust health.

open to him!
We are filled with ‘‘ peace
in believing,” with joy that is *‘ unspeakable and full of glory. The unseen Christ |
becomes a ‘‘real presence.” Then we
and

A

N. J.

:

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

and irs. Eat

al
u
bridged,

Sarsaparilla ing the blood it

How does the Lord

of Paul's ‘* which

I forgave you all that debt; why did you
not have pity on the man that owed you,

to all who

and

man had been, and the King called

and said to him, ** Oh,you wicked servant!

known

verify himself, and his love to hearts that’

‘“know

to the

ing

may fail us then. Christ Jesus is the
we friend that sticketh closer than a brother.
7
His friendship is like sunshine in the
and

restored

Bitfers.

want a friend whoy'|®

soul, and brings comfort,
gladness.

Foy

which follows

Hood's

’

how hard-hearted and unforgiving that
him

it clings

friendship.

by other poets, and that it is by no means
the best emblem that could be selécted..
That was in cold blood, all written out
and read from the pulpit, quite: forgetful

that any one else shbuld open to them a other servants went and told the King

which

will ** stick” to us. For then weak friend+{"
ships so often fail; the friend in fair
weather falls off in foul. Even a brother

How real this is!

quickly

Iron

Pianos -

Bells
of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms,Farms, ete, FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.

an; grocer ; cul

()

Sr3ang, 27 stops, $90.

207,50.
Factory
running
da
Catalogues free. vio Daniel ¥,

night,

1y1

naa and
gXpense,

with this terrible disease.
mig
The following letter shows how the
storing and invigorating properties of

Touching and beautiful is the blind man’s
simile of the sun.
And the converse holds good; friendship is like the sun. It diffuses a glow
about the heart on which its sweet influences fall. It is like the sunbeam beneath
which a man’s nature expands,and opens,
and rejoices. Friendship is sunshine in
the heart. How often is the countenance
of a friend as the breaking forth of the
sun; it suffuses everything with its radi-

"ed by calamity—we

by
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Beatty, Washington,

Bi

. Diphtheria, and the persistency with

give, if’ Ye Have Aught Against Any,”
also framed,—The Golden Text.
ance!
J
Review:
speak of the lateress of :
There ig'a fine old Scriptural simile
the hour for breakfast in that country which likens God's favor to the breaking
(usually nine
o'clock)
as explana- forth of the sun—*¢ The light of his countion why Jesus was hungry, having just tenance!” From it we may deduct the
sublime and glorious truth that God's
come from a friend’s-house. What is like friendship is the sun of the soul.

knows bost;

Brown’s

HE PROSTRATION
_-L

rience ; 80 when asked whereunto he could
liken the sun, remembering
how, like

2 He appear

as manifested

BEATTY’S
and

$1

DIPHTHERIA!

sun to any external object; but he had
felt the warmth ‘of angther’s friendship
gathering around his’ heart, and it was
the best thing of which he had any expe-

'

his

verses

To be womanly is the greatest charm of woman.
Gladstone.

plied, + Like friendship.” He had seen
nothing, and therefore eould'not liken the

Saale

the

—@G.S. Mill
A rich blood food, easily assimilated, is Wheat
Bitters. So say all who have used them.

~: A man blind from his birth, being asked what he thought the sun to be like, re-

n nt

when

as

"To draw interences is the great business of life.

THE FRIENDSHIP OF OHRIST.

it

be impoverished,

by using

nic.

That to our darts 19 given,”

compared

child

Invalid wives and mothers
heh

is it not a blessed hope

he

a

Grant.

That memory shall be one joy
Of the redeemed in heaven ?

beams,

such

pimples, eruptions, ulcers, or running sores, scrofulous tumors, swellings or general debility, take
Dr. R. V. Pierce’s * Golden Medical Discovery.”
Sold by druggists.
The best way to secure the repeal of a bad or
obuoxious law is to rigidly enforce it.—U. S.

Who shared with us life’s weal and woe,
While yet our years were few.

Oh!

was

described.

Thank God for tender memories

|

The forgive

And
when she was good,
She was very, very good,
when sbe was bad ‘she was horrid,—

And

ment for not bearing fruit? What is the
He is my soul’s sweet morning star,
The authority of Christ.
fruit of the Spirit?
And
He my rising sun!
To be taught.
The
spirit of true
‘In his favor”—friendskip—¢is life.”
Notes and Hints.
| prayer. In our last lesson Jesus and ‘his The soul does not know what life is till it
Connecting Link —Monday evening Jesus disciples were on their way from Bethany
feels God to be its friend. Then it *deand his disciples returned to Bethany.
The
to Jerusalem. This was the last day he lights itself in the Lord,” and comes to
speak with him ‘‘ ag a man speaketh with
next morning,as they were going to Jerusalem,
his friend.” Here is the secret of fellowthe incident of the fruitless fig-tree occurred; spent with the people of that city teaching them.
They passed by the withered ship, ihe soul of communion with God.
and after this, while they were on the way,
fig tree on their way, and as they looked Then does a man begin to live when he
Jesus spoke what is related in verses 24—26.
realizes that God is his friend.
After reaching the temple he began a series of upon it Jesus talked to them about having
There is one who is the common friend
discourses, of which we have a part in this
faith in God, and about prayer. What
of all hearts that gather to him—dJesus,
lesson.
;
the true kind is that he hears and an- "the God made manifest. In him the
Parallel passage, Matt. 21: 21, 22,
swers, and what he said to them was also springs of true friendship are found.
The
I.
A condition of forgiveness.
It is meant fae us.
The first thing necessary tenderness and strength of love are cenheart.
I
he depressed spirit
one of the glorious characteristics of the in praying is to believe that God is able ‘tral in his
may feel lonesome and desolate, but this
Christian religion that it contemplates and willing to give us more good gifts friend
is standing by. We may have lost
and provides for the forgiveness of sin. than we can name. Jesus says we must
all other friends, by change or death; but
Inder it sin is to be got rid of, not by a believe, or feel, that we huve received he loveth ever, and changeth never.
ong and tedious system of sacrifice and them, and then we shall receive them. Other friends may not understand us, nor
ceremonials, not by penances and physi- But the trouble with all God's children, enter into our feelings; he ‘ knoweth us
altogether,” and ¢* he is touched with the
cal pains, but by being forgiven by him both little and big ones, is that they call feeling of our infirmities.” Our -+-brothagainst whom it has been committed. some things good and desire them very er” may be lacking in sympathy, or may
And this is done in a way perfectly con- much, and pray for them, which God fail in faithfulness; but he is ‘‘a friend
sistent with the requirements of justice sees are not good things for them to have that sticketh closer than a brother.”
In time of fierce trial—when misrepre?
and the integrity of the divine law which at all. The
right spirit says, ‘God sented and maligned, or when overwhel
was vio

p

Of childhood ’s happy days,
When every scene was radiant

a barren fig tree ?- What is the punish-

TopiCs—A condition ef forgiveness.

«

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
os
bt

genuineness of our faith.

things whatsoever ye

pray and ask for, believe that ye have

and’ umprejudiced

mind can reject the overwhelming evidence that Jesus Christ is the Son of God;

a

“I say unto you,

Thank God for pleasant memories

by prejudice

and unwilling to be convinced could
question his authority.
No man could
do such works except God be with him.
The evidence ought to have convinced
them and it ought not to be doubted or
{ denied by any one to-day nor-is
it-easy

11: 24-33.

Mark

Prayer and forgiveness.

only

QUIPS AND ORANKS.
Very few people know that the little absurd
nursery rhyme beginning—
:
There was a little gil
a
Who bad a little cur]
:
That hung right down on her forehead,

MEMORY.

their force.
Prejudice and bigotry are
so powerful in and over the human heart.
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nly

number

of the

iol
religious
work.
We sincerely hope that no young

ordination before he has obtained, to

and under God accomplished

the

who,

so

far from decrying an. educated ministry, |
have either been themselves

(Thursday) as announced in the programme
récently published,
.We have made arrangements
to have the exercises reported for the
Star, and shall give as much space to the res
ports as shall seem consistent.
Next Sabbath
promises to be a profituble day.
Prof. Dunn
is to preach in the morning, Dr. Ball in the
afternoon, and the
Rev. E, M. Long,
of
Philadelphia,
in
the
evening
(illustrated sermon).
We
hope
that persons

attending

the

k

services

through

the

‘month, especially. Christians, will resist the
temptation
to .patronize
Sunday
railway
trains,’
We would rather
see no Sunday

services at the Park, tham.io
lave -them
conducive to any kind of Sabb#th desecration.
Attention is called to the special notice of
railread rates
this pumber.
ANCL
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under

*‘ Denominational,”

in

at,

God prefers before all temples ¢¢ the

up-

right heart and
pure,”
and before all
streaming altars or chanting choirs, the
sacrifices of a broken and contrite spirit.
The
"

importance

of

spiritual

truth,

as

distidget from merely historic and scientific
trath, surpasses all expression.
Spiritual
error, in the history of man,
meant darkness, slavery, sin,

has’ always
and death;

spiritual truth has always meant. light,
Fenton. righteonsiess, and dite. C3
and

said Jesus,

truth,”

shall know the

the truth shall make you free.”
Spiritual
truth, the truth as it is in him, is, as both

reason and now experience show, the light

and hope of the world, else the world

has

no light and no hope.
The ivy trailing over a wall or
indeed attractive to the eye,

tower

but

‘on

is
the

aged wall it preys with its worm-like roots
and daily frets the crumbled tower it seems
to league withal.”
So, many a sinful
feature or wayward habit in man or woman,
which is fondly deemed excusable and of
no consequence because it attracts, amuses,

and gives spicy variety to an otherwise
common-place character, is
deflling, piercing, weakening
the structure of the soul.

mon-place” and good,

nevertheless
and ruining

Better be ¢ com-

than

¢‘interesting”

more

PN

part of this country.
fess that

this

correctly,

up, has abundantly demonstrated the
wisdom of those who founded them, and

shown-how .necessary

ul

S
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too
the

to perceive
1ie

st

growth, stability and usefulness of the
churches.
It is not too muchto say that the character of the church in general, and of any |

tune in distant States ?

One

enter any western

without coming

city

hardly

other one

No

greater calamity

could befall the churches than-to. come
under the leadership of an incompetent
ministry. And it is the business of theological schools to furnish the churches
with such
a ministry as will give them

the kind of instruction, the consistent example, and the judicious leadership,

that

they need. The United States government, recognizing the value and necessity
of instructed and disciplined
our regular army, maintains

officers in
the costly

military school at West Point. Recognizing also the necessity of properly qualified

officers for the navy, it sustains the ex¢ naval academy at Annapolis.

send East any desirable information
parties contemplating a. residence
their States. Your spiritual welfare
that of your families may be greatly

loyally

and

so

‘us in the West,
esteem

and

our

well

have represented

we express our high
heartiest. wishes

for

gospel

ministry

in’ mind.

different aims, but by conversion or other-

ones, will

be

and sacrifices

presented,

of the

and

the

trials

Christian “minister

will have their forbiddifig aspects.
But
what of all this? Does the Master -summon us to enter his vineyard?

Does

touch the lips with his fire, and the

he

heart

edge that such efforts must be of no avail.
Their leaders in Turkey, and those in India,

scene of ‘action, and too hostile to Egypt, to
render aid. And the spirit of religious zeal

has so lessened among Mohammedans in general that but few of them will probably overs
come their fears sufficiently to enter upon 80
hazardous a work.
Arabi Pasha, who is himself an Arab by descent, may receive some
help from. the Bedouins of Arabia.
There is

yet much danger to those in the immediate
vicinity of the fighting, but we do not think’

that the holy war with all its declared horrors,
will affect a very large territory.
a kind overruling Providence
our hopeful view.

Our faith in
assists us in

A brother in Tennessee- writes that

the Pro-

testant Methodist church in his place is likely
to substitute infant consecration for infant baptism, and restore believers’ baptism. It would
be.a very sensible
thing to do.
It seems
absurd to cling to a form that has wholly lost
its substance.
To Papists, and some
other
medizval sects, the rite of baptism still signifies regeneration ; but more enlightened. minds
scout the idea of renewing grace being conveyed by water. The consecration of children to
God is very proper, but using baptism to effect

take its place, must speedily propose and enforce the change, or even the idea of ‘public
conszcration will depart with faith in infant
‘baptism,
and when once gone it ‘will ‘not be
easy to restore it. More than likely, they will
lack the foresight and decision to act in season, and finally both infant baptism and infant consecration will .die out in the evangeli-

ject of lifé? Is itto obtain preferment,
honor,

emolument,

or

any

selfish

end?

‘How vain the struggle, how fruitless the
endeavor, by most of the world’s votaries;
and when success is achieved, it is, after

all, a trifle.

The servant of Christ, though

renouncing all, and subjected to arduous
toil and numerous discouragements, shall

win
this:
the
they

cal churches.

counselors,

clear-sighted

leaders,

a noble triumph.
What a promise is
¢ They that'be wise shall~shine as
brightness of the firmament;
and
that turn many to righteousness, as

wise master-builders in the church.
All
that the military school and naval academy are to the army. and navy, and much
more, if we see aright,theological schools,
properly sustained, are to the ministry of
any denomination

or

body

of churches.

efficient

Women,

enough for all to do. But we pray that
none whom he calls may turn aside. And
there is a goodly number of such among
our recent graduates. Are there not also
among2p.them those who need now to stad

good

of

‘all

churches’

Of

course, it is impossible to say just how
far our present standing and influence, as
a body of churches, is due to the work

which has been done by this school, bat
we may confidently say that for all that
is excellent and strong in us. we are far
more indebted to it that some persons
may think. If we have ‘not grown so

‘rapidly of late years as we might have

pe.’
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continued 'prospérity.

loved denomination.

We

are

Give John a bullet and both parties will vie in
calling him a gentleman and a Chrstian,

come, it must be by the labors of a devot-

and

godly

church.

East,

West, North, South, in the cities and vil-

lages, in the great centers and in the wide
country, the standard of the cross must be
raised and the faithful persistently rally
around it.
i:
Let then our young men, having given
themselves to God, hold themselves in
parently conflicting claims.
be first a willing mind and
consecration,

the

But if there
the requisite

field of labor “will

be

open; and wherever that may be, God
will be with and bless his faithful servants
to the end.
> ro

Phillips is 3 Baptist medical missionary whose
work has a similarity in both its spirit and its
methods to the earthly work of the Great
Physician whom he represents and proclaims.”
This is all right, even to calling Dr. Phillips a
Baptist; but why not speak accurately, and
call Dr. P., what he surely is, and must prefer to be called, a Free Baptist?
The fifth annual
session of the Southern
Baptist Association (Free Communion) wus

held at Concord, N. C., last November.

Euuizstions

Were irepstied; huting a

We can furnish copies of this year's
Register, should any want them, at four

cents each, postage paid.

-

;

war,’—that is, a war in which Mohammedans'
everywhere shall rise in arms to rob and slay
all- Christians. living near them... There is a
Mohammedan population scattered all through
northern and central Africa estimated at fifty

our Zion.

NOTES.

in, sweep
then our

the
ma-

graduates

have

been,

millions.

Moreover,

in Arabia,

Persia

and

good in:-all.

Asia, this religion has hosts of faithful followers. Much has been said of late to the effect
that should-the Mohammedans of Egypt and

cf

all

our

with the

Big Creek church, Texas Co.,

Mo., last October.
The painted report, besides
an acceunt of the proceedings, contains a Constitution, derticles
of Faith, statistics,
ete. The
‘Sec. of the Association is Wm, Chastaine, Qak-

land,

Mo.

Number of churches reported, 19;

ministers in charge,
cants, 662,

16; number of communi-

and tracts in Arabic have been circulated
pointing out to Mohammedans how ‘ the infi-

beloved

The F. Baptists in North Carolina

are look-

ing after their educational interests. They will
hold a conference touching these interests, in

Kinston, the 19th inst.
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A FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
This school

for the last

‘not quite, paid

its way.

year

has nearly, if

More

bas been re-

ceived from tuition the past year than for any
previous year. The income and expenses are
in the main as follows:

Rents

biscuifs.”

“ What is worth doing at all is worth doing
well”, and we regret more and fmore that Mr.
Gladstone did not remember this before he
commenced to restore order in Egypt.
His
failure
to
follow
up
the first
victory
exposes
him
to censure
and,
what is
worse,
prolongs
greatly
the
disorder,
and increases
the danger of oriental cruelties. If the attack on the forts was necessa-

:

wos

INCOME.

Fuod...... oe

47095

socvveciencnssccsisesnssnvsnnnne

516.55

Tolul-cosiccieesnnconioss Sivasaeaien £5,904.89
EXPENSES,
Salaries of Teachers...
..c.icvoeeivene. $4 825.00
Current eXpenses...cceereesressaasas
1,251.18
LE

aE

A

A

A

I.

—$6,076:18

The indebtedness amounted to $5,075.47 at
the time of the annual session in June.
Of

this amount $2,614.61
are due to the

Perma-

nent Fund.
. Mr. B. J. Cole, under circumstances that reflect the greatest honor on his part, proposed
at the annual meeting to place $1,300.00 at the
disposal of the Trustees, $600.00 to be paid
down and the rest at the end of one year.
Thus the debt is substantially reduced
“to
$3,775.47.
Oliver Chase, of Sandwich Center, N. H ,
left the institution by will $1,188.82.
This has

been paid and

is added

to the

Permanent”

Fund.
Itis the first legacy the institution ever received. George G. Fogg left the institution by will $1,000.00 and this is to be paid in a
| few months and added to the Permanent Fund:
Ty, it was asad mistake not 16 be ready before
If the debt were paid (which is and must con«
commencing so that the work could be done
in good shape when once undertaken. It was tinue to be, till paid, a great obstacle), the Pertoo much like 4 surgeon’s commencing a diffi- manent Fund with the late additions would be
about £15,500.
J. W. SCRIBNER.
cult operation with apart of the necessary inSE
li gt —
struments across the street. There is in Egypt

now a darkness that can be felt,
and the foreigners and poorer classes among the natives feel
it very sadly.

Central Ohio Yearly Meeting.

The

Central Ohio

Meeting
long ago,

against our windy, consuming

and

unproduc-

ing legislators.

the propriety of making an especial effort to be
present during the year at Hillsdale, that they
may profit by hisripe scholarship and forcible

presentation of the doctrines of Christianity.
It would not be

out of

placeat all if those

now entering the Theological school should
‘wish to study in his department this year, leaving the Greek and Hebrew for the year follow.
ing ; and perhaps such a plan would be for the

best good of all. A large class this year would
be a fitting compliment to the honored Professor.

and women came,

It is to be noted, however,

that probably every one of these aged persons

in

the

death

Sa

thies and prayers; (3) That we will endeayo,
to profit by her noble life of ssf ubnegatioy
to
consecrate ourselves renewedly

to the ser:

passed.

G. W. Baker were

Whereas, since the last session of our Y, M.
God in

his providence has called home to. hj;
well earned reward awaiting ‘him o
and beloved father, Rev. GeooW. Baker : yk
Whereas, his long and devoted life, his patient and untiring labor, his zealous and cop.
stant efforts in the cause of bis Lord and Mas.
ter are worthy of our commendation and jm;.

tation, therefore,
Resolved, (1) That in the (eath of Father
Baker the Y. M. has lost unother of its most
faithful and worthy laborers,
and the cause of
Christ one of its most zealous advocates; (2)

That as a Y. M. we remember with profound
gratitude his untiring labor with us for the
salvation of lost souls and his unselfish interest
in the

prosperity

of our

churches;

(3)

That

his self-sacrifieing labors and his example
humility and devotion shall be incentives toof
us

in our work; (4) That we .extend to the
sorrowing family our heartfelt s mpathy ; (5)
That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the

family and to the Star and Free
PUBLICATIONS.

Baptist.

Since upou the literature of any
denomination depends largely its intelligence,
and since
the benefit derived therefrom must
be obJaney by a careful perusal of the
same thereore,
;
:

Resolved, (1) That we

recommen

d to
members and 8. 8. to patronize
our
lications; (2) That we reaflirm our own pb
confidence
and pledge our Supportto to the
Star, Helper,

tist. Pb

Luly ball the JTrse Bay

g a
| needed want in the Norttmweot s
tender it our sympathies and pled and that we
as
far
as
pledge,
may be, our a,
Rev.C. A.

Gleason

was

Mes. from O. Y. M. and

received

vice during the session.
The following were appointed

the State Association:

as

rendered

Cor.

good ser:
delegates

to

O. E. Baker, alternate

J. A. Sutton; 8. D. Bates, ali. A. Hopki
ns; J.
C. Robinsonalt.
, J. Rhodes, I. Seitz, alt. J:
W. Michener; J. J. Mills, alt. Wm, Pelter
; J.

Sutton, alt. H.

Messmore;

A. H.

Whitaker,
K. T.

Higgins, alt. 8. N. Hatcher; T. C. Taman, alt.

G. Stevens.

Tue communion season, Sabbath Po M., was
one of interest, the social meetings were
good,
the preaching was earnest and well received,

Ohio & Penn. Yearly Meeting.

bribe

tea, coffe¢ and

That

we have lost a

of Bis.
nobl
and self-sacrificing missionary ; (2) That woes
tend to our missionaries our heartfejt mpa

The

Interest on Permanent

with

(1)

J. B. Lasu, Clerk.

closed their efforts in appearing at the polls to
voters

pio oro d,

Od

TOON.
++ verre nes ceristonitiieia ver SAULLGS

Think of that! How corrupting is the influence of women in the ward room, doling out
biscuits instead of whisky! - The same editor
‘goes on to say, ‘* Women
with the ballot
means a female party led by Lhe preachers, and
the clergy have too much power here anyway,
and are using it to subvert our form of government, to which they are opposed, becausé,
as yet, the law does not guarantee to them
possession of saddle, bridle, whip and spur,
wherewith to ride mankind.”
Fellow citizens
(mules), beware of the ‘women and the clergy,
lest we be ground beneath the iron heel of
their oppressive sway.

|

alt. I. Dally; J. B. Lash, ait. T. Hogan;

oy 4 have been doing in that.State. He says,
"Daring the late prohibitory campaign the
women took part, led by the preachers, and

we would suggest to our young men of the West

should.

same

held

eleventh annual conference ‘of the Big
Association of Freewill Baptists was

ar.

timated so plainly his intention of discontinuing his services:at the close of the coming year,

Afganistan,as well as in more remote parts of

into statistics, nor is it necessary that we

and

Since Prof. Dunn, of Hillsdale College,has in-

PUBLISHER.

intelligent

We have no time, now, to’ go

The
Creek

23

8,

102

churches,

Min. Conference

convened: with

the

Union

and

Y.

church,

June 7—11. The Min. Conference was opened
Wednesday evening by an earnest discourse

by Rev. J. A. Sutton,

Thursday and

Friday

A.M. were spent in presenting live subjects
which were warmly and ably discussed. The

criticisms were somewhat pointed, but in the
main well received.

The Y. M. Conferénce was
at 2 p. M.

opened Friday

Prayer by Rev. O. E. Baker.

Rev.

A. H. Whitaker was chosen moderator, Seneca& Huron, Marion and Harmony Q. M’s
ing the names of all ministers; lest we American Congress attempts to do a good | reported by letter and delegates, Richland &
shall be compelled ‘to publish a list ef thing, as the suppression of polygamy, or a Licking by delegate, Lorain -by Rev. Mr.
bad thing, as the exclusion of the Chinese,
Quarterly Meetings from which no report itis equally ineffectual, amusing and ex- Inman. These reports show a general steadfastness among the churches.
Several of the
has been received.
-asperating.
The logic of events seems to be churches have enjoyed revivals, the
most

have, we should not, it is more than like-

and energetic influences for

A copy

of the minutes has been received by us. The
Rev. Z. L. Burson was moderator,
and the Rev.
"B. W. Nash, editor of the Baptist Review,
clerk.
The session seems to have been.both
pleasant and profitable. Fourteen separate or-

the foundations, and

The press had a jubilant ‘time, not

The crisis in the East may yet lead to a “holy

for the churches and the most

than

REGISTERS.
over anti-Mormon legislation, and a doleful
The copy for next year's Register time over anti-Chinese legislation. But, after
should be all here by the last of August. all, what an ineffectual and harmless game our
Most of the reports have been received, Congressional law-making is! The Mormons
are skillfully completing their preparations to
and now is the time to forward the bal- evade successfully the law against them, and
ance and send in all necessary correc- thé Chinese would get inte this country over
tions. Let no church or Q. M. Clerk the highest walls on land and through triple
Whether
the
delay in sending a correct copy, includ- blockades along our coast.

Unless we had done the little we
Out

more

#hinery is worthless. An editor at Iowa City,
i ‘he ‘Athens of Iowa,” tells us what you wom-

morality of to-day, is withstood and overed ministry

laying

and emoluments, you rush
field and get all the glory; and

pled career of prosperity inviting an
inflow from all the nations that is absolutely appalling, must be saved, it saved
at all, by the power of the gospel. If the
abounding worldliness, skepticism, im-

more.

strength which we can'show to-day.

are getting

~~

The Sunday School Times publishes a pleasant article from Dr. J. L. Phillips, and says, “Dr.

range for the equitable distribution of honors

lad eor viction

it is not because we have given a
money and some labor to the work
theological education; it is
far
likely because we have given no

of this school, since 1840, have come and
‘are still coming, the very best ministers

will not long

while they manipulate the machinery

Pe

done,
little
of
more

ly, have possessed even the measure of

halt!—you

men have been

for his difection. It may not
physician that is ignorant, of his drugs? “rendtness
And what church is fitly ministered unto always be easy to decide between the ap-

fluence for

evidently

"Larkey become involved in war with ChrisWere we, however. to do so,
not unmindful of what it has cost some two facts, besides others equally gratify- | tian nations, they would display the green flag,
A festival in honor of old age has been held
to remain true to their own people. ing, would clearly appear: (1) The declare their religion in danger, and receive
the help. of all the Mohammedan faithful; and in Utah for several years; and on the last days
We are one with you in the common graduates of this school, during thése that a great slaughter of European residents
of June all over seventy years of age were
cause, and it will be our joy t6 Serve you forty years, have been by far the n
\would follow even if ultimate victory were not transported free on the railroads and provided
in holding the ground already gained,and successful and useful body of preac
gained. Ulemas have gone from Coustanti- withwfr¢e entertainment in Salt Lake City,
in farther extending the work of our be. and pastors ameng us; and (2) these nople and Cairo through the Islamitic world, whither modre than eleven hundred aged men

their

with the Chinese,” while at the same time he employs John
Chinaman to. do his washing!
The mists
atound the Rocky Mountains may make our’
vision somewhat dim, but we: confess we can
see nothing but a bid for the votes of hoodlums in this nad anti-Chinese movement.

yourrights. Your inflkéificels assuming too
the sturs forever and ever.”
great proportions.
You
are too fanatical
We want none to enter the sacred office about your moral reforms. All successful tewhom God does not eall. There is|form must have a substantial basis. The-

the: | consider ti:

and

Both

prevail, baptism must be restored to where it
belongs. It will require speedy and decided action to establish infant censecration.

ity, of a carefully instructed and | on the subject
. lao iesponslied minist?y
for their pulpits, the bility of their position, they should now
as Christian denominations of our make a candid and faithful examination.
land have established and do sustain Never were the spiritual wants of the
therefor {razning schools, commonly call- world greater than now, never the cry for
The
ed theological seminaries, in which young gospel laborers more importunate.
men, salled to the ministry, may have a countless millions of heathen demand our
fit themselves to be teachers in spiritual
things, expositors of the Scriptures, wise

of Nellie M. Phillips,
our dearly

sionary now in India, that we have a Wop,

| vice of the divine Master; (4) That
self-denial of earthly comforts is a Lolli
to lesrn to deny ourselves that we may have
If our occidental neighbors are so hostile to
wherewith to give to carry on her good beguy,
the Chinese, why do they continue to employ
work.
cin
mee
To,
them?
We distrust the motives of the man
The following relative to the death of
Rey,

have already learned something of their inability to cope with the English. The Mohammedans of Central Africa are too far from the | who cries vociferously, ** Down

with his love, and say, Go, bear my mes- it, is to change the rite from what Christ made
sage to the perishing. Then, with Paul, | it. The rapid decline of infant baptism shows

of com- | their duty «= :

by a preacher that knows not his Bible P
Take our theological school here in" the
East, During these forty years of its existence, it has undeniably done a large
work in raising up for our pulpits a properly educated, able, judicious, faithful
and efficient ministry, a ministry both
needed and demanded by the times; and
in doing this, it has raised the standard
of all our institutions, exalted our denominational character, and increased the in-

benefited thereby, while the cause in the
® West will be strengthened and the denomination will still retain you in its fold.
To our ministers and laymen who so
NE Ys

thing.

stiff breeze now and then, and possibly
an ague shake; the mercury may run up
to the nineties ; but with all these draw-

with them. It may be none the less fortunate for your temporal prosperity to settle.
near or at points already occupied
by good
ree Baptist people. They are to be found
in several western States,and will be glad

There is, tao, amGng many.of- thems-a-kaowh— therefore stopped talking.

communicants.

by a commander that knows not his tactics? Who is counseled by an attorney
that knows not the law? Or treated by a

near to your own people, and upon reaching the place at once identify yourselves

the

utes, and to the inquirers who flicked about
him afterwards he explained that he had said
all he knew on the subject in hand, and-had

ministers

them of remaining with their own people.
Is there not an urgent call to some of
our young preachers to ‘‘ go West?”
“Towa, Kansas, and plinnesota are excellent States to live in. There may be a

to
to
in
and

tion have

#hdan elaborate discourse was

¢losed his sermon after talking only fificen min-

upon

the

and certainly

But, to every one’s surprise, he | ter oo]

preachers or

What military company is made

~ for the West.~-If possible, get somewhere

are | gation attended

pends more

ships because no opportunity was afforded

our preachers, but there is plenty of material of which to make good churclres,
Neither need one fear of starving while
the work is going on. With fervent piety,
common sense, and a mind to work, one
can hardly fail of success in the West.
We want to saya word to Free Baptist
families contemplating leaving the East

Mohammedans

gate ol

What ship’s erew is fitly commanded by
a captain that is ignorant of navigation?

the churches are not all ready to hand for

The

de- | we are not to confer with flesh and blood, that the churches have lost faith in it, and
that it will soon fall into total disuse. Those
chardcter of its but promptly say, Here am I, send me.
than upon any
What indeed is the great end and ob- who desire public consecration of children to

across persons once identified with us,
but now holding other church relation-

backs the West is a grand country. How
clear the air! How refreshing the ever
blowing breeze!
What productive soil,
and what a noble people! It may be that

rising.

Christian denomination in particular,

which competent—instractors;—to-|
chance, under

here{ofore they have scarcely dreamed.
What could be more conducive to our
growth and permanent strength than that
the new towns constantly opening in that
part of the land should offer a Free Baptist home to the many persons leaving our
New England churches to seek their forcan

to the

), recognizing the value, even

rejoice to find that others are beginning to
OSSIO

are

general

holding bitter hatred against other sections;
and, though all kate the Christian with a mortal hatred, they do not love one another so as
to be united in seeking their common welfare,

;

Some have had'it from-the beginning of
their course of study.
They entered on
that course in order best to prepare for
the great work. Others commenced with

: ‘udence, sustains at large expense. | Some,

do not say that our other opport::

entertain the same idea, and

they

‘dance with the dictates

embraced with becoming ardor and z

We

the time

qualified to instruet, to lead, and to build

cent

ties and interests have called forth
much
enthusiasm,
but evidently
- West has aroused far too little.
We

may ‘hasten

«2 the two great training schools,
or the army, the other for the
which the federal government,
» example of all great nations, and.|

hag not bo:

J

wise have become impressed with this
duty. These graduates have now come
importance of ‘theological schools, as
to a very important period and crisis in
though their utility were a matter of questheir lives.
tion; for it is not so. The work that
these schools in this country have done . Will any of them falter, and turn aside
and are doing, in the results of Biblical
do so are neither few nor weak.
It is not
study, in the preservation of Christian
to be denied that there may be strong indoctrines, and above all in giving to the
ducements offered in other directions.
churches a ministry properly trained and
Worthy -eemsiderations, and unworthy

We are free to ¢..

opportunity

be in any other way.

or

fore the sunrise.
’
We do not wish ever to speak of the

OUR WESTERN FIELD. The Free Baptist denomination has fi
many years-had a grand opportunity
or,

educated

when even the lingering semblance of
opposition to, or careless neglect. of, a
properly taught and trained ministry shall
vanish like the last shadows of night be-

and bad.

the wegtern

any

have lamented their want of an education YOUNG MEN AND THE MINISTRY.
Most of the schools have held their anand have done all they could to secure it
niversaries
and seat forth a large number
to others and to their successors. There
of
graduates.
Of these a good propor- L
is no uncharity or unkindness in the pray-

er that the Lord

born out of Mormonism,

—

-

3

beled to Jjoin themselves
and received
another
worker toD res
ato Arabi and various | ago, ’ be was invited
ie to preach
8 a Thanksgiving
EE | ed
Eo
ov iS
a! pwanker
Tout . anderre.
wal
Odessa, Del. A large cong
ay sermon at
but. w

outrages may occur,

tune that will show itself hereafter much
more than now. This is learned more
fully by experience than it can possibly

the. most

for our people, have been those

.

of | oye a theological A training is a misfor- | themselves divided, some sections of them | expected.

our laity, are concerned.
Indeed,through
the whole century, the men whe have led,

manuscripts unless
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Russians and Austrians in Turkey, the French | jg a recent thing, and, moreover, is beyond | 82's Mission Soc’y Aux. to State Associat ion,
in Tunis and now the English in, Egypt; and
doubt oppugnant to old age!
We are ready to therefore,
Resolved, That it is the duty of
they are called to rise and destroy the Chrishonor the hoary head, but our hatred of the
aN. thivughont the Stata Pn
tians, That this programme may be carried polygamous evil is not one whit lessened.
with this society in
sympathy and
prs
out is-of-course possible. There is danger. In
their support. Y 'a sympathy
prayer for
the times of Mohammedan strength, it would
The following, from one of our excharges,
The following resolutions relative to the
have been a great danger; but to-day there is
is worth reproducing: If only all preachers
death of eur late beloved Sister Crawford
reason to think the efforts of the instigators to and public speakers would follow the example
were passed.
mt
’
such a slaughter will be in vain. A few may
of the late Bishop Scott! Once, a few years
Whereas, the pearly gates have again 0 ; n-

man,

reading these lines and having the ministry in view, will be so unwise as to seek

Star,

the vast majority

=

denom- | del” is pressing them on all sides,=the RUS: | was

utmost possible extent, a complete theoloand that of the Rev. R. Fave
Cooley in this is- |
gical preparation. The want of college
sue, were needed
. among our people.
training, if he
can not :secure it, will be
of
Dover, N. H.
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to mailtory dress,
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to in future
years.
To
have not

necessarily for publication. We cannot
return | Of our ministry, and
stamps are sent for that pur-
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inational institutions and ‘special “lines of | Sians in Central Asia, the Englishin India, the | every one out of polygamys-Mormon polygamy

‘We have been somewhat in the habit
of congratulating ourselves that the ‘ time
has gone by when such manifestly true
and wise utterances as that of the Rey. H.
Whitcher in a late

STAR,
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favored being the Marion, Berwick and East
Liberty churches under the labors of Rev’s 0.
E. Baker, J. A. Sutton and A. H. Whitaker,
the latter assisted by Rev’s O, E. Baker and

Wm. Clark. Two houses of worship have
been completed and dedicated the past year.
The churches are generally supplied with pastors who, with few exceptions, preach. to
their congregations every alternate Sabbath.
The greater part of our churches maintain
Sabbath-schools during the entire year with
fair success. There is an increase of interest
in the temperance work, some ‘are. quite zeal-

ous, but a more general awakening upon this
important subject is desirable.
The interest in the eause of missions is
equal, as we believe, to-that of former years.
This we infer from reports of Q. M’s, fr

resolutions passed
the work and

expressing

renewed

effort

sympathy for
to_edrry it for-

ward, also from the contributions

in general

and the special contribution during this ses.

forty-ninth

session of the Ohio and

Penn. Yearly Meeting was held with the Wa- |
terford

(Penn.)

church,

Washington

Q

M.,|

June '21—25. The Ministers’ Institute connected with the Y. M. began its session on

Wednesday evening, June 21st.

sermon

was

preached

by

The opening

J.

Phillipegtext

Rom. 127 1, 2.~Théme, Consecration and its

Practical Expression.

A very small percent-

age of the members of the institute were pres.
ent during the session. Bro. G. C. Baker,
who within the past year has removed to N.
Y., sent us his'essay, entitled, How shall we
animate and bring forward our people to the
attainment of Sanctification?
Bro. W. C.
Hulse read a sketch of an essay.
Subject—
What shall we do
in—
terest in our publie gatherings? The essay
of
Bro. L. D. Boynton was entitled, The Importance of Introducing Christian Literature
into
the homes of our people. The essay was a
timely presentation of a subject of the first im-

porfance, ind gave a helpful impulse-ts the ef:

fort to disseminate Christian “thought,

The

paper on Infant Baptism by Bro. O. E. Baker
was, on the whole, an able and conclusive argument against the so-called baptism of infants.
ds
go

The there of the essay read by Bro. J. B.
Page, was, The Duties of the Christian citizen.

The Y.M. proper was organized Friday
morning at 10 o'clock. Bro. W, Parker, pastor

of the Waterford church, was chosen modera-

tor, Reports from
the various Q. M's were,
on the whole, cheering.
There is a low state

ofreligion in the

Ashtabuld

Q. M.

Revivals

have not been enjoyed during the past year.
A good degree of interest was awakened at
Welisburg, during the May session of the Q.
M.
Services were protracted for a few days
and resulted in the conversion of one, and the

returning of four

wanderers.

The

school is the most encouraging

Sunday-

feature

of our

work. Efforts are being made to convert the
children and to enlist them in the cause of
temperance.

tent, interested

Our churches

are,

to

some

ex-

in missions and most of them

are organized for work in this enterprise.
There is an urgent demand for
workers.

Three churches are without pastors.
Verbal
reports from Cleveland Q. M. give a more encouraging outlook than a year ago. Our then
vacant pulpit in Cleveland is now
filled by

Bro. T,

Penn.

H.

Drake,

recently

of Harrisburg,

The church has been visited by a gra-

cious refreshing in connection with his

labors.

Bro. W. C. Hulse, from Southern Ohio, is settled in the joint pastorate of Hinckley and
Royalton with good prospects of success.
The mission cause has a place in the hearts
of our people. A woman’s society was recently

organizedin connection with the Q. M.

The

Liverpool church is still supplied by Bro. Damon of Medina. Verbal reports from Crawford
Q. M. are somewhat

whole hopeful.

depressing,

Earnest men

but

are

on

the

in real de-

mand and promising fields and vacant pulpits
await them, The temperance cause is well
sustained.’
The Geauga & Portage Q. M. reports that of
the mine churches,” once living and working,

only two

have

ceased to exist,
among

pastors, and

these churches,

work, in raising

some

have

Ifany one has faith to go ont
up

the

ready

to

do

heroic

former desolations,

and to look to God for support and success,
the field is an inviting one. The Washington
Q. M. reports most of its churches supplied

and all of them steadfast in purpose to persevere. Something has been done during the

year in the way
churches.

of repairing and- building

The mission cause, though not for-

sion, the amount for all mission purposes be- gotten, has a weak foothold. - Bro. E..N. Fering some over $90.
ie | nald, our efficient Financial Secretary, arrived,
. An interesting ‘mission meeting was held agreeable to inyitation on Thursday evening.

$20 of the

By vote of Conference he was invited to occu-

fbove were contributed and voted to Sister N.

py such portion of the tifne Friday p. M. 8s he

Saturday evening, at which tfme
M. Phillips.

)
7

™

Since it was the special request

sawfit. His address

was just such

as wey

EE————
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The following, relating to the education of
candidates for the Ministry, were adopted:
Resolved, (1) That this Y. M. create a board of
three whose duty shall be to select a suitable
course of study which candidates for the miunistr;

year to
tion. Itis hoped that during the
organized
be
will
hes
churc
our
of
all
e,
com
Pointed
and heartily engaged in this work.

* 4ren in the

is

God

oracles of

a

direct Divine command; and since many parreents do not acknowledge this duty, it was

as

l
solved that we recognize the Sunday-schoo

approval for supplying this sad lack of training and also fo re-enforce those parents who

LS

the divine

manifestly enjoying

an institution

this board be

the
to hold 8 8S. School institute to increase
efficiency of Si School workers also that we interest ourselves in our own 8. School publications. The committee on education, besides
urging.on our young ‘men entering the ministry to secure as thorough mental discipline as
possible, and upon our people a generous sap-

It

was resolved

tbe Christian citizen is bound
relations which he may sustain,

jitically or otherwise, to this

Blank

Sunday-school

throughout

hoped

and in

divisions,

may

assist

all
po-

report

and

humanity.

While

we

may

#

in

&

t we recognize the church of Christ to be
word, in obedience.tq the
at Head of the chureh ;
all our ministers and churchorganisin for missiva work
NLM.
of
king ta in.
to

the

+f missions in some sysiematic way; (3)
wa devote one sitting of every session of our
.» the interests of missions—the time to be
‘the slblers in such a manner as they may
est; (4) That we regard it the wisest plan
ie all our mission funds, not otherwise profor by the donors, according to the card
,now in use; (3) That we urge our pasplace

as

many

copies as

rary Helper,

possible,

have

Iowa.

The Rev. J. H. Moxom is engaged in mission laber. He is the Home Mission Agent
for the State. We hope the cause is to be aggressive and progressive in that noble State of
the West.

Maine;

Boston,”

Lowell

&

ed snd unite

present

and

missionary

force

and

them

to

at

rliest
sible moment;
(7) That we re0 witness the earnest spirit manifested in
wie vause of missions by the women of eur churched, and that we'are
in hearty sympathy
with
efortato organize more fully tor this work;
(8)
That we hereby express our sense of the great

loss, sustained by our people in the death of sister

Lovina Crawford, who recently tell at her post of
duty, after so long and heroic service in our foreign field.
And while we mourn her loss, we
hereby express our hearty thanks to Almighty
God, for giving us so a
a type of the true
missionary; and do unite oar prayers that others

Concord;

Contheir

Nova

of like spirit may be raised up to carry forward
the work to which her life was so wholly given.

The Sabbath collection of $13.10 was

Wednesday,
¢ Children’s

August 9,
Day.”

;

is fixed

There

will

and if examination

as

betexcur-

appro-. sions to the Park on that day from various

Phillips.

The

thanks

of delegates and

visiting friends were expressed by vote to the
brethren of the Waterford church for the un®
stinted and open-hearted hospitality shown
them.
J. PHiLLips, Clerk.
el

A

Fares for the round

Wisconsin Yearly Meeting.
session

Vinland, Wis., June 23—26.
There was
average attendance and an interesting and

profitable session wes

enjoyed.

Some

of the

father
and older brethren inthe ministry,
who do not usually meet with us, were present

und their words of counsel and encouragement were appreciated. Rev. G. H. Hubbard
presided and the business of the conference
was transacted rapidly and apparently to general satisfaction.
The
reports from
the. "
churches, while containing, as usual, some
discouraging items, showed that earnest: work
forthe Master is being done, and that the blessing of Gods manifest in seasons of revival and
#piritual upbuilding. The annual meeting of -

the Ladies’ Mission Society was
urday evening.

Interesting

held on Sat-

papers

*B. ¥. McKenney and Mrs.
Others were read.
,There was not the usual

by

Mrs.

O. H. True, and
pressure of busi-

* bess, and the delegates were permitted to'enJoy the social meeting of Saturday afternoon,
_ 8n occasion whep many Christian hearts were

, led to rejoice in the presence of the Spirit.
Sermons were preached as follows:

Friday

evening by Rev. E.\V. Stevens; Saturday, A. M.

by Rev. (0, H. True ;Sunday 10.30 A. M. by Rev.

A.D. Sandborn;'
2.30 Pp. M. by Rev.

E. D,

Lewis; 7.30 p. M. by Rev. A. D. Sandborn.
The following

compose

Home Mission board:

the

newly

elected

Dea. L. Bingham, Rev.

J. H. Walrath, George Sherwood,

Prescot#, and Rev. E, N, Wright.

Rev. B.

L.

Rev. E., D.

_ LeWls; for many years a member of this Q. M.,
has accepted a call to a church in Mich,

A, D. Sandborn

Rev.

of the Ill. ¥. M. has engag-

ed in pastoral work at Johnstown, Wis.
Among other resolutions the following were
adopted: *

!

the children

at

:

Recognizin, the importance of our publications
as mediums
through which intelligenceis carried
to the home and
knowledge disseminated among
the
le; and believing that our publications
are
r.adapted to disseminate our doctrines
and principles than any others, Therefore,

lows :—From

trip will

Newmarket,

1.30

be as fol-

Farmington

and

Ken-

cts., children 40 cts.
Time of leaving various

adults

points will

75

be

the

church,

A.

E. C.

Cook;

G.

Hill;

the

side a

The

building

tow-

and

The length of the spire is 100 feet.
is carpeted
throughout,
finely

frescoed and well furnished.

The

whole

cost

No debt rests upon the

building, the whole indebtedness having been
provided for previous to the day of dedication.
The exterior and general plan of the house is
similar to that built by the same pastor, Rev.

when for any reason_it shall seem well to do so,

J. H. Durkee, while at Pneenix, and is the third
house

he

has built during

°

the

West Lebanon church. In the morning a disciple

followed her Lord in baptism and was received
to membership in the church at the opening of

Others contemplate going

forward ere long. The social meetings on the
Sabbath are atténded with much divine power,

a residence

in the

State of six years. The house adjoins the Seminary grounds and is a great addition to the gen.
eral appearance of the village. The Pike church
and citizens at large are to be congratulated on
their success.

The

following order of service

Rev. N. H.
was observed : Anthem ; Invocation,

Plumb; Hymn, read by Rev. I. Hyatt; Reading of the Scriptures, Rev. I. B. Smith; Prayer,

Rev. H. Whitcher; Hymn, readby Rev. B, I.
Marsden; Sermon, Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D.;
Prayer of dedication, Rev. A. F. Bryant;
Anthem ; Benediction, Rev. M. W, Dodge.

. The Fairbank (Ia) F. B. house of worship was-

and a goodly number are well united to main.

dedicated to the service of God on the Lords

tain the truth as it is in Jesus. Some of the unconverted have of late manifested an interest
for their ‘salvation, and there are encourage-

day, June 28, in the following order: L. An“them by the choir; 2. Invocation by the pas-

ments to labor to save the lost.

lence of the little church and

community,

About $315.00

was

which

a small

tor; 8. Song by the choir;

.4,

Reading

of the

kil “i. J.Soriptures, J. D.~Galdwell, Presbyterian; 5.
We take the following from the Kennebec Opening prayer;I. _W. Drew; 6. Hymn by
the choir; 7. Sermon, J. H, Moxom; 8. DediJournal of Saturday.
‘Rev.
Ri
(1) Thatwe advise a more liberal pat- (Augusta)
ronage ef the Morning
and oyr 8. 8. publica.
completes tormorrow the 20th cating prayer, L. D. Felt; 9. Benediction by
tions; (2) That we
Wweloome the Tree Bap- | Mr, Penney

at the

dedication.

indebtedness to

Co,,

Kan.,

have

their house of worship, and

from debt, on July 23.
teresting

M. Friday.

Mr.

dedicated it free

Call on him.

I.

C.

Cal.,

will

14.

Receipts

;

The weather

BelleM

for

P)

ne

Bro. David Brackett to the gospel ministry,

v.J. Boyd; (8)

Hand

Ordaining
candidate,

of fellowship, Rev.

4.00
1.00
:

Bro. Rosco»

K. Bradford,

out and hold meetings as the

Lord

ir

provi-

| Ch

Lawrence

and

pro:

Next

table

of unusual

season

was

sescion with

Sept. 32-24.

the

and

a
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East Corinth.
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Rhode
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in
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&
sumyptivn, Joseph Viper
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No
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Made from Grape Cream Tartar.—No other prep aration makes such light, flaky, hot breads, or
luxurious pastry.
Can be eate) by dyspeptics

without fear of t be ills resulting from heavy indigestible food. Sold only in ¢1ns, by all Grocers.
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8. D. Bates,

Treasurer

Ohio

Free

tion Soeleties.
Rev. J.D. Batson, Northfield, Minn.,

(26¢)
Treasurer

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. (1028)
Waupun,

Wis.,

Treasurer

of the Home Mission
Board, to whom all money
gholild be sent for Home Missions within the Wis.
Rev. N. C.Brackett,
Harpers Ferry, W. Va.
Treasurer of Storer College and Agent of Shenandoah Mission.
Moses B. Smith, Treasurer. of the Freewill
Baptist Foreign, Rome Mission and Education
N. H.

Rev.J. H. Durkee,

Pike,

(1362)

N.

Y., Treasurer

the Central Association, to whom

all its

of

contribu-

tions should be sent.
be
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich;; Treasurer of
the Western Education So. ; to whom contributions
may be sent in~ aid of those preparing for the
| Gospel ministry.
Rev. S.F. Smith, Fairbury,
Neb., Treasurer of
H.

M.

30. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb, Y. M., to whom

all money for this So. fhould be sent.
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer of
the Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly Meeling,to whom
!
all Home Mission funds are-to be sent.

H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer

the Iowa F. B.

Rev. Charles'S.
ton, Mass.

of

Home Missions.

Yeariy

Perkins, 18 Appleton 8t., Bos(8t30)
.
meeting

Notices.

Central Illinois at Fairview, Sept. 1.
Ohio River at Coalton, Aug. 11.
Southern Ill. at_Carbondale, Sept.8.
Central at Brunswick, Sept. 6, 7.
Maine
Penobscot at Houlton, Me., Sept. 26—28.
& Kentucky at Sciotoville, Sept. 1.
hio
' Quarterly Meeting Notices .
Rock & Dane (Wis) at Evansville, Wis.
‘Opening sermon Friday evening, Aur. 25, pA Rev.
A. D, Bantorn.
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5.00

a
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10.00

Mic
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All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
(25622)
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12, of con-

umns of this paper, of whose pure and
truthful
character satisfaciory evidence is wanting.
If as

&

afflicted with | Ch Clariden
is more likely | Ch 2 Kyger

This

To

July

Master Clark Crabill .01
Master Wilber
8 GarJangh .25 Anna L Lay-

Aug.

2

San-

5.72

Craig L, Muffler Minnie
Schickedantz
Malinda
Wise Nancy Craig Han
nah Mason M A Skillings
1.00 each—13.00

I. B. STINEBAUGH, Clerk.

« All is Vanity,”

North
D.

.

12.00

laugh
3.00 each—-6'00
J B Craig 1.50 W
Laybourne J Williams
I N
Kitchen L Skillings J M

A.

ford, N. H.,, May
16. by the Rev. H.
F. Yonng,
Mr. George E. Leighton of Northwood, and Miss
Fannie LL. Leighon of MUGODwES... en” 77°
Sewell-Evans.—In
Bow
Lake,
Strafford,
11.00 June 19, by the Rev. F. H. Young, Mr. Frank W.
Sewell of New Market, and Miss Sarah KE.
Evans
1.25 | of Strafford.

J G Nave 2.00 each—4.00
A Kitchen E R Gar-

Eastman, whose aim it ever has been to make
them of interest to the congregation.
Next session with the South Bloom church,

the parsonage,

July 20, by the Rev.

e

Craig D Tenkinron
F
Skillings Y Crabill .50
each—2.50 E J Kilchen

of
inspiration
things
both
new
and
old,
which were listened to with interest by the intelligent Christian audience.
The ladies’ mission
meeting, Sat. evening, was of interest as it gen“erally is, conducted by the president, Sister Wm.

Wis.,

2.40

2.00

oi: 12.16

Mich., July

born, Prof. J. H: Beitel, Principal it Classical
Seminary, East Paw Paw, Ill, and M)sB Sadie G.
Sanborn of North Johnstown.
’
Leighton—Leighon.—In Bow Lake, Stiaf-

¢

Lire

13.00

Wixom,

23, by the Rev. C. W. Dealtry, Mr. Caleb 8. Babcock and Miss Ella B. Thomas, both of Northville.

2.40

1.35 ‘| Johnstown,

4.80

2.50

Zell Mary Nave

2

1.00
2.60

0.

from the volume

2

IMarried.

(Ohio)—Held with the | J B Stewart 2.00 E K Nave
Seneca & Huron
1.00 J Halycross W H
New Haven chorch, May 19, 20. The delexation

during the entire session was done by Elder I. C.
Robinson who has been preaching [or some time
to four of the churches in the Q. M. and did not
expect to preach on that occasion, but his labors

°

Barbour—True.—In East Ccrinth, Me., July
17, by the Rev. Sewell Brown, Mr. Edward EK.
Barbour of Portland, and Miss Carrie M. True,
step daughter
of the late Hon. John Thissell of
aug

:

4.80

to

dence

churches where there is no regular preaching by
any minister ot our denomination. The preaching

Forwarded

‘Beitel—Sanborn.—At
116

Massachusetts.

for the State Mission | Ch Greenwich St Provi-

and attendance were rather small, but the interest was good on the part of those who were in
attendance.
The Q. M. was held with one of the

§

Warren-

1.80

.

5.80

6.68
6.68
ae

13.00

a

Thissell—8

L C Adams Cox’s Mills Barbour Co-Ala
Mrs R A Downer Spencer Clay Co ia
Geo C Hartsook Thurman Gallia Co O
Rev EO Dickenson Greenville Mich

10.00

2.70

good | Ch Blackstone

JosEPH HIGGINS, Clerk.

W

White—A M

BY MAIL.
I B Williams Floyds Creek Mo

12.00

10.00

dence mav direct. Chose as delegates to the Y.
sup A L Houghton
M.: Rev. W. Andrews, Rev. F. D. Tasker,—sgubIndia
stitutes, Bro’s David Brackett and J. Higgins. The | Ch Amespury
Session Jas De

Thomas—E

Books

.

to go | Ch Paige St Low=ll

his

G Sturgis—D C_

Webster—Miss A White—S

8.60

enter

a council

was formed and reported favorable for him

—C

1.00

St)

Small, Jr.; (9) Benediction by the candidate. Agree- | A friend of missions

year

Hodsdon—W

J W Pratt Scotts Hill Tenn
H Hawkins Vallonia Springs N Y
Rev H Lockhart St Johnsbury Vt

10.00

B
oped

B B Henderson—J

M Hancock—J Hartley—1 W Hills—A,M Howe—H
Lockhart—G P Linderman—R J Lockwood—J W
Martin—M 8S Marble—J H Moxom—B D Newell—
© Owen—8 V'Pierce—B R Phelon—Lula Potter—
B F'_Rolling—J A Rowell—E M Smrith—dJ L Smith

3.00

200
520

able to a request from the Thorndike &
Knox | op fyndon
church to consider the propriety of licensing for

‘one

J F Heath—Mrs

2.50
re

Shapleigh

H. | Gy, starkboro

25

L. A. DEMERITTE.

L W Anthony—Mrs J L Allen—D H Adams—
Miss N Buck—Mrs W Bradbury—F Babecock—/J
W Burgin—H L Carr—E Cook—Mrs M A Cox—R
Clark—P Cranston—D W Corson—E E Cartright
—A E Curtis—I Day—R B Davis—M B Feli—J ¥
Finnie—D Furbush—W H Forest—Mrs J H Goodrich—A L Gerrish—Mary T Garvin—C 8 Hoxie—

345
3.00

couneil was appointed for his examination, which
Ashland for Miss
deé@ided to have him sec apart in the following
Crawford’s
Ororder on the Sabbath: (1) Singing by the choir; |
phan School
5.00
(2) Reading of Seriprures by Rev. James Boyd; | Ch Sugar Hill
4.80
|*(3) Prayer by Rev. E. E. Ware: (4) Singing; (5)
Vermont.
Sermyen by Rev. H. Small, Jr.; (8)
raver by Rev. J. Boyd; (7) Charge to

1.00

}

Money Letters Received.

1.00

Mission

a | Mrs Emeline

Treas.

Hampshire.

(Merrimack
Maachester

Ch Danville

set_apart

to

Assist.

Congress,

1.00
4.0
2.47

were favored with the labors of Bro. J. Boyd who | Ch (W St) Dover
preached to us to good satisfaction. Agreeable | Ch Fi-Andover
church

Georgiaville Ch
Pawtucket Aax

‘ Personal

!

10.00
4.96

Treas.

For. Home Missions West from R. I.

speak

140

>
10.00
5.92
1020

9.25

$155.26

per M. S. WAT&RMAN,
Dover. N.H.
'

BA, 20 So

2100

H M

L. A. DEMERITTE,

July, 1882.

New Durham
for
Rev O T Ciark’s

heard to say that it was-one of our best Q. M’s. We
Brooks

thé

Subject:

A,

New

ance was good. The preaching and social meet- | Ch
ings were of such a character that many were
of the

will

5.00

4

;

Clerk.

Societies.

| Solon YL Presto
Actor
| Estate of Betsey Chene:
|
So _ Parsonsfiel
per Daniel Cheney
| Ch Bangor
Ch Main St Lewiston
| Do for Harper's Ferry
| G W Furbush W Lebanon
| Ch W Lebanon
| Mrs
Mary = Stevens
nity
!
| Miss Caroline
Chase
Uni
| Ch So Gorham
| Ch Windham Center
| Mrs
M P Baldwin New
Sharon
* * * Bath
a)

being pleasant the most of the churches were rep- | Ch
resente by letters and delegates and the attend-

An-

Waterloo—JAux 7.00 for F' M 2.25 for

A. C. RUSSELL,
for Com.

Benevelent

Chautauqua (N.Y.)—Held with. the Hamlet
church, June 3, 4. Rev. H. Blackmer was chosen
chairman.
A letter was received from the Ellington church requesting the ordination of Bro.
F.
W, Reeder. By a vote of the conference the
request was granted and a council appointed con-.|
sisting of Rev’s J. L. Higbee, Adison Jones, H.
Blaskmet, Wm. U. Edwards, W. Shephard, said
council
meet at Ellington June 18.. This was
done in the following order: (1) Voluntary bv the
choir; (2) Invocation by J. L. Higbee; (3) Reading of minutes by the clerk; (4) Singing by the
choir; (5) Prayer by W. U. Edwards; (6) Reading
of Scripture
and sermon by A. Jones—Text, 1st
Tim. 4:6; (7) Ordaining prayer and laying on of
hands, H. Blackmer; (8) Charge and hand of fellowship,J. L. Higbee; (9) Benediction by
the
canaidates.
Wx. U. EDWARDS, Clerk,
cr
_
Prospect & Unity (Me.)—Convened with

to a request

Towa.

them at 2 P.

Me.,

address

Monday evening, Aug.
Christian Work.”

Meetings.

the church in Brooks, Juve 23—25.

i

Saturday

I. P. BATES,

Lewis, of Portland,

Sacramento,

Rev.

8. F. Smith,of Fairbury, Neb., and Rev. Mr,
Wake, presiding Elder of the'M. E: church.

-@Quartexly

evening, by

Sunday evening Aug. 13.’ Subject: ‘“ How to
ather them in.” It is expected that Mr. S. D.
uller, Secretary .elect of the Y. M..C.=A..of

cempleted

conducted by

Lansing

ssio jary meeting

Laymen’s Congress at Ocean Park.
In addition to ppeakers
previously announced,

The services were. in-

and impressive,

‘with the

peBitg sermon, Friday

DePuy.

will find Bro. Wilson ready to escort

be

J. M. KAYSER.
The Free Baptist and M. E. churches of Mt.
Pleasant, Brown

11—13.

All who may wish to visit the eapital building

for in due time.

3
a

raised

Avg.

Rev. W,
evening.

|

g

There is also on

churches in the State.

Maine.

fellowship,

of the building and furniture is a little less than
$8,000.
Itis.one of the best ¥ree Baptist

matter thus furnished. ]

the public service.

Hand of

to

side wing.
The house

[We invite the sending from all our churches of
items for this department of news. These items
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ.
ers, not necessary for publication, and should
reach this office before Saturday night in order to
get into the next issue of the
Star. We, of
course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,

:

Kenney;

Address

er is at the junction of the main

Ministers and @huxches.

ly

and benevo-

ic the last Star).

Mich.)

jens of mothers for ig children.
16 ze/jeves the
child
from pain, cures
sentery and
diarrhea,
griping in the bowels and wind colic.
By giving

with the ex-

room 24x26 to be used as a chapel.

H.F. Woop.

Sunday, July 23, was a good day with

enterprise, perseverance

leaves

16 (not 6th as sta

Lansing

for Lit and Ioc Fond

Providence—Mrs Scott smith for
theny Hull
3
New York.
church, --Hanover—Mrs Frances Pope

er
FH, SW AILES, Clerk.
(N.H.) at Kiftery (Me.) Aug.

Rockingham

ministry, the council proceeded

building80 feet.

announced in due time by the railroads by
means of posters.

to the

Dedications.

Bath, Brunswick, Auburn and Lewiston,
Augusta,
adults $1.00, children 50 cts.
Hallowell, Gardiner and Richmond, adults

Gray,

a

Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse
town
MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the pre. | Ch Evansville
geription of one of the best female physiciangand | Ch Orezon

The new house of worship at Pike, N. Y.
was dedicated July 25, as announced in the
Star.
‘The house is of brick. The main
building is 36x60 with - vestibule in front and
orchestra in rear, making the whole length of

nebunk, adults 55 cts., children 30 cts.
Portland, adults 45_ets., children 25: cts.

children 55 cts.

is

It is a standing menument

a

Berwick,
So.
and
Falls
Salmon
Falls,
North Beradults $1.00, children 40 cts.
cts.
40
wick, adults 90 cts., children,

$1.35,

proved’satisfactory, to or-

Voluntary by the choir; Benediction by the
candidate. We think the Prospect is enecouraging for churches where he is to preach.
B.S. GERRY, Scribe.

Rochester, for adults $1.25, for children
Dover, Great
(under thirteen) 50 cts.

Wells, adults 70 cts., children.40 cts.

house

2

to all ministerial brethren to come.

in-

dain Bre. F. E. Briggs of Abbot, Me., met
with Bro. Briggs at the church in Abbot,
June 7, at 2.30 P. M.
After listening to the
brother’s Chrisiian experience and call to the

vocation by Rev. Mr. Sanborn (Cong.) ; Reading of the Scriptures, A. G. Hill; Hymn ; Prayer
by Thomas Kenney; Hymn; Sermon by L. W.
Gowen—Text
2 Cor.
4:
5;
Ordaining
prayer by B. 8. Gerry;
Charge by Thomas

P. M.

‘This Yearly Meeting held its annual
at
an

the interest of

about 300 persons.

touchingly appropriate.

to the sacred duties of the gospel ministryin the
following order: Voluntary by the choir; In-

nity to visit this most delightful sea-side
resort.
A good number of Sunday-schools
have already signified their intention to be
present. Services will be held in the Temple in

A

plant

substantial building, with a seating capacity of

blow

amination, which was’ deeply interesting and
satisfactory. At the close of the examination
the vote to ordain him was unanimous.
In
the evening, at 1.30, Bro. Briggs was set apart

priated for the benefit of our benevolent work. | points on
the Boston
and
Maine, and
The preaching during the session was by
Maine Central Railroads.
Fares will be
brethren Drake, Boynton, Hulse, Baker, Page
very low, thus giving all a good opportu:

and

The

said Solomon.
Perhaps he
was
catarrh when he said 1t, for nothing

Ordination.

oy

upon

will

great
to suggest dismal views of life. Dr. Sage’s Ca- | Sarah W Cratty Prospect
tarrh Remedy is a certain cure. Sold by drugIndiana.
of laW. J.
gine.
fo Eni tne
Ruth E Brockett Hartford City
Nova | = Greeley revised: ‘* Go West, young man, and

A council appointed at the June session of the
Sebec Q. M., consisting of Rev’s Cook, Gowen,
Kenney; Gerry, Wade and Hill to examine,

prompt-

DAY.

and

instructive,

impressive.

M.
25.

Scotia.

The F. B. church in Halifax is in a
need of a pastor. [tis a promising field
bor. For particulars correspond with
Robertson, 38 Creighton Street, Halifax,
Scotia.

ly wherever desired.
CHILDREN'S

The Sabbath-

greatly needed in W. .Va.......Rev. R.
Cloud baptized two at Harrison, (., June

p. Mm.
Trains leaving Portland at
6.15 A. Mm. and Old Orchard at 3.56 p. Mm,
Gilman's train (local between Kennebunk
and Portland) will stop regularly during
the meetings. "Call for tickets to Ocean
Park.
The baggage agent at the Park
to carry baggage

Israel,

Chain Lake (Minn.)—Held with the Nashville church, A good delegation from all the
churches was present, the meetings were well at.
Bro. J. M. Young, of R. R. Q. M., being
tion to the work that its importance demands. 3 tended."
sent.added much
to the ifterest of the meet.
An ordained minister from Ohlo visitétt once a“ 2 the ory..gpce oad.
went Torw:gd su
ism,
administered
by
Rev. J. ABeev
,pasior,
year to administer the ordinances, and confirm
Next gesion with tl 8 West
ain Shute, Aug.
the members in the faith.
An evangelist is 25—27.
Clerk.
. N. LONGSTREET,

main line of the Boston & Maine road during the meetings as follows :—
The trains leaving Boston at 8 A. M. and

will be prepared

with the church.

people

were well received,he bringing

school is doing well, better than ever before.
The society is under the care of J.J. Peden, a
licensed preacher; but, owing to nervous prostration caused by a wound received at the battle of Mission Ridge, he cannot give that atten-

tickets of conductors on the trains. Those
passing over the Portland & Ogdensburg
will purchase regular summer excursion
tickets to Old Orchard.
Trains will stop at our platform on the

of the

Virginia.

The Lord is blessing the little church (Beaty’s
Run) in Jackson Co. July 15, three were baptezed by T. E. Peden and on the 16th one. Many
are serious and it is hoped will soon be convert-

veeds of our
)- That we|
+ pledge ourselves anew to do what we can
12.30
port our

:

Eight persons were baptized and united with
the Lansing F. B. church, June 25.

made

Persons
passing over the Boston,
cord & Montreal road will purchase

1ands of our membership, that they may he

n our Migsion Board in reinforcing

Farther fruit is expected to be gather-

Michigan.

Tickets good from Aug. 1, to August 23,

Morning Star and Free Baptist

« ly informedof the work

roads

.

A bevy of ladies of the Birdsall St. church
greeted their pastor and his family on their arrival in Norwich, and escorted them to the dining room of their new home, where a bountiful dinner had been provided ; they also left the
larder well stocked with food. In the evening
of the same day several ladies and gentlemen
called and presented Mrs. Ricker with a beautiful easy chair, purchased by the Sundayschool.
The Sunday following, the first of the
new pastorate, the church was beautifally and
elaborately decorated with choice flowers, and
pastor and people seemed very happy in yiew
of the auspicious beginning of the work.

Boston, Concord & Montreal; Maine Central; Grand Trunk; and Knox & Lincoln.

ongoniauivn, svery memberof which
tion to do what Le can to give the

jp to contribute

--

special rates to the Park during the meetings of the assembly in August:
Boston

ie committee on missions it was resolv-

mem

York.

West

following

J

last.

every one pray earnestly that we may prosper.
J. M. POWELL, Clerk of Asso.

The

°

the waste

H.F. Woop,

house for

¢* Moreover I will appoint

Grand Rapids (Mich.) with
the Casnovia
Greenville—Mission Band for Miss Ida
church, Friday, Aug. 18, ac} o’clock.
ms at
3
Phillips’s support
Bailey on the Newaygo R. R. Friday to convey
Olneyville—Aux for Miss Hattie Phillips’s SUPOLL
;
they may dwell in a place of their | to the place of meeting those wishing to attend.
F. F. BAILEY, Clerk.
JPascoag—Aux Jor Mi-s Hattie Phillips’s
move no more. He shall build a
ot
suppor
Sanalac Mich.) with the Burnside church,
my name, and I will stablish the Friday,
Pawtucket—Aux8.i5 for Anthony Hall
A ug.l1—13, at 2 o’clock.. A good. delega2.59 for Miss Franklin’s salary
his kingdom forever.”—2d Samuel
tion is expected and a general invitation is given

be provided

Hampshire.

8 years, during which the church has been de-

with the Townsend Center church, where we

to the feld of religious journalism our new
denominational organ for the West, the Free
Baptist, and we regard it as meeting a real
want, and as constituting a much needed
helper of our highly valued Eastern organ,
the Morning Star, in pushing our cause in
at West, and we wish it the largest sucd desire to be belpful to this end.

New

“pleted by . deaths and removals, with no additions, but, bless God, the shower has come at

wish to see all who may feel a desire to attend.
We would like very much,as this notice is read
by readers everywhere, to have each
and

{t is with-sincere gratification that we welcome

and

ed.
~The Putman churehis greatly encouraged as
young converts keep falling into line and filling
up the ranks. July 16 was another blessed Sabbath in which re-enforcements were added to
tue church by baptism.
Some of the members
have been praying with a holding-on-faith for

Our Yearly Association came off June §—11.
We had a good time; it was an excellent meeting, the attendance was good and the meeting
was harmonious.
The Lord was present to
help us, and to that we attribute the success of
our meeting.
Ta
The attendance of ministers was larger than
upon any occasion since my connection with
the denomination; no less than nine being
present.
Our next Association Q. takes place
the Friday before the 2nd Sabbath in October

recog-

teresting

tism.

Tl
>

us,

The services, were

church recently, one by letter and four by bap-

but attend to it now.

Tr

7:10, 13.

the

addressing

let this go into

has joined in marrage 398 couples, and has attended nearly 600 funerals. About $8,000 have
been expended on their house of worship since
his pastorate comraenced, in repairs and im‘provements,
all of which have been paid and

New

Ontario Association.

~ ly enlarged beneficence to supply a perishing
world with the gospel of the grace of God.

r entire

by

throne of

There have been five additions to the Fabius

Cor. Sec. F. B. 8. S. Union,»
Dover, N. H., Aug. 1.
GEE

more fervent and Christ-like zeal, and a great-

o the whole
id
of
t we urge on
‘aportauce of
hy QML

obtain one

He

from quite a severe illness.

weaker schools, it is requested

basket unnoticed,

nize some degree of interest in our benevojent enterprises, we are convinced that the
rapidly multiplying opportunities for mission
work at home aod abroad demand of us a

na
ob

Is

be promptly filled and re-

secretary.
Please don’t

were received by baptism and 92 by letter.

few days in his native town ,Auburn, Me, Heis
now at Ocean Park enjoying the cool breezes,
preparatory to the meetings which begin this
week.
;
:
"
. Vermont.
AL
Rev.
H. Lockhart, the pastor at St. Johnsbury, has suffered severely from sore throat
and was unable to preach for several weeks.
He is new improving.......The wife of Rev.
M. Atwood of Shefficld is slowly recovering

that each school send with their report the
sum of one dollaror more.
Any school that bas not received a blank

in the great struggles for civil and religious
liberty, and Bible holiness, during the past
century, to make a clear and honorable record

for God

it

own, and

letters willsbe admitted to the church the 1st
Sunday in Aug.
The Rev. 8. Curtis, of Concord, has spent a

sent

and

them that

Since Mr. Penney’s pastorate there have been
added to the church 412 membrs, of whom 320

the Bow Luke church. Nine happy converts
were buried with Christ in baptism.
These
and others who are to come into fellowship by

portant branch of our denominational
work, and that it be published in our Register & Year Book in connection with our
other reports. - Will not pastors, superin.
tendents, and clerks of Quarterly and Yearly Meetings, to’whom the blanks are sent,
attend to the matter at once, and thus help
secure a fall report of our Sunday-school
work at the coming Aoniversaries?
As our work is attended with some expense, and money is needed that the Uaion

:

snd enabling

are

mencing with the first Sabbath in August, 1862.

:

Text:

a place for my

Sunday, July 9, was a day of rejoicing with

ble that we have a full report of this im-

The committee on the state of the denominheresy

denomination,

they will

ation expressed thanks for God's grace in preserving us from

the

reports

the pastor.

the Society is now free from debt. The relations of the pastor and people have also always
been very pleasant.”
:

“turned to the secretary. It i8 very desira- |

monster evil; to

giving us a steady growth,

Y, M.;

Sunday-S8chool Reports.

that

:

of the

J. B. GIDNKY, Sec.

4

vote as he prays and to exert himself in all
legitimate ways for its extermination; that instruction in thie principles of this reform
should be systematically given in our Sabbath
and day schools, by means of temperance text

books and literature.

anoual session

ly Meeting.

to

to sever
socially,

efapowered to examine all such

The next session of the Yearly Meeting will
_be beld at Rig Spring in the Sauk Co. Quarter-

their labors, snd that instead of wishing to
supplant or discourage them, we desire still to
retain them in places of honor and trust.
The committee on temperance recognized
the influence of the trafic in intoxicants to be

only evi] continually.

(2

elected members of the Examining Board.

gq well deserved and graceful tribute to our
own older brethren in the resolution following :
hat we have a very high regard for our oldministry, who had not in
brethren i
the advantages = of
days,
earlier
their
education which we now possess. and that we
{eel under great obligations to them for their
prayers and self-sacrificing efforts for our wel-

fare, realizing that.we owe our advantiges

ordination;

In accordance with the above, Rev’s A. D.
Sandborn, R. Cooley and J. H. Walrath were |

paid

education,

before

(8) That we advise the Q. M’s of this body to dv
all in fheil power to secure efficient laborers in
the churclies by demanding of the candidates for
oriination complianee with the above
provision;
(4) That the examining board be elected
annually.

are faithful in their efforts tq secure the salvation of the children. Each Q. M. was urged

port of the cause of Christian

complete

candidates at each

s. The
the various committees” ‘ov resolution
t that
repor
hools
th-sc
Sabba
on
committee ct their chil
sin ce the duty of parents to instru
founded on

required to

That

from

received

were

reports

4nd stimulating

be

year of his pastorate with the Free Baptist
church of this city; his pastoral work com-

Maine.
Augusta—Children’s

Band

for

native

teacher care of Miss Ida Phil-

lips and towards con Emma L.
olbrook L. M

«

5.00

— Aux for Miss Franklin’s salary
extra
Bath—No St church Children's Band for
Myrtle Hall

Cumberland—Q

M

__ ..

2.00

ve

col

4.68

for Miss Mary

Bacheler’s support

4.22

East Hebron—Aux for Miss Mary Bacheler’s support

East

Otisfleld—Aux

Hatrison—Aux

for

Miss

2.156

Mary

Bacheler’s support
for Minnie with Miss

8.76

ary Bachsler

Lewiston—Main

and

extra

for Miss Franklin’s

Maine

Western

Y

M

40.00

salar

for Miss
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the ladies came together, and organized
M. Woman's Mission Society auxiliary to the
State Associawoman's Society of the Ohio

their important

Sm

igan, and bid them God speed in
work among us.

~~

tist of Minnesota and the Hillsdale Herald of Mich-

missionary
necessary. to set the fundmentals of
obligation before the mind. At its conclusion
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stream issued from

the

brown spout, “I'm a gitting to be a
real toper
fur's tea’s concerned. But
0’

cheerin’

‘n setting up after a hard day's work.”
Puss sleepily purred approval, and
pricked up her ears as a quick step was
heard on the stairs.

‘ Aunt Hulda, Aunt Hulda,” called a

blithe young voice, ‘ come and open the
door, for I'm lost in the darkness.”
Aunt Hulda carefully set down the
brown tea-pot and sped to the door.
«Tis Katie,” cried
she;
“now

I

me, now do.”

‘“ Yes, I will,” said Katie promptly,
* for I've come purposely to talk with
+ you; I'm all mixed up, and I don’t

know

anybody that can straighten out snarls as
-

Aunt Hulda laughed her cheery laugh.
‘ Wall, wall,” she said soothingly ; let's
not call nothing snarls that the Lord
sends. It’s only when we give the thread
& yank that the snarl comes. Now drink
your nice hot tea and tell me all about it.”

‘ Well, Auntie,” said Katie, soothed by

the smoking tea, the friendly voice and

all turned about, same’s you be, trying to
to

give,

an’

where.

An’

I've gone to mission meetin’s where them

women
has got up and talked so beautiful about what was a bein’ done,—why,
it seemedto me as if I wa’nt' a doin’ noth-

in’, ’s you might say.

to furren parts, an’ labored with them
poor heathen that runs about not looking
hardly decent, an’ they learn em to read
an’ sew, an’ meanwhile tell ’emi the glorious gospel mews, an’ git em to do
right, an’ wear more close, I hope,
though they do say it’s a hot country
where they'dbe more cumbersome, 'n
- I've come home real discouraged.”
A ripple of amusement played over
Katie's face at this incoherent statement.
Aunt Hulda'’s ideas were pure gold, but

they bad never been freed trom the dross
of ungrammatical expression.’
%
*‘ Some more tea, child?

Jest another
can

just show it to you,

ef it haint

got

too

dusky.” "And she led the way to the
back window.
Katie looked out.
In the growing
darkness she descried a cluster of dingy
tenement houses,

squalid

and

ill-built:

about the doors ragged children played.
A forlorn enough place it looked, even
with the friendly veil of evening over its
face.
Katie turned back from her gazing with a sobered face to Aunt Hulda.
“ Yes, it’s a bad spot; aint it?

so

near

it,

But it's

And

I dew

think I'm dewin’ 'em a little good down
there. I hopelI be.”
““ Now, I haint said
but you see there is
around home, a good
you can give, even's
taint money. Don’t

I give?”

And

Tab

has

“looked
so kind 0. sorry, ’s if she knew

systems;

leave that

to older

and

wiser

heads ; all your part is jest to help out
with it. For the rest, go about droppin’
little crumbs o’ comfort here an’ there;
none of ’em’ll be lost. That little sister
0’ yourn—praise her when she doos
well, and don't go raking up her faults,
unless ye mean well by it to better ’em

you know.

the door.

A

small

voice cried,

‘* Aunt

Huldy! Em me in. ’Ants to see you
strap-book.”
‘“ Bless his heart, so he shall,” cried

Aunt Hulda, admitting a small and sticky
cherub, who made straight for the rug
‘“ That's another

thing

I

forgettin’,” she resumed, her

come
face

nigh
beam-

ing with delight, ag” she rummaged
among apile of newspapers—*‘ my scrap-.
book. Just you git up one, Katie, a real
big, nice one. 'Twont take but a year
or so, an’ it'll do a sight of good to ‘them
that aint got no pictures. Here, baby,
take the pretty. book, and carry it- down
safe 10 mamma.”
“I willgo with him,” said

Katie,

xis-

ing, ¢¢ and see that he gets down stairs
safely. And, Aunt Hulda, I do thank
you so very very much for what you have

said,

1 shall remember it always.”

to the single-hearted

* ‘Twas made plain enough

to me that I wa'nt’ called to go to Ingy nor

Madrepore, nor none o’ them places, for
1 never” could get along with my
language, let alone furren ones,”

own
and

and his little craft was swamped

happy little family, and murmured, ‘If I
am ever worried and perplexed again as
to how I may best do mission work, 1

pps

face.

ed, and would have crept

away;

but

the

old man stopped him.
;
¢t Come here, Tom,” he said. *: Don’t
mind me. I had alittle chap myself once,
as used to kneel down like that. He's—
he's gone—aloft!
So has his mother.”
There was a pause, during which the old
man seemed unable to speak. At length
he said, abruptly, ‘‘ When you
friend, lad, you come to me.”

had heard so much about but had never
And when a gust of wind

his weather-beaten

The boy arose from his knees with a
frightened look at seeing himself observ-

wood ; and, while she sat there with her

seen.

The * Critique of Pure Reason” opens by
stating the question: ** What is experience?
Thisis the question, apparently so easy and
in realityso difficult, that Kant sets himvelf
about to answer.
He proceeds, step by step,
to speak of the non-contingent form of sense;
the understanding as a non-contingent faculty
"of sensible knowledge: the transcendental deduction of the categories;
the principles of
science; the limit of science; the futility of
metaphysics; and metaphysics as a science.
Confessedly, this is difficult reading: yet, it
will repay the diligent student.
It helps to
teach us one great fact, superior to all others,
viz., that the universe is not a group of atoms,
interchanging by natural forces only; but that
.there is one Presence, by whom all things cone
gist. The alpha and omega of matter, and of

want

a
:

From that hour the old man seemed

came,

regard the little

beneath

the waves, he would wonder how many of child.

cabin-boy

buman experiende, is God. Hence, the farmerboy following the plow stands beside Immanual; Kaot the philosopher; for his reason,
noticing how the grain grows, or the movement of sun and stars, cannot escape the
necessity of looking through the universe, to
the First Cause.
This is the end of all science.
This is the substance of all philosophy.

as

his

to
own

He patiently instructed him in bis

the ships that started on long voyages to
distant lands ever came back again. And
when the sun went down behind the dark
trees of the wood, and the twilight deepened into night, and the old lady,dropping
her work upon her knees, sat there thinking; while the soft pale moon rose silently in the heavens and, with the stars
which peeped out one by one, looked

duties; he assisted him in his most
toilsome tasks; he defended him against
the ill-humors and rough usage of the
men, and by his constant care and help
made the boy's sailor life so different from
what it had been that gradually he grew
reconciled to it and even came to like it.

below, he would think of his father buried

hospitals.
“Tom"—the words came faint and
broken—*¢ Tom, meet—me—up—alofi—

It was some

years

after

these

HENRY
D. THOREAU.
By F. B. Sanborn,
8vo. pp. 832i. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin &
Co. New York:11 East 17th St. Price $1,25.
For sale by E. J. Lane & Co.
:

This is the third volume
in the ** American
Men

ture.

The

dying man was no

other

than

He had found the mercy

of Christ,

dent unfitness for such

a

life; ¢ let

be a sailor like his father !”
So the necessary arrangements
made ; Tommy was fitted out, and
accompanied to thé railway station,

Gegrge’s gallery, gazing

!
were
being
by his

new ‘¢ guardian,” was sent alone, on the
first journey he had ever made, to join his
ship.
—
Poor little fellow! how lonely, how

kind, and the thought of being thrown
amongst them, with no one to protect or

care for him, was full of terror to him.
alone.

Had not his good grandmother

/

:

:

3

Concord,

haps all that

was

with

its surroundings,

than

its plain

any

could, and

one .could.

singularly. devoid

per-

Thoreau’s

ef incident,

and

life

the

ten.
As a piece of ebjective presentation,
psychological portraiture aside, this biography
merits approval ‘and is, most assuredly, !nter-

esting reading.

Much

far less general than

that is narrated

local

interest.

is of

and Tmpressions,
and (3) Conversions.
incidents recorded in this.

Hastings, “are

offered

volume,”

But

the

Mr,

of answers to prayer, instances of providential
direction,” etc. The * Family Circle” con-

tains no less than two hundred and forty of
these ‘‘ scattered gems,” in a volume of 318
pages, and the * Fireside Readings,’ a still
larger number.
For the home circle and the
Sunday-school library,there are no better books
than these; dnd he who desires illustrations

with which to enforce arguments ‘against the

wrong and for the right, will ind
storehouse of choice material,

Mr.

H. L. Hastings, of the

in them a

Scriptural Tract

Repository, has published in & bright and neat
form his Bethlehem, a Children’s Rhyme of
the Olden Time, Itispriotéd in large, clear

type and designedto be of decided value to the
of the

department”

* infant

teacher of the

Sunday-school, as wellas to the mother in the
home circle. This rhythmical and rhyming
form 1s very easily committed to memory, and
It is illuseasily retained, by the children.
Price, 40 cents.
trated.

and other Stories! is a

The Uply Giant,

samein uniform

little book published by the

one just mentioned. It is
K. Hastings, and is well ad-

the
style with
written by John

-

apted to imterest and happily impress the
minds of children. Price, 20 cents, Boston:
H. L.

47 Cornhill.

Hastings,

MAGAZINES,

conspires with the heat to prostrate entirely our

intellectual energies. Nevertheless, this

place in our sanctum

till the cooling breezes

come. Dr. James Davie Butler, of Wisconsin,
has a paper on Mediaeval German Schools; th

Rev. Dr. Arnold,once a missionary

Buddha,

with

Horace

Greeley “in the role of Mmcenas,” is particularly interesting

to

portrait of Thoreau
and a complete index

the

general

in Greec

and the Life of the Christ;
Duff,

of

England,

reader.

A

sérves as frontispiece,
closes the work.

“flin & Co.

St.

1882,

the Study of Languages cognate with Hebrew.
Andover: W. F. Draper.

-

The first midsummer holiday number of the
Century Magazine—the

first under the

New York:

11 East Seventeenth

This work, having been for some time sold
only by subscription, is now offered to the

geeral tradein the complete edition of Mr.
Harte’s works published by this enterprising
p house, As to length, at least, this story is Mr.
Harte's most pretentious work.
To use one
of his Californianisms, we are
‘‘ free to maintain” that the romance may have been short.

er without being any

worse.

Nevertheless,

it is an absorbing piece of fiction, and‘ in
spots” it is strongly marked by the indications
of Mr. Harte’s peculiar genins.
It is to be re-

gretted

that

in this

author’s

women never seem to be

stories

heroines

until

the
they

have lost their honor, and the men never seem
to be brave until they have parted with their

principles.”
assured.

But such persons, exist, we are

Well, so they do, and

things that suggest the infernal

many
and

but that a thing exists is no”reason

new

name—muakes a strong appeal to popular
favor, both with the excellence of its illustrations and the interest and timeliness of its text.
The frontispiece is a portrait of Richard Wagner, engraved in a most charming and delicate
style, by Mr. Cole,of whom the public has

come to expect the best of work. The chief
feature of the departments
is an editorial
article of nearly
Metropolitan

ten pages’

Museum

length

and

on

‘ The

its Director,” in

which is reviewed the controversy over alleged

restorations ia the ('esnola Collection of Cypriote Antiquities. The other departments are
shorter than usual. In the‘ Bric-a Brac” is
a‘ Ballad of a Coquette,” by Frank D. Sherman, whose light

verse

of the kind

has

re-

The. August number of the Eclectic comes
to hand,

filled with the usual

and its ample
variety of

pages are

good

things.

The editor managesto find something adapted
to the tastes of ull classes of readers, and there

are few magazines that maintain se high a

By Bret Harte. Crown
Boston: Houghton, Mif-

Price $2.00.

3

Isaiah; the Rev. C. W. Park treats of the
Sacred Books of the East; while the tenth
paper on Theological Education is devoted to

standard as the Eclectic amid such
GABRIFL CONROY.
octavo. pp. 497.

I

continues

‘History of Research concerning the Structur
of the O. T. Historical Books; the Rev, W. Hs:
Cobb discusses the Integrity of the Book of

promptly

publishers,

Jumbo

of theological magazines is welcome to a large

experience

with

&c.

The sight of the Bibliotheca Sacra for July

cently attracted attention.

other

devilish;

why we

should eat it. The charge against the drama
and the novel, 6ii moral grounds, is that they
often do far more harm than good by the pres-

and when the dew falls it is received into
the mug, and a valve closes at the top

entation to the young of those dark and sinful
phases of human character and conduct which
should rarely or never be paraded before the

of matter.

Published

by

E.

a variety

R. Pelton,

23

Bond 8t., N. Y.
2
Harper's Magazine for August is a brilliant
number. It opens with a fine frontispiece, &
full-page illustration by Abbey, engraved by
Closson. We note especially two bright summer articles—both splendidly illustrated—
‘“ Some Western Resorts,” by John A. Butler,
and ¢‘ The Cruise of the ‘ Nameless,’ ” by Bar-

net Phillips.

Col. T. W. Higginson

ocontrib-

utes ‘The First Americans,” an entertaining

and instructive historical paper—the first of a
series which is to give a continuous history of

the United States down to the close of Presi-

dent
Juckson’s
Administration—profusely
illustrated.
di
The numbers of The Living Age for July
15th and 220d contain: Richard Cobden;
Henri Heine, a Family Portrait; The Lights

of Maga; My

Spider,

and Carlyle and

his

Wife; A French Assize, and Names of Flow-

ers; An Attempt to Reach Merv, ‘or Six Weeks
in Serrukhs, and Sergeant Ballantine’s Experiences ; Oriental Patriotism, The Apparent
Jingoism of Ants, and Poetry and Pessimism;
A Translation from Heine; Saladin in Cairo;

Life ina Parisian Studio; with installments of

“Ladies

Lindore,’

Neighbor,”

and

| of poetry.
August Ye-the

' *“ Robin,”

¢‘Barney’s

and

*¢ Theophile,”

gelections

!

mind with the glamour of heroic associations
great traveling month, In
and dazzling scenic effects,
Whatever faults August everybody wants to go somewhere.
Mr. Harte, as a novelist, may have to hide, they else. But there are
a gredt many people who
are usually well-covered by his marked’ litera. >a ‘only go to four or five places, or perhaps
ry and - dramatic skill,
‘‘Gabriel Conroy?” ‘only a very short distance, and some people
will not'be read forever, but it will for a day. can not get away till'next year. So, St. Nich-

ing place for the _little “birds that live

I would rather be what God chose to
As these thoughts passed through his where wateris hard to find. “They sow
—
make me than the most glorious creature mind, while the tears trickled «down his not, neither do they reap, nor gather into BRIGHT DAYS. IN THE OLD PLANTATION
TIME. By Mary Ross Banks.
Illustrated
I could think of.
For to have been cheeks—he was glad there was no “one barns ; yet‘your heavenly Father _feedeth
ow James H, Moser.
8 vo. pp.266.
Large,
thought about, borne in, God's thought, else in the carriage to see him—the little them.”— Bible Banner.
| =
clear type. Boston: Lee & Shepard.
New
York: Chas. T. Dillingham. Price $1.50.
and then made by God, is the dearest, -fellow’s faith rose higher than it ever did
+00
grandest, and most precious thing in all before, and the words which had often.
This book reprddiidedTn a simple and vivid
The great man is he who does not lose
way the times and scenes,only the brighter ones,
thinking.— George Macdonald.
been a comfort to him brought him un- his chil® heart.
: however, of the old slave life in the South,
0}

olas has made the August issue a great travel

number.

Its stories and articles deal of persons

and things all over the world.

And the stay-

at-home folk can pick out a copl corner, when
they find one, and go from Norway to Turkey.

from Egypt to Lake
the worry

and

George,

without any of

inconvenience

of boats

trains, of stages, sledges, or camels.
y

-

* The

says

as facts ”—* accounts

book ds a whole cannot fail to interest everybody. The chapter which recounts Thoreau’s

trees in hot climates where there is little

o

parts,

Archibald

man himself is best seen in what he has writ.

always told him how his Heavenly Father
are
cared for him, never forgetting 'him day and prevents evaporation. Birds
or night! And had he not always believ-' ‘often seen to insert their beaks and procure water for themselves. Thisshows the
ed this, and in his simple, childish wa
trusted in the power and goedness of goodness of God in thus proyiding a drinkGod!

in three

entitled (1) Relief and Deliverance, (2) Dreams

for sever-

to attempt

has doubtless done what he

NATURE'S MUG.
“Who-of our little readers ever heard of
a natural mug? Well, there.is just such
a thing in the West Indies. It grows on

Many sailors were coarse, rough, and un-

‘ Guiding Hand ” are grouped

Prof. SH. Kellogg writes othe Legend

sketched, and much, indeed,is quoted and said
concerning Thoreau, but we “tlose the book
teeling that we understand the peculiar genius
Bo better than before. And yet Mr. Sanborn

yours.” The story goes that the Queen,
pricked in conscience by this artless redesolate he felt! . ‘‘ Good-bye.
Bea good ply, immediately signed the pardon of
boy, and do your duty, you know !” How Lord-Preston, and gave the father back to
these cold words of parting seemed to cut the child.— Messenger.
00-60
him off from human care and sympathy.
sea, though he had thought of it so much.

Series»

predeces-

old-fashioned folk, its histori¢ associations, its
traditions, and its celebrities, are graphically

it is that my father must die for loving

A sailor too! He had always dreaded the

its

the rare jewel itself we know little more
before.

earnest!

she saw in that picture which made. her.
look
gn it so particularly. ‘Iwas thinking,’ said the innocent child, ‘how hard

like

any right a “delineation of it to the world.
Still, notwithstanding our author’s familiarity
with his subject, he has scarcely produced a
satisfactory biography.
He has given usa
well written description of the setting, but of

and

gifl's face, Mary asked ber hastily what

The present volume,

sonality as that of Thoresu,

he

on the whole-length picture of James II
which still remains there. Struck wit
thesmournful expression of the young

him

published, will

indeed, one must needs bave known, and
known well, such a singular and elusive per-

i

bed, he found that his grandmother was
ill—speechless!
He ran for the village — Children's Friend.
+
a
doctor, butit was too late! When they
returned together her spirit had taken its
A BRAVE'LITTLE DAUGHTER.
flight to that bright world of which she
There is a very pretty story by Miss
so delighted to think and speak.
-Strickland, in her * Queens of England,”
The only relative she was known to of a little girl who saved her father’s life.
have—a nephew—was
summoned: he
« It was in the time of Queen Mary,and
took possession of the coftage and the few Lord Preston, the father of the child, was
things belonging to her, and began to condemned to death for conspiring .to
wonder what to do with the orphan child. bring back the exiled King James to the
He was a hard-hearted, selfish man, and throne.
Her name was Lady Catherine
never for a moment thought of taking the Graham, and she was only nine years of
desolate little creature to himself, as the age. The poor child was, during the
good old grandmother had done. So as trial of her father, left. in the Queen’s
a convenient way of ¢* providing for him,” apartments in Windsor Castle. The day
as he wus pleased to call his anxiety to after the condemnation of Lord Preston,
get rid of him, he determined to send him
the Quoen found the little Lady Catherige
in St.

Charles

al years the man of whom he has written. And,

had now gone to join his wife and child |
in the presence of his Saviour *‘ up aloft.”

to sea, ‘‘ His father was a sailor,” he
said to those who spoke of the boy's evi-

far

vantage of having personally known

been blessed to the old man’s conversion.

battle with its temptations all alone.

by

which, if we may

sors, gives evidence of conscientious and painstaking authorship. Mr. Sanborn had the ad-

who was once known as ‘Swearing
Dick,” and the young naval officer our
once timid little friend, Tommy Tremlett.
The young man’s. companionship had

forever in heaven.
;
But there came a time when these quiet
dreams were over, and the little timid
child ‘was- thrown out upon the great
rough world to endure.its troubles and to

series, edited

a seriés

be of great value to every student of our litera-

“By God's grace gins” said the young’
man.
‘Ay,
ay!
that's—the—answer
—Ilad. God—bless—thee!”

with white robes, and crowns of gold, and
palms of victory, sing the praises of God

Letters ”

Warner,

judge from the issues thus

events

:

of

Dudley

bed of a dying man in one of our seamen’s

by-and-by—you—know.”

** Faith

and consistof a large variety of carefully pre.
pared and selected readings, chiefly anecdotes,
designed to instruct the mind, quicken the
conscience, awaken noble aspirations, and lead
to Christian living.
The’ contents of the

>ro5

that a young naval officer bent over the

Siw upeh its imagti¥ the quiet waters

These three volumes, of uniform size ang
binding, belong to a so-called

bt wpe

came,

to her favorite seat by the side of the pond
which separated their garden from the

:

Howmgs,
Publish.
.

ed

her, when the stillness of evening

tears rolling down

system.

Price, $1.25,

ew

nothing pleased him so well as to go with,

years,

Germany bas given fresh emphasis to Kants

woman and “her, And yet he knew that he was ‘mot left rain,” These mugs hold about a quart,

the summer evening
‘when I listened to the story of Aunt Hulhere together, Tab
da's giving.”
...

an’ me has. Now what I'm coming to is
this :?
i
Aunt Hulda sat down her tea-cup im-

pressively.

as 1 have

quiet boy; afid

One morning, when he rose from his

all about it, I've set.down and give her
a hull account o’ them meetin’s, near’s I
‘have only to recall
‘remembered.
Law, lots o’ missionary

meetin's we've had

Tommy,

said, was a thoughtful,

much to help ye, beneath the waves, and of his mother in
little ways right the lonely churchyard, and then picture
many little ways them to himself as standing in that great
I i. vo before, if and glorious company of which his grandgo
erin’ with mother so often read and spoke, who,

al-

* said to Tab here, ‘Tab, 1want to give
shall

to his grandmother,

.
was

mathe-

During the last fifteen

Published as above.

FIRESIDE READINGS FOR HAPPY
Written and selected by the same.
ed asaboves
Price, $1.25, -

wf

be sure !”
But, wonderful little helper as he

his big basket

matical science.

Dire.

5

An’ Tab—wall, I dunno’s I do right to
lend her, for I know them childrer down

with

What a busy little chap he is, to

ontological limitations of physical and

Providential

Pd

again:

as Kate stepped out into the tenwas git along better talkin’ if I'm kind derAndevening
air, and looked back upon
o' sippin’ between whiles, seems if.—
the lighted upper window with ivy vines
‘Wall, what was I sayin’? Oh, about sbe_.ing diséouraged. I've come home 'n I've and drowsy bird dimly outlined upon the
wurtains, she sent a grateful. thought up
‘n how

say—¢‘ Here

comes little Tommy

An’ they've gone and the dozing puss.

cup, do, to keep me company, ‘I

would

I once dew git him back, seems if he wus

‘Every thing you do to make one heart
the cool summer twilight, it's about mis- round ye lighter is real mission work for
sions this time. I don’t know what to do. the Master; if it aint more’s lending a
There is so little I can do and when I try cat to somebody. Now bear - that in
to work without a system it seems to me | mind, and don't never go sayin’ there
“that what I have done has all been wast- haint nothin’ ye can do. There's all
ed ; tossed about here and there and ac- ways o’ givin’ and that's my way.
- complished no good.”
‘‘ But massy sake, here's a little stepI
~ “Child”, said Aunt Hulda solemnly, know
travelin’ up the stairway an’ us “a
** here haintone thing you do for the fel- settin’ in darkness.”
low-creatuxs round you but what's misAunt Hulda sprang to light her one
sion work? Iv'e found that out. Iv’e been lamp as a vigorous shaking was heard at
know-how

people

tellin’ me all day how he cheered her up.

a comfort I'm

though I couldn’t be mistaken. Come.
right in, child, and hev a cup of tea with

you can.’

the

thought. It removed
many
obstacles of
prejudice which lay in the way of philesophy.“ing upon the deck with his face upturned | Kant enforced the first lesson which modern
to heaven and the tears trickling down times had to learn concerning the exact

HAND, or

45 vod

houses

the

* same.

Till his time, the category of mechanism
reigned. That expressed the sensible. side of
conscious experience. . Kant was educated at
the university of his native city. For nearly
fifty years he lectured within its walls. He
published his first work at the age of twentythree. In 1781, he gave to the world the
“ Critique of Pure Reason.” This work is an
earnest voice crying out of thé wilderness of
the scholastic formalism of that day. It created an epoch in the history of philosophic

his cheeks. The old blasphemer stopped,
immovable
as a statue! What vision
was it that rose upon his awakened conscience? It was the vision of another
child—his own—kneeling thus at his
mother’s knee ; and the . gush of sacred
memories which gathered around that
simple childish act broke through the
hardness of his heart and sent two big

GUIDING

tion illustrated by Authentic
Instances,
Recorded and collected by H. L. Hastings
Editor of The Christian. 8vo. pp.
339
- Boston : Scriptural Tract Repository, H. |,
Hastings, 47 Cornhill. Price, $1.25.
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when

near

and

knitting, to watch the swallows as they
skimmed the air, and the fishes as they
leaped like flashes of light out of the
water to seize the flies that sported on its
surface; or to send his little paper boats
on long voyages over the tiny waves, and
tion o’ callin’ it so, for I know it's the picture them to himself as great ships
as the only one I'll ever see.
[
Wait, I guess I'll ‘sailing over the boundless ocean which he

second cup of tea.
¢¢ Seems to me, Tab,” said she,

law me, it doos seem so kind

so merry

light-hearted that as he came

stairs dew maul her up awful. . But
Aunt Hulda sat alone in the twilight of
seems if that’s all that'll keep ‘em quiet,
her upper rooms sipping a meditative
just
to let ’em have her round a spell;
cup of tea. Alone, a casual observer
and Tab understands it every bit as well
would have said, but Aunt Hulda heras I dew. So that's anether way, you
self would have resented the idea; for on
see, my dear.
the braided rug before the fire a plump
‘“ Then agin,” and here Miss Hulda’s
cat purred cosily, and high in the winvoice dropped to a mysterious and shamedow among the ivy vines hung a canary,
faced whisper, ‘“ then again I go down to
a drowsy, yellow ball, his head ‘beneath
Ingy.”
:
:
his wing. The kettle on the little stove
‘“ Where ?” said Katie, this time at an
bummed and hissed, and Aunt Hulda
utter loss.
3
rose to remove it and have for herself a
¢¢ To Ingy-—my Ingy., I've -got a ne-

slender amber

his two miles’ walk or run,

but I

to modern philosophy.

THE

=

BISBEE.

basket was on his arm and he was off’ for

ity, this fact accounts for his abstract. speculations, since the Scotch mind is proverbially
fond of Metaphysics.
He gave a great impulse

old plantatioy

Fo all nnd” J Uh

GIVING.

his

in Koningsberg, in 1724. His father was of
Scotch origin. Possibly,by the law of hered-

the happier memories of the
days.

8.

rs Pat
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4-00

and

and

ET

know hé’s doin’ mission work, and
—Sel.

village,

of merits

Pd

him,

the

estimate

Souther,

of

I miss

from

an

by

LD

This goodly land that waits for me.

ways.

anything

give

commended

authorities.
It is probably one of the bes
literary productions we have to keep alive

on5S mn

the lane, and she never tires of watching
his cunnin’

‘With wider range, and purer eyes,

errands, only let him know that she want-

ed

to

deficiencies, and to show in what way German
thought affects British speculation.
.
Immanuel Kant was born of humble parents,

highly

=

Tp,

2

In happy dreams I sometimes rise
To secret hights and still, snd see

quiry,

is

wonderful.”

I

I'just send ’em on a kind of mission tower. DickyI lend to that sick gal down

That ueeds no sun nor any star.

in

sad and troubled prayers. There was
one
of the crew, an old man, so violent
As he grew up, Tommy was found to
and profane that even his fellows had
be a quiet, thoughtful, timid boy, and the
lonely life he led with his good’ grand- given him the nickname of ‘Swearing
mother—whose cottage was fall two Dick.” He was a positive terror to the
How his
miles away from the. village where the poor shrinking little cabin-boy.
loud, harsh voice thrilled through him!
other houses stood—made him more shy
How his continual cuffings and buffetings
and timid still.
hurt the child's sensitive nature!
But timid and retiring as the child was,
But God had heard the child’s prayers:
he had a great idea of making himself
deliverance was at hand.
|
useful. Only give him something to do,
It happened one day, when this cruel
and he showed a wonderful delight in doman had been more angry and violent
ing it thoroughly and well. He would
than usual, that in an interval of duty
polish up his grandmother's brass fender
Tommy had crept away, as he often did,
and fire-irons, her pots and kettles, her
behind a cask. to pray,for himself and his
knives and forks, till they glistened again.
tormentor. The old man, happezing to
In her little bit of garden he soon became come for some reason to that end—of the
as usetul as she was herself;
and, as. for
ship, came suddenly upon the child kneel-

book

and

a

couldn’t spare neither on ’em that long.

"|

It aims to furnisha clear statement of

the author’s argument, to elucidate the same
by reference to the results of philosophic in-

is perfect

uh ath

I

philos-

ee

mean.

of Georgia,

exposition of Kant's

wh

I don’t

is devoted to the

ophy.

resolved with God's help to do his best,
he often crept away behind some cask or

chest and poured out his soul to God

accuracy with which she represents
the dialect
of the plantation negroes in” the “early days

a

and

manfully’ as he

“in a series of Ger-

ih bark

Dick

What!” said Katie.

A land of joy, a land of light,

M.

I give my

¢‘Oh, not for a gift,

peacetul land, serene and far;

BY MAY

do,

willing as he was, and

This Volume isthe first

man Philosophic Classics for English readers. It

ik

in’ else
I can
Tab here.”

‘A land without.or storm or night,

AUNT HULDA'S

all their

life time, and when I get all clear used
up in my giving, and can’t think of noth-

Thus, when disaster shuts me round,
:
And sterm and cloud seem everywhere,
I know beyond my narrow bound
There lies a country large and fair.

Ll

with me.
it

The sailors were many of them coarse
wicked men; the captain, irritable and
sour; the work, hard and perilous; and

di

Why, Katie, they remember

CRITIQUE OF PURE
REASON.
A as they occurred; others are somewhat embe].
Critical Exposition. By George S. Morris, Ph.
lished; but all are told with the one dew
of
D., Professor of Ethics. History of Philos- giving to my children’s children a correc
ophy and Logic, in the University of Michiview of a Southern child’s life in the days of
gan, and Lecturer on Philesopby in the
slavery.” The pages are full of the old negro
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore.
pp.
272.
Chicigo: S. C. Griggs & Co. For sale
dialect, and afford considerable amusement,
by E. J. Lane & Co. "Price, $1.25.
- Senator Lamar,from Mississippi,has
said, “yp,

KANT'S

AA dh mba

the court up here. to supper

The crest, and gaze with rapturous eye
On the wide sweep of vale and plain,
Lost in the misty ring of sky.

in

memories of -

¢ Many of the
chronicled just

tam aid dh Aan A

thing always, nor even gen'ally.
Bat I
_ give kind words, and law! them doos go
) a good way, and then I sometimes get
one of them neglected children from

gain

Poor little Tommy was alone

the world! Yet no, he was not quite alone:
his aged grandmother was still alive;
and when his mother was laid in the quiet
grave, the old lady took the little orphan
child and carried him far away to her cottage home to bring him up herself.

work doin’ for them.
’'Taint money always I can give, nor that aint the main

He sought with toil the,distant hight,
‘What joy were his to catch the glow
Of sunny peaks and slopes of light.

A

grave.

and

eR

. -

his ship; and in

little more than a year afterwards :his
mother followed her. husband
to the

*« Wall, that's furren missions.
Home
missions I don't need nobody to tell me
about. ‘The poor’s all around us, 'n the
neglected 'n the sorrowful,’n it’s mission

But if with cautious step and slow,

And, panting upward, he would

died of fever on board

after all.

HORIZONS.
In some deep gorge, if one should dwell,
Where even at noon the light is dim,
The rocky walls might seem full well
The boundaries of the world to him.

yet an infant, his father,a’ seafaring man,

to do. Every time I drop my five or my
ten cents in the mission plate of a Sunday, thinks I, now’ mebbe that'll pay
some missionary’s horse-car fare a few
miles in Ingy, or buya Testament lor
them ignorant creeters, or a yard o’
calico to clothe em more respectable, ’'n
I feels if [ was doin’ a little somethin’,

will take me up.”
When the little fellow joined his ship,
and got fairly afloat on the mighty deep,
he found his new life fully as rough and
uncongenial to-him as he had pictured it.

It records the impressions

the writer's happy childhood.
incidents,” she tells us, ‘ are

a

the same mountain-top serene above,
The same still.ocean of eternal love.
8. W. Weitzel, in the August Atlantic.
a
in
;

he was

the Lord

a

a

steeps;

got

When

then

a

Clearer his eye may catch the glorious

it's just that I've

Tommy was an orphan.

Look Table.

speakable solace now—* When my father

and mother forsake.me,

ba Ta

the gracious

2

they dew get there,

THE SAILOR BOY.
In a lonely cottage on the horders of a
great wood lived little Tommy Tremlett.

pr din BI

?

|

al a

New ?—yet from everlasting Truth is true;
Ever, of old, the wise thy wisdoin knew.

sounds

An’

eh

star,

plummet

again; * bat,

TIP, Sn Tn a

New?
Se, O Lord, thy tender mercies are,
So freshly blooms in heaven each evening's

man’s

laughed

if I can do anything to get ‘em there
faster or to make ‘em work faster whén

FAITHS.

deeps,

Hulda

rere

and

A

NEW

here Aunt

thinks I, there's them that is called.

Hi

Family Circle.
Newly

|
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ful and patriotic men in the present atti-

tude and activities of the people of the
‘Southern States relative “to education,

and of

increase of popular interest

The

accomplished results is everywhere manAll educational work in
ifest and vital.
the South, whatever the obstacles and

.discouragements in this field may be, bas

the advantage of the constantly rising tide,
and of being done on widening lines of

advance. It is a time of growth, of new
undertakings, more compreliensive plas,
and, generally, of increasing’ revenues
and resources of all kinds. The very fact

that our educational work has been going

on so long, and that our educational institutions are established so firmly and securely, is, in most Northern communities,

a reason for a somewhat languid popular

*‘ The
feeling in regard to education,
machinery runs itselt.” But in the South
thereis a newness about much of the edu-

cational work now going on, which gives
opportunity for personal earnestness and
self-sacrifice , and for the development of
opular enthusiasm, and thus the situation has its advantages as well as its dis:

:

advantages.

1 observed.also, nearly ‘everywhere, a

feature of greal interest: and importance
in the fact that the new education in the

to become more practical
than is the education

South is tending
iodustrial
and

light, either in sport or in contempt.

Do

not try, on the other hand, to force it beyond its natural growth ; just let the logical faculty develop in its own time, and
in the natural way, watching, guiding it,
clipping it where it needs, but cherishing
it as the quality which separates your
child on the intellectual side from the
brutes. —S. B, H., in the August Century,

TRUE

POLITENESS.

There is a difference between politeness
and etiquette, Etiquette ean be defined,
classified, formulated.
You can tell
young
people to take their soup from the
side of their spoons; to eat with their

forks; not to make

@ noife in eating;

and all these and ®duntless more such injunctions are important.
But I would
rather eat a hundred dinners with my

whichis obtained in most of the schools of | knife than isugh one malicious laugh
at |
Northern States. The Southern people
are compelled, by the peculiar conditions
and circumstances of life in their communities,

to

inquire

more

closely

than

is

usually done in the North what kind of
knowledge and instruction will be most
useful to the young in after-life. The
new education in the Southern States. is,

some one else who did so.
;
No error in conventional geod-breeding
—mortifying as such errors are—is onequarter so serious as the least rudeness
which
has its root
springs from innate

tions enough left unsolved in American
archaolgy, no doubt, but the solution of

The floating
Serinagur,

most curions

art.

gardens

Cashmere,

specimens

of the Lake
are

A group of them when" viewed

to the

she ‘looked

stern

reproof

at

R of his own

that the
distribu-

To learn to put yourself instinctively in
another person's place is the grand secret

ted with scrupulous fidelity, and with a
wise perception of the chief needs of the of true
time,

;

"Two

,

The foremost men in the Southern
States—[ mean those who are foremost
-in business,.and in the social

and

moral

life and activities of the local communities—are everywhere taking up the
subject of education for the negroes in a
serious and business-like spirit. I did

% find

aywhere, except in Southwest28,
Iestation of prejuaice

politeness.

ladies had met often at the hous-

88 of their common friends,

and had been

introduced to each other once or twice on
such occasions. Of course, according to
strict etiquette, such an introduction does
not bind people to recognize each other
afterwards.

Ope

day,

these

ladies

of

whom 1 speak met in the midst of a little
roup o
e.

gr Good

mormtig, Mrs.

B..”

said

Mrs.

their

reach, and that

ple that the negroes should be educated a

{ast and fullyas possible.;
Many of the Southern people appear to

me

PUEBLOS.

it is

necessary for the welfare of the white peo-

to be rather sanguine and extravagant

-in their expectations regarding the result
of popular iaotellectnal enlightenment. for re-writing all the picturesque tales of
They talk very much as Horace Mann | the early conquerors.
All their legends
and his fellow-laborers talked, when they of cisatlantic emperors and empires were
were beginning the intellectual revival to be read anew in the light of that one
which led to the establishment of the New discovery.
These romances had been
England
public-school system.
They told in good faith, or something as-hearwill of course find, as has

been-shown

in

public schools have educated the mass

of;

the Northern

States, that even after the

the people, other problems of a serious niature remain. —August
EE

Atlantic.

:

I

ly modify them ; but the unshrinking light

When one comes to consider how early
a-littlg-ehild learns the exact meaning of
prepositions,—for instance, how
seldom

they misunderstand the relations expressed by the very words that we find it difficult to define accurately,—it is indeed a
cause for wonder. This is not a mere
parrot-like repetition of a lesson, as any
one who has ever closely observed a child

learning to speak knows. ‘There is in the
process an exercise of severe logic that
uts to shame the erratic inflections of our
anguage. Children, for example, show
a universal disposition to compare adjec-

tives and adverbs, as well as conjugate
verbs, regularly. Before a child says,

‘1am gooder than I was, mamma,” he
has observed the ordinary form of the
servation,

he has: generalized

his ob-

and applied his generalization

‘t6 anew word. This muy be done uncon-

sciously—it almost certainly.isso done ; but

the result in either case is reached after

the manner of a rafional.being—by processes of pure reasoning, and not through
mere parrot-like imitation.

ing on what his predecessor had laid
down. The accounts were accepted with
little critical revision by modern writers;
they filled the attractive pages of Pres-

cott; even Hubert Bancroft did not great-

OHILDREN'S LOGIC.

comparative,

it as the warrator knew,.and the tales
had passed from one another,-each build-

And this rea-

of u new theory

was

to transform

‘them

all. And with them were to be linked.
also Stephen's dreams of vast cities, once
occupied by an immense population, and
now remaining only as unexplored ruins
amid the forests of Central America.
The facts he saw were confirmed, but his
impressions must be tested by a wholly
new interpretation. Aud, after all, these
various wonders were only to be exchanged
for new marvels, as interesting as the old
ones, and far more intelligible and coherent.
. From the publication of Lewis H. Morgan’s remarkable essay,

entitled,

* Mon-

tezuma’s Dinner,” in the North American
Review

for April, 1876, the new interpre-

tation took a definite form. The vast accumulation of facts in regard to the early
American races then began to be classified
and simplified ; and,
' with whatever difference of opinion as to details, the
general opinion of scholars now inclines to
the view which, when Morgan first urged
it,- was called startling and incredible.)

That view is still a theory, as Darwin's
« origin of species” is still a theory; but

soningis the work of a mind in the earli- Morgan’s speculations, like Darwin's, have
est stages of its: development—
aps-+hegun a new era for the science to which
by a baby not two years old.
Indeed, they relate. He thinks that there never
the jumble that .children make of tifeir was a prehistoric American civilization,
talk is often the result of an attempt to properly so-called, but only an advanced
and wonderfully skilled barbarism, or
“throw reason overboard and’ to conform
to the “‘idiotisms”of the English language:

The effect 48 sometimes

too

much

for

them,.and they struggle along in the profoundest absurdities.

One

of my own

children, when she was under three years
- of age, was taken (0 the photographer's.
She heard us say, on looking at the negative, that she had

moved,

and

‘** Mamma, if you want me

piped up,

to sita little

more stiller, I will try alittle more bard.
er, but I did try next to the hardest.”
. Too often the logical facultyin children
18 smothered to death ; they are bora with

latent reasoning powers, that follow the
4

oC

semi-civilization at the utmost.
The ab‘original races, except perhaps the Eskimo,
were essentially one in their social structure, he holds, however varying in development.
There never was an Aztec or
Maya empire, but only a league of free
tribes, appointing their own chiefs, and
accepting the same general modes of or-'
ganization, based on consanguinity, that
have prevailed among all the more advanced families of North American Indians. Montezuma was not an emperor,
and

had no

palace,

but

he

lived

in

the

great communal
dwelling of his tribe,
where he was recognized and. served as

Hl
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SURE, SIMPLE and OHEAP External Remedy. A trial entails
‘but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CrNTS, and every
one suffering with pain ean have cheap and positive proof of

its claims. piREETIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

A. VOGELER
.

loss of his faculties tended

Made

States, and
__ make

Edmund

Lockwood;

buf better

than all,

he

and the community,
In his death the
sustains a severe loss. May his mantle
another.
A wife and four children
him, all consistent Christians. .
J. 8. WARREN.

Corson.—Betsey, widow of Eld.
Corson, died in Lebanon, Me., June
84 years and
25 days.
She professed

and joined the F'. B, church at West

M. A. GRAY.

Bean.—Died
in Conway,
N.
H., Mrs,
Sarah, widow of the lute Col. Benjamin Bean,
aged nearly 78 years.
She wus a disciple of
Christ forb4 years; and her end was peace,
gently passing into sleep.
Com.
Doe.—Died

very

suddenly

field, Me., July 10, Mr.

Amasa

at

So. Parsons-

Doe,

aged 73

years, 6 months, leaving a deeply afflicted ¢ompanion, four sons and a large. number of relatives to mourn his departure.
More than
forty years since Bro. Doe
professed faith in
Christ, was baptized by the late Rev. Z. Jor-

dan and united with the F.

Bg

church

at So.

Parsonsfield.
Being of & vetiting disposition
and deprived of hearing,he was not so active in
the-last years of his religions ie as formerly ;

et he maintained

hen the messenger

trust he stepped into

his “Christian

‘integrity.

called so: suddenly,

the

chariot

went to the beantifiul'home above,

of God

we

and

8S. S. HE.
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of goods, but
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10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each."
The
courses
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study
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Normal,

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : €lassical and Scientific
81.

Culendar.

First

term,
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Lungs,

should

and Analytical

Ey

TORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H.
Three terms per year, commencing on
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Practical
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of study.

Board, (Including room rent)
For further information apply
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of teachers and course

fidence of mankind and
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household

prompt

The
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DR. J.C. AYER &CO.,

weakened parts and quickly,

me DIAMOND

classes

The few compositions
which have won the eon-

PREPARED

Kl DNEY-WORT

to the

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec.,

lect if, and the wise will not.. Keep
it by you for.
the protection it affords by its early use in sudden

cures allkinds of Piles even when physiciansfz

>

defence.

attacks.

. E@1f
you have either
of these troubles

have access

Pittzfield, Me., July 11, 1882.

ed by any other medicine. It still makes the most
effectnal cures of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that
can be made by medical skill. Indeed, the CHERRY PECTORAL has relly robbéd these dangerous
diseases of their terrors to a great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from their painful effects,
that is well founded if the Teely be taken in season. Every
family should have it in their closet

and medicines have before failed.

students

B., Principal,

known
to the
public
rr
a bout forty years, by a
long continued series of marvelous cures, that have
won for it a confidence in its virtues, never equal-

v

mgthens the

Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. - Schol-

Catalogue address,

&%~ For
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‘Whatever
the cause, however obstinate}*
case, proper use of this remedy will
THIS

ous in-

are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical.
Admits both
chronic eaSecures good influences. For further inyour Wild sexes.
hey have: formation address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
medicine I Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
Saccarappa,

Sickness, suffering and even life 1s saved

overcome it.

Elective

Spring term, Jan. 29th, 1883.
Summer term, April 16th, 1583.
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been

a

~must have
ry virtues,

fof the ready
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EB one. ever
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SO
== wide a reputation, .or
&= maintained it so long,
as AYER'S CHERRY PECTORAL,
It has been
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Commercial,
Pre-

artm

ollege,

such as Coughs and Colds, Bronchitis,
Asthma and Consumption.

-KIDNEY-WORT
Cl

Theological,

and Art

There are two courses of study, embracing the
Scriptures, Systematic Lia
Pastoral
Theology, Homiletics and Church-History. Theologi-

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

For sale by Jewelers throughout the U.S.

FOR THE PERMANENT

28, 1882. Winter term
Send for Catalogue to

Principal, or E. S. TASKER,

M'F'G COMPANY,

i

Best

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
.
:
Hillsdale, Mich.
Theological Department of Hillsdale

price.
Address ‘* American Medicine Co.,” Manchester, N. H.
For sale by leading druggists.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.
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buildings in the
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and library’ fees, only $15 a year.
$2 to

“ The box of troches sent to me proved ot great

three differ-

the Gosham

INSTITUTION.—New

Scientific,

studies.

Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches.
done me more good than any other
have ever taken.”—[ Rev. 8S. ¥. Strout,
Me., Feb. 23.
ga Price 23c. a box. Sent by mail on receipt of

sécuring

guarantee,

send to

Principal.

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
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troubled many years with bronchitis I have tried
various remedies. so_far none have given such
immediate relief.”—|Rev. R. A. York, Yarmouth,

For

Lebanon

to the better land, leaving thrée td" §offow for
their loss.

be

Charles
5, aged
religion

nearly sixty years ago. She ever loved the
house of God ‘and was a constant attendant
until ‘illness deprived
her of the privilege.
The dear Saviour whom sli¢” loved in youth
did not forsake her in old age, but was her
stay and comfort,
Five children preceded her

MANUFACTURING

makers having two, and sometimes

sweetly lives in the memory of his family, his
church
church
fall on
survive
.

of

there

in. 1851.

of

GORHAM
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REV: A: 8. MESERVEY, Principal.
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«I think the trial box ofWarren’s Troches

the best quality of ware made (9251000)
:
1}
while, if they accept any othér trade mark,

fine

name

“

STERLING every first-class Jeweler in the United

Lockwood.—Died at his home
in Highland, Mich., of ulceration of the stomach, Bro.
Edmond Lockwood, aged 68
years and 3
ynonths.
His birthplace was Cherry Valley,
N.Y.
When a child his parents moved to
PoestenkKill, N. Y., where he experienced religion. In the fall of 1842, he removed to Michigan and soon after settled in Highland where |
he united with the F. B. ehurch of which he
was an esteemed member until death.
Connected with every good work of the church,

the

the

le"

Me., April 15,
72 years and
of George W.
husband were
2d F. Baptist
James Libby,
worthy mem-

spiritual, is

U. §. A.

Me., March 3.

On changing their residence to Harrison they
united with the Harrison church. After a few
years they removed to Otisfield where they
united with the present F, B. church.
Sister
B. was a good wife and mother, a devoted and
exemplary Christian,
She will be greatly
missed ia her family, and by her friends: and:
acquaintances generally. - She died peaceful
and happy.
Funeral services were conducted
by Rev. W. J. Twort, pastor of the church,
assisted by Rev. Mr, Loring, Cong.
OTI1s FERNALD.

and

by

PANY, Providence and New

years of her life,
, yet through it
during those years she beheld ‘the Son of
Righteousness.
As we remember her simple
faith,we cannot doubt that she has since beheld the Master with all the clouds of earth
swept away.
.
J. Qu A.

both financial

Md.,

if offers

School

extends over three
each térm thirteen

tures of the college. Financial aid is rendered to
those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.
Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.
For Sore Throat, Coughs, Colds, Bron=
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
chial Catarrh, Hoarseness,
and
All
York. This schoel was never in better condiThroat and Lung Troubles.
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc| tion. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of og
The Classical,
For the Throat and Lungs.
Seminary and
English Course. For full catalogue,
address
the
Principal.
“ When I received Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry
R. M. BARRUS. °
and Sursapariiia Troches I was suffering with a
cold and they helped me at once. 1 have found
Ma
CENTRAL INSTITUTE, — Pittsfiela,
them superior to anything I ever used for the
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-"
throat and lungs.”—[Rev. N. Stackpole, Plymouth,
cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
|" Maine, Feb. 27. . .
Full board of teachers. Expenses low,
Fall term begins Monday, Aug. 21st, 1882.
a
“-Brenchitis.
Winter term, Nov. 6th.
4
sent

naturally to

ber until the church was disorganized

& CO.

Baltimore,

~ Solid Silver.

tastes, but during the last Sil

Barrows.—Died in Otisfield,
of congestion of the lungs, aged
5 days, Mrs. Dolly A., wife
Barrows.
Sister Barrows and
baptized and united with the
church in Otisfield by Elder
June 3, 1832. She remained a

.

HAMPTON

Fall term begins August
begms November 20, 1882.

~ TROCHES!
THE MAGICAL REMEDY

ACHES

College,

of any

teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks. each.

VLD CATA A

GRRE

No Preparation on earth equals S1. JACOBS OIL 88 & SATE,

impair the activity of his mind also. During
these years of almost complete helplessness, he
was Jovinly and patiently cared for in the
family of
his son, William Jobnson, where
natural darkness was made bright and deprivations greatly ameliorated by the light of
filial devotion. “The father has gone home at
last to heavenly rest and reward, where he
waits to welcome his faithful children to the

Parsonsfield. © Naturally
“§he* possessed

When, in 1852, Lieutenant J. H. Simpson, of the United States army, gave to
the world the first detailed description of
the vast ruined pueblosof New Mexico,and
of the other pueblos still occupied, he did
not know that he was providing the means

Ii

ALL OTHER PAINS

SA

C.D: D.
sainst negro education, or feeling of A. ‘1 think you must be very near blessing of eternal life.
Jordan.—Dea. David Jordan died in New
,ealously regarding the advancement of sighted, for you hever know me, though
Gloucester, Me., June 13, aged 84 years.
He
:
the colored people in intelligence or ca- .we have met so often.”
was converted in Otisfield, Me., when about # You mistake,” was Mrs, B.'s reply, 40
pability for seif-elevation. The Southyears of age, under the labors of Rev.
ern people are divided in opinion regard- ‘Iam not at all near-sighted,” and with James Libby and by him baptized.
Afterwards removing to New Gloucester, he was
ing the capacity of the negroes-for con- ‘the.coldest of bows she moved away.
Her object, no doubt, was to resent chosen deacon of the F. B. church there,
~ tinued ‘or permanent intellectual imwhich office he filled to the satisfaction of the.
“provement ; some of them holding that, ‘what she considered a liberty and teach church
till old age and failing health compellwhile the negroes readily acquire the Mrs. A. a lesson; but she succeeded only ed him to be released. Bro. Jordan’s trust
rudiments of knowledge on account of in leaving on the by-standers the impres- in the Saviour was strong to the very last;
their imitative ability, they are much in- sion that she_herselfiqwhatever her social He leaves a wife and seven children. The
funeral services were conducted by Rev. B. F.
position, was not really a lady.
feriorto the white people in whatever
D. D., assisted by the writer. ** BlessTo go into society with the djstinct- ob- edHayes,
requires sustained and complex mental
are the dead which die in the Lord.” =~
activity. This is probably true, but no jectof making other people happy is to
F. E. BRIGGS.
such rule can be of universal application, ensure that you will be not only at ease,
Burbank.—Died
in
So.
Parsonsfield,
Me.,
and Southern men say everywhere that -but well bred.— Youth's Companion.
March 19, Miss Emmeline R. Burbank, aged
CIE
——
many. individoals among
the colored
36 years.< The deceased became converted
people are capable of using profitably the
some 16 yéars ago under the labors of Rev. F.
best educational facilities that can be IMPORTANCE OF THE REDISCOVERED
W. Towne and upited with the church at So.
placed within

Th

and
you
be-

ed when quite young and was baptized July
10, 1819, by Rev. Micajah Otis, joining the 2d
F. B. church in Strafford, of which he remained a worthy member “omtil death.
This
aged brother
was both deaf and blind for
more than seven years, and the complete. separation from the outward world caused by

New
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TOOTH, EAR

A.

N ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers.
courses of study
for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 18 the best commercial college in
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Ml Ceneral Bodily Pains,

FRISBEE,
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experience; they are

cure, ’’—.

Pronouncing THE LANCASTER
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For catalogue, or farther particulars,

, SWITZERLAND
,
ENDORSES
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MANF'D

of J.

weeks in length. Fall term begins August 29.
Winter term begins December
12.
Summer
term begins March
27th, 1883. Expenses are as
low asin any similar school in New England.

he -

lake in-two or three rows, at distances
apart varying according to the size which
itis intended to give the bed. Rooted
plants are gathered from the lake and
interwoven with the stakes. They continue to grow, and form the floor of the
bed, upon which more plants brought up
from the lake‘are piled, until a kind of
hill is formed half a yard in diameter and |
about two feet high. These floating gardens will last for a great many years, until the stakes supporting them are rotted
away, and may be perpetuated by renewing the stakes.— Selected.
Hl

Obitwaxies.

fitted for its management, and
proceeds of this endowment are

State.
years,

Rev. T. P. CHILDS, Tro

repr
Of course, there is still a vast amount of some of her maids of honor, who were
popul@®
ignorance and indifference al- laughing behind their fans, and reassured | Who hath a greater combat than he
that laboreth to overcome himself ?
This
most e¥erywhere in the South; there are her country guests by tranquilly pouring
many incompetent teachers ; and there is. her own tea into her saucer and drinking ought to be our endeavor, to conquer ourselves and daily wax stronger, and to
:
the general discouragemant of inadequate R=
Good manners are to a person what make # farther growth in holiness.—
revenues for pressing needs. But, considering the recent extreme ‘impoverish- perfume is to a flower; something indi- Thomas a Kempis.
ment of the country, and the violent dis- vidual and charming ; something which is
placement of the old system of social life necessary to make even beauty lovely.
and of the institutions of all these States, Their very essence is sympathy.
I do not think a true Christian could
the results actually aftainedin the establishment and administration of new possibly be anythiog but well-bred,
Particular Notice. Obituaries must be brief
for the public.
For the excess over one hunsys‘ems of popular education are remark- though there are plenty of gruff and un- "and
dred words, and for those sent by persons who do
able and highly gratifying. The Pea- civil members of churches. But no one not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash
body Fund has produced immeasurable who has taken the gospel of Christ into will ASsompaly the copy at the rate of jour cents
benefits in the Southern States.
I visited his heart, who loves his neighbop as him- per line of eight words. J erses are inadmissible.
many of the men who are chiefly con- self and blesses even his enemy, can be
Johnson.—Samuel Johnson, formerly of
cerned. in its. administration, and it is ev- anything but truly polite, however he Strafford N. H., died at the residence of: his
ident that this work is generally in the might, through lack of social experience, son in Great Falls, N. H.,, May 21, aged 82
hands of gentlemen who are admirably offend against some of the canons of eti- years, 9 months and 3 days. ‘He was convert-

quette.

city,
and adjacent

the only known means of permanent

Maine,

the management

vantages superior to those

To any suffering with Catarrh
or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnish a
means of Permanent and Posjtive Cure. A Home Treatment.
No chargé ‘for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

waves. The foundation of the garden is
formed by planting long stakesin the

Crafts.
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‘His remedies are the outgrowth

in the heart, and
cause you can say,
‘‘ My name is not on
disregard
of the | the church book.” The church helps men
of others. It was to do right, but the laws of right are older

with

Under

School.

B., and J. ¥. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants. Situated in the suberbs of a thriving
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in

cool,

suited
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Lewiston,
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SALEM, MASS,
Treas.

FRANK A. BROWN,

the evening gives an effect much like
that of a harbor with its fleet of ships
rising and falling with the. swell of the

name
is on the church book or not,
it is simply ridiculous to suppose
have
a cloak for sin that will wash,

LEAD, Nichols

NARROW

the

needs of the masses here,

better

:

AND

of horticultural

needs of the people there than -is the average Northern school education to the

instances,

LEAD

NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
_
LUMBAGO,
_ BACKACHE,

of

among

Educational,

CORRODERS AND GRINDERS

AND MANUFACTURERS

FLOATING GARDENS Of OAS

rights or the feelings
not the least royal act of good Queen and deeper than the church, and are not one
Caroline when, seeing at one of her little whit more binding on the church member
tea-parties two ladies from the country than on any other: man whose Bible and
who poured their tea into their saucers to conscience give him the same law.—WW. F.

in many

REMEDY
PURE WHITE
REETMATISH,

|

this part of the problem has now been proposed in intelligible terms, at least; and it
has been rapidly followed up by the accurate researches of Morgan and Putnam
and Bandelier.—7. W. Higginson, in Ha i
hs 3
per's Magazine for August.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

THX
GREAT GERMAN
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There is much to encourage all thought-

)

Po

-

SOUTHERN EDUCATION.

3
4
;
head. The forests of Yucatan heid no
vast cities—cities whose palaces remain,
while the humble dwellings of the poor
have perished—but only pueblo: towns, in
whose vast communal structures the rich
and the poor alike dwelt.
There are ques-

\/

- Piscellamy,

observing powers naturally.in the course
of development, if they are not destroyed.
Too often the whole training of the nursery, and the school is directed toward
eliminating the reasoning powers and
making of children mere monkeys or
mere parrots. They ought, of course,
to be set right when they are wrong, but
such an evidence of the eXerciss of*.reason as [ have just been speaking of, in
the regular conjugation of verbs or com‘parison of adjectives, should neither be
treated as the ‘cunning’ ways of the
baby and encouraged, nor as the ignorance of the older child and unconditionally reproved. Do not crush out the little
tender bud of rational thought which is
just pushing its way inte the air and

»

p

SY.

JOHN 4 Pise'r Age,
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